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DEUTSCHE ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Unser Interesse an Effekten von kontextabhängigen Codons auf die
Translation begann mit der Isolierung einer tRNA-Mutante (serT), welche einen
Defekt in der Translation des UCA Codons der Aminosäure 7 des flagellaren
Regulatorproteins FlgM aufwies (Chevance, 2006). Am Aufbau von Flagellen und
der Chemotaxis sind über 50 Gene beteiligt, in denen das Codon UCA ebenfalls
vorhanden ist. Daher war es überraschend, dass die serT-Mutante keinen Effekt im
Hinblick auf den Motilitätsphänotyp zeigte. Warum wurden in der serT Mutante alle
flagellaren Gene außer dem UCA Codon von flgM korrekt translatiert? Eine mögliche
Erklärung war, dass der Translationsdefekts von flgM auf Kontexteffekten der
Codons beruht, welche das UCA Codon für Aminosäure 7 (Ser7) flankieren.
Zur Untersuchung der Effekte von kontextabhängigen Codons auf die
Translationskinetik unter in vivo Bedingungen entwickelten wir ein genetisches
Reportersystem basierend auf der Translation des Gens für das Signalpeptid des his
Operons. Dabei wird die relative Geschwindigkeit gemessen, mit der das Ribosom
einzelne oder mehrere Codons in vivo abliest. Die Untersuchung der Translation eines
bestimmten Codons mit Ersatz des benachbarten 5´- oder 3´-Codons durch ein
anderes der 64 möglichen Codons zeigte, dass die Orientierung von Codon-Paaren
einen signifikanten Einfluss auf die Translationsgeschwindigkeit in vivo hat. CodonPaare mit seltenen Arginin-Codons bzw. aufeinanderfolgenden Prolin-Codons wurden
in vivo am langsamsten translatiert. Dieses System erlaubte es uns die Effekte
verschiedener Faktoren, wie der Shine-Dalgarno Sequenz, der Bildungsrate von
Peptidbindungen, des Codon-Kontexts und der Konzentration von mit Aminosäuren
beladener tRNAs, auf die Translationsgeschwindigkeit in vivo zu analysieren. Die
Ergebnisse dieser Untersuchungen sind in Kapitel 1 dargestellt.
Wir haben weiterhin den Effekt des Codon-Kontexts in dem flagellaren
Regulatorprotein FlgM näher untersucht. Dazu haben wir, in An- und Abwesenheit
der serT-tRNA-Mutation, die Codons, welche das UCA Codon für Ser7 flankieren
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mutiert. Der Ersatz der Codone, die für Thr6 und Pro8 in flgM kodieren, durch
synonyme Alternativen resultierte in einem 600-fachen Anstieg der FlgM Aktivität.
Der synonyme Austausch der Codons, welche für Thr6 und Leu9 kodieren führte zu
einer Verdoppelung der FlgM Aktivität. Die FlgM Aktivität war bei jeder
Codonanordnung direkt proportional zu dem Grad der Verzögerung der Translation
von synonymen Codons in vivo. Die verschiedenen Codonkombinationen hatten dabei
keinen erkennbaren Effekt auf die Stabilität der flgM mRNA oder vorhergesagter
mRNA-Sekundärstrukturen. Unsere Daten deuten darauf hin, dass die effiziente
mRNA Translation durch einen genetischen Code von Triplets-aus-Triplets bedingt
wird. Das bedeutet, dass die Effizienz der Translation eines bestimmten Codons von
den unmittelbar angrenzenden Codons beeinflusst wird. Die Ergebnisse dieser Studie
sind in Kapitel 2 dargelegt.
Darüber hinaus haben wir den Codonkontext in dem flagellaren
Regulatorprotein FliA untersucht und ein Testverfahren zur Ermittlung des
Kontexteffektes in dem Flagellinprotein FliC entwickelt. Im Falle von FliA konnte
weiterhin ein Effekt des Codonkontexts festgestellt werden, wobei in diesem Fall
auch die fliA mRNA-Stabilität beeinflusst wurde. Ein erneuter Translationsstart am
Ende der kodierenden Sequenz von flgM erklärte die Stabilität des flgM mRNA
Transkripts während der Translationsverzögerung. Diese Wiederaufnahme der
Translation und damit verbundene Schutz vor Abbau erfolgte jedoch nicht bei der fliA
mRNA, sodass zwischen einem Effekt des Codonkontexts und der mRNA-Stabilität
im Fall des fliA Transkripts nicht unterschieden werden konnte. Diese Beobachtungen
werden in Kapitel 3 erörtert.
Diese Studien müssen nunmehr auf weitere Proteine und andere Organismen
ausgeweitet werden, um festzustellen, ob der genetische Code als Triplets-ausTriplets universell gültig ist. Zudem sind weiterführende Studien zur Aufklärung der
zugrundeliegenden Mechanismen nötig.

SUMMARY

SUMMARY
Our interest on the effect of codon context on translation began in the lab with
the isolation of a tRNA mutant (serT) that was defective in translation of the UCA
codon for amino acid 7 of the regulatory flagellar protein FlgM (Chevance, 2006).
There are dozens of UCA codons in the more than 50 genes required for flagellum
production and chemotaxis. Therefore it was quite surprising that this serT mutant did
not have an effect on motility. Why would the mutant apparently translate the many
UCA codons of all the flagellar genes normally, but fail to efficiently translate the
UCA codon in flgM? It seemed possible that the defect in flgM translation might be
caused by context effects of codons flanking the UCA codon for amino acid 7 (Ser7)
of FlgM.
In order to monitor context effects on translational kinetics in a more general
manner and under in vivo conditions, we developed a bacterial genetic system based
on translation of the his operon leader peptide gene to determine the relative speed at
which the ribosome reads single or multiple codons in vivo. Assaying translation
through codon pairs for the 5’- and 3’- side positioning of the 64 codons relative to a
specific codon revealed that the codon-pair orientation significantly affected in vivo
translation speed. Codon pairs with rare arginine codons and successive proline
codons were among the slowest codon pairs translated in vivo. This system allowed us
to determine the effects of different factors on in vivo translation speed including the
Shine-Dalgarno sequence, rate of peptide bond formation, codon context, and charged
tRNA levels. The results of this study are reported in Chapter 1.
We decided to revisit the codon context in the flagellar regulatory protein
FlgM and mutated the codons adjacent to the UCA codon, with and without the serTtRNA mutation. The effects on translation of replacing codons Thr6 and Pro8 of flgM
with synonymous alternates produced a 600-fold range in FlgM activity. Synonymous
changes at Thr6 and Leu9 resulted in a two fold range in FlgM activity. The level of
FlgM activity produced by any codon arrangement was directly proportional to the
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degree of in vivo ribosome stalling at synonymous codons. Synonymous codon
suppressors that corrected the effect of a translation-defective synonymous flgM allele
were restricted to two codons flanking the translation-defective codon. The various
codon arrangements had no apparent effects on flgM mRNA stability or predicted
mRNA secondary structures. Our data suggest that efficient mRNA translation is
determined by a triplet-of-triplet genetic code. That is, the efficiency of translating a
particular codon is influenced by the nature of the immediately adjacent flanking
codons. The results of this study are reported in Chapter 2.
We also investigated codon context in the flagellar regulatory protein FliA and
developed an assay to study context effects in the flagellin protein FliC. In the case of
FliA, there was still an effect of codon context, but in this case, fliA mRNA stability
was also affected. The stability of the flgM mRNA transcript during translation
stalling was due to a translational restart at the end of flgM coding sequence. This
translational restart protection of mRNA did not occur with fliA and prevented the
distinction between the effects of codon context on translation versus mRNA stability
for the fliA transcript. These observations are discussed in Chapter 3.
These studies need to be extended to the case of other proteins and in other
organisms in order to support whether the triplet-of-triplet genetic code is universal
and further studies need to elucidate the mechanisms involved.

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
In the decades of studies on the Central Dogma of Molecular
Biology from DNA to RNA to protein (Crick 1970), the process of
translation remains elusive to simple rules. The triplet nature of the
genetic code is the cornerstone of mRNA translation (Crick et al. 1961),
yet the process appears more complex than originally deduced. The
elucidation of the 3-dimensional structure of the ribosome by X-ray
crystallography has been a major achievement in the last decades
providing great insight into the detailed molecular workings of this
machinery (Ehrenberg 2009), which is believed to be a left-over from an
RNA-dominated world. One major puzzle in the translation field is the
contribution of codon context, which can have a profound effect on
protein translation.
This introduction reviews basic and up-to-date concepts of the
process of protein translation and the main actors involved. Evidence of
the influence of synonymous codons usage and codon context on protein
translation, as well as relevant factors that may affect translation are
discussed. Finally, since context effects are being examined in the
flagellar proteins FlgM and FliA(σ28), a concise description of the
flagellar transcriptional hierarchy is also given.
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The Central Dogma
The central dogma of biology refers to the process by which DNA is
transcribed into mRNA by RNA polymerase, and the process by which mRNA is
translated into protein by ribosomes (Figure 1).

DNA
Transcription
RNA Polymerase

RNA
Translation
Ribosome

Protein
Figure 1. The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology.

The central dogma, first proposed by Francis Crick, also included information
about the transfer of sequence information between DNA, RNA and protein:

“The Central Dogma. This states that once ‘information’ has passed into
protein it cannot get out again. In more detail, the transfer of information
from nucleic acid to nucleic acid, or from nucleic acid to protein may be
possible, but transfer from protein to protein, or from protein to nucleic
acid is impossible. Information means here the precise determination of
sequence, either of bases in the nucleic acid or of amino acid residues in
the protein.”
Francis Crick, 1957
Experimental Biology Symposium :
“The Biological Replication of Macromolecules”
University College London
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It was re-stated in a Nature paper published in 1970 (Crick 1970):
“The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology deals with the detailed residueby-residue transfer of sequential information. It states that such
information cannot be transferred back from protein to either protein or
nucleic acid.”
Francis Crick, 1970
Nature

The RNA World Hypothesis
In eukaryotes, the processes of transcription and translation are clearly
separated whereas in prokaryotes, the 5’end of mRNA interacts with ribosomes soon
after the initiation of transcription so that transcription and translation are coupled in
space and time (Berg et al. 2002). In all systems, the process of conversion of nucleic
acids into DNA and RNA polymers is performed by proteins (DNA and RNA
polymerases); whereas RNA is converted into protein by an RNA-protein complex;
the ribosome. The discovery that the ribosome is a ribozyme (ribonucleotic acid
enzyme) and that the ribosomal RNA is the major catalyst of peptide bond formation
(Nissen et al. 2000) supports the view that an RNA world existed on earth before
modern cells arose (Alberts et al. 2002). In this hypothesis, RNA would store the
genetic information and also would act as a catalyst of chemical reactions. Only later
in evolutionary time, DNA would have taken over the role in the storage of genetic
information and proteins would have become the major catalysts and structural
components of the cell. However, the transition out of an RNA world was never
complete, as RNA still catalyzes several reactions in modern cells.
In the 60’s, Carl Woese, Francis Crick and Leslie Orgel were among the first
to suggest the idea that RNA once did the work of DNA and proteins, decades before
the discovery of the ribozymes. This was proposed not long after the double-helical
structure of DNA was determined. Later, 1989 chemistry Nobel laureates Thomas
Cech and Sidney Altman independently discovered that RNA molecules could act as
catalysts, and were not restricted to carrying genetic information. Thomas R. Cech
was studying the splicing of RNA in the unicellular organism Tetrahymena
thermophila when he discovered that an unprocessed RNA molecule could splice
itself. Sidney Altman worked on the characterization of ribonuclease P (RNase P) and
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its activity in processing of the 5’ leader sequence of the precursor tRNA. RNase P is
a ribonucleoprotein consisting of both a structural RNA molecule and one (in
prokaryotes) or more (in eukaryotes) proteins. He discovered that the RNA
component of the bacterial RNAse P complex was sufficient for the observed
catalytic activity of the complex. He found later that this was not the case for RNase P
from eukaryotic organisms.
By 2000, the atomic resolution of the structure of the large ribosomal subunit
revealed the key catalytic sites of ribosomes to be composed of RNA and for the
proteins forming the ribosomal complex to be of peripheral functional importance
Specifically, the formation of the peptide bond, the reaction that binds amino acids
together into proteins, is now known to be catalyzed by an adenine residue in the
rRNA: the ribosome is therefore a ribozyme (Cech 2000). These discoveries of the
catalytic properties of RNA strengthen the idea that RNA molecules could be capable
of generating the first proteins in the RNA world hypothesis.
It seems plausible that an RNA world existed in the early development of life
on earth before DNA and protein-based life. However, arguments in favor of
beginning of life on earth with RNA are questionable (Bernhardt 2012; Robertson and
Joyce 2012).

The Genetic code
The genetic code defines how the four-letter code of DNA is translated into
the 20-letter alphabet of amino acids, which are the building blocks of proteins. The
genetic code is considered a universal code conserved among all life forms. However,
as more organisms are being studied and discovered and with recent advances in areas
of genome sequencing, biochemistry, bioinformatics and structural biology,
deviations to the genetic code have been unraveled (Watanabe and Yokobori 2011;
Baranov et al. 2015; Bezerra et al. 2015; Ling et al. 2015). In the traditional genetic
code, each codon is a set of three-letter combinations of nucleotides, each of which
corresponds to a specific amino acid or stop signal. There are 43= 64 possible
combinations of three-letter nucleotide sequences that can be made from the four
nucleotides. Of these 64 codons, 61 represent amino acids, and three are translation
termination signals or stop (nonsense) codons. The excess of codons to amino acids
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results in redundancy such that many of the amino acids are coded for by two to six
triplet sequences. A given tRNA (discussed below) can also recognize multiple
codons that differ in the third or wobble position (Table 1).
This standard codon table (Table 1) took several years to settle down. All the
codons starting with a U in the first codon position are indicated in the first row, these
starting with a C are indicated in the second row, and those starting with a A or a G
are placed in the third and fourth row respectively. For each column, the same base
order is used for the second or third codon base (U, C, A, G). This organization
groups synonymous codons together, where the third base is either U, C, A, G or just
U, C or A, G. Methionine and Tryptophan are the only amino acids encoded by a
single codon.

Table 1. Traditional representation of the genetic code showing redundancy of the genetic code and E.coli
tRNA species. Each dot, and each dot connected by a lane represents a tRNA species

5
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Recently, an alternative circular genetic code representation has been
proposed by Gosjean and Westhof (2016) that aims to also take into account
parameters such as the intrinsic stability of codon-anticodon duplex, the conformation
of the anti-codon hairpin, the presence of modified nucleotides, the occurrence of
non-Watson-Crick pairs in the codon-anti codon helix and the interactions with bases
of ribosomal RNA at the A-site of the ribosomal decoding center.

The main actors of translation
Translation describes the decoding process of a messenger RNA molecule
(mRNA) into a protein. The 3 main actors of translation are the messenger RNA, the
transfer RNAs and the ribosome complex.
(1) messenger RNA (mRNA) carries the genetic information corresponding to the
protein amino acid sequence to be made (Table 1). The mRNA interacts specifically
with both tRNAs and the small ribosomal subunit (see below).
(2) transfer RNAs (tRNAs) are the adaptor molecules bringing the specific amino
acid corresponding to the message coded by the mRNA. The general secondary
structure of a tRNA is depicted in Figure 2. The length of each arm and the variable
loop varies from species to species. Two important functional regions in a tRNA are
the anticodon loop, which reads the messenger RNA codons, and the acceptor stem,
which contains the 3’-CCA terminal group used to attach the specific amino acid
cognate to the tRNA. The tRNA 5’- to 3’- primary structure contains the anticodon
(positions 34, 35, 36), but in reverse order since 3’ to 5’ directionality is required to
read the mRNA from 5’ to 3’. Many tRNA species undergo base modification in their
codon recognition sequences, which affects their ability to recognize different wobble
positions (Table 2). If the first nucleotide in the anti-codon (position 34) is a C or an
A, pairing is specific and follows original Watson-Crick pairing; one specific codon
can be paired to that tRNA. If the first nucleotide is a U or G, the pairing is less
specific and two bases can be recognized by the tRNA (G can pair with C or U; and U
can pair with A or G). This first anti-codon nucleotide can be modified to inosine that
allows pairing with A, C or U. Modification of tRNA bases allows tRNAs to
recognize single or multiple anticodons through !
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Figure 2- Transfer RNA shematic secondary structure and tRNA modifications (Grosjean, 2009) !

5’-base in Anticodon

3’base in Codon

G
C
A
U
I

U or C
G
U
A or G
A, U or C

Table 2. Wobble position pairing possibilities
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a mechanism that involves binding and base stacking efficiencies as the tRNA enters
the ribosome at the A site (Grosjean et al. 2010).
(3) The third major actor of translation is the ribosome complex, which is a
translation machine in which the peptide bond between successive amino acids occurs.
The ribosome is composed of two subunits and several associated ribosomal proteins.
In prokaryotes, the small ribosomal subunit (30S) consists of 16S ribosomal RNA and
21 proteins (referred as to S1 through S21), while the large 50S ribosomal subunit
contains the 5S and 23S ribosomal RNAs and 34 different proteins (L1 through L34)
(Moore and Steitz 2011). A ribosome contains one copy of each RNA molecule, two
copies of the L7 and L12 proteins, and one copy of each of the other proteins (Berg et
al. 2002).
Within the ribosome, there are 3 binding sites for tRNA molecules to interact
with mRNA to enable the peptidyl bond to form between successive amino acids. The
acceptor or aminoacyl site (A-site) is the location where charged tRNA enters the
ribosome and brings the next amino acid to be assembled; the P-site (peptidyl tRNA
binding site) binds to the tRNA holding the growing polypeptide chain of amino
acids; and the E-site (for exit site) is the position that permits the discharge of
deaminoacylated tRNA after the transfer of amino acid to the growing peptide chain
(Figure 3). Another binding site referred as the A/T site is an intermediate site for the
aminoacyl-tRNA-GTP-EF-Tu complex to bind to the ribosome before the release of
GTP and elongation factor EF-Tu (T being EF-Tu binding site in the large ribosomal
subunit). Upon GDP-EF-Tu release (see steps of translation below), the aminoacyltRNA springs from the A/T site into the A/A-site and places the amino acid in the
peptidyl tranfer center, where the peptide bond is formed (Liljas 2009; Schmeing et al.
2009). The correct interaction between the mRNA codons and the anticodons of the
tRNA is mediated by the small ribosomal subunit, while the peptide bond formation
in the growing polypeptide occurs in the peptidyl transfer center in the large
ribosomal subunit (Figure 3) (Steitz 2008; Liljas 2009; Moore and Steitz 2011). The
major enzymatic activity of the peptidyl transfer center of the ribosome is provided by
its contribution to the correct positioning the α−amino group of the aminoacyl moiety
of the aminoacyl tRNA in the A-site, so that it is in the close vicinity and pointed
toward the carbonyl carbon of the ester bounding the peptidyl moiety to the CCA part
of the peptidyl-tRNA in the P-site, thus lowering the activation entropy of peptide
bond (Sievers et al. 2004; Moore and Steitz 2011).
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Figure 3. Shematic of the ribosome depicting the E (exit), P
(peptidyl) and A (aminoacyl) tRNA binding sites !

!

!

Figure 4. Peptide bond formation in the peptidyl transfer center (from Berg et al. 2002).
The amino group of the aminocyl-tRNA in the A-site attacks the carbonyl group of the ester linkage of the
peptidyl t-RNA in the P-site to form a tetrahedral intermediate, which ultimately collapses to release the
deacylated tRNA and the peptide bond.
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While the ribosome may only work on one mRNA strand at a time, multiple
ribosomes can bind to the same mRNA strand to form polyribosomes. Ribosome
profiling studies showed that the ribosome protects mRNA fragments of either 28 to
30 nucleotides or 20 to 22 nucleotides, suggesting that the ribosome changes its shape
to ratchet along the mRNA from one codon to the next during translation elongation
(Lareau et al. 2014).
Major enzymes involved in translation include the following:
(1) Aminoacyl tRNA synthetases are a group of enzymes that catalyze the covalent
bonding between specific tRNAs and their cognate amino acid. Each aminoacyl
tRNA synthetase recognizes a single amino acid, as well as the specific base
sequences that identify the correct acceptor tRNA(s). The tRNA is termed “charged”
when it carries its corresponding amino acid. Aminoacyl tRNA synthetases can, at
low frequency, mispair tRNAs with the wrong amino acids resulting in mischarged
aminoacyl tRNAs, causing mistranslation of the genetic code.
(2) Elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu in prokaryotes or eEF-1 in eukaryotes) delivers the
aminoacyl tRNAs to the acceptor site of the ribosome. The decision for the aminoacyl
tRNA to remain in the A site of the ribosome is made by EF-Tu (bacteria) depending
if the sequence of the aminoacyl tRNA anticodon is complementary to the codon
sequence encoded by the mRNA in the A site of the ribosome, based on WatsonCrick and wobble pairing rules. In addition, tRNA modifications will affect base
stacking efficiency and the decision by EF-Tu in recognizing the correct fit of an
incoming aminoacyl tRNA (Grosjean et al. 2010).
(3) Elongation factor G (EF-G in prokaryotes or eEF-2 in eukaryotes) has two
functions in protein synthesis; it catalyzes the translocation of tRNA and mRNA on
the ribosome during the elongation step (see below) and together with ribosome
release factor (RRF), it promotes the dissociation of the ribosome into subunits after
termination of protein synthesis (recycling).
(4) Initiation factors include the proteins involved in the initiation step of translation.
There are 3 prokaryotic initiation factors: IF1, IF2 and IF3 and as many as 10
eukaryotic initiation factors (Cooper 2000; Asano 2014). Prokaryotic initiation factor
IF1 associates with the 30S ribosomal subunit to the base of the A site of the
ribosome and blocks further aminoacyl-tRNA from entering (Asano 2014). IF2 is a
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100 kDa ribosomal GTPase that binds both the 30S and 50S subunits (Caserta et al.
2006). It associates to the 30S ribosomal subunit at the partial P site. Formyl
methionyl initiator tRNA (fMet-tRNAfMet) can then bind to IF2 (P/I site), and IF2
transfers fMet-tRNAfMet into the partial P-site. When the ribosomal 50S subunit joins,
GTP is hydrolyzed to GDP, causing a conformational change in the IF2 inducing its
release and allowing the 70S subunit to form (Laursen et al. 2005). IF3 is bacteria
specific; its binding to the 30S ribosomal subunit prevents the formation of the 70S
complex. It also directs fMet-tRNAfMet to pair with the start codon at the ribosomal Psite (Asano 2014).
(5) Release factors recognize termination codons and are responsible for the release
of the assembled peptide at the end of translation. In prokaryotes, RF1 recognizes
UAA or UAG, while RF2 recognizes UAA or UGA. A single release factor (eRF-1)
recognizes all stop codons in eukaryotes. Release factor RF-3 (or eRF-3 in
eukaryotes) does not recognize termination signals, but catalyze the release of RF1 or
RF2 from the ribosome at the end of the termination process (Steitz 2008).

The translation process
Translation is usually divided into 3 mains stages: initiation, elongation and
termination. The recycling step referring to the disassembly of the ribosomal complex
after termination can be included as the fourth stage of the translation process
(Hirokawa et al. 2006).
The initiation step involves the association of both the methionyl initiator
tRNA (Met-tRNAi) and the mRNA to the small ribosomal RNA subunit, in such a
way that by the end of the initiation step, the Met-tRNAi is located in the P-site of the
ribosome, pairing with the initiation mRNA codon (start codon).
The AUG start codon codes for methionine in eukaryotes and modified Nformylmethionine (fMet) in prokaryotes. Alternate start codons (such as Valine GUG)
can also be used as start codons but they are still translated as methionine. In
prokaryotes, the initiator amino acid fMet is delivered to the ribosome by a
specialized tRNA initiator (tRNAifMet). Once methionine has been loaded onto the
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specialized initiator tRNAifMet by methionyl tRNA synthetase, a transformylase
catalyzes the addition of a formyl group onto methionine to form the formyl–
methionyl initiator tRNA (fMet-tRNAifMet).
The translation initiation step starts with the association of initiation factors
IF2 and IF3 (in prokaryotes) to the small ribosomal RNA subunit. This interaction
facilitates the loading of initiation factor IF1 and fMet-tRNAifMet at the A and P site of
the 30S ribosomal subunit, respectively. In prokaryotes, the mRNA Shine-Dalgarno
sequence, located upstream of the start codon, allows mRNA association to the 30S
complex by base-pairing to a pyrimidine rich region in the 16S component of the
small ribosomal RNA. This base-pairing interaction between the mRNA and the small
ribosomal subunit ensures that bacterial ribosomes initiate translation not only at the 5’
end of the mRNA message but also at internal initiation sites of polycistronic
messages, occurring frequently in bacteria (Cooper 2000). Upon recognition and
binding of fMet-tRNAifMet at the P site of the small ribosomal subunit, IF3 is released;
which enables 50S ribosomal subunit to associate with the 30S complex. In turn, the
association of the two ribosomal subunits induces IF2 GTP hydrolysis, leading to its
own release and that of IF1 (Asano 2014). As a result, the 70S initiation complex
forms with fMet-tRNAifMet bound to the mRNA start codon in the P-site of the
ribosome. The decoding of the mRNA and elongation cycles can begin.
The Elongation cycle can be summarized to three successive reactions; the
binding of the new aminoacyl-tRNA to the free A-site of the ribosome, the peptide
bond formation in the peptidyl transfer center of the large ribosomal subunit, and the
translocation reaction (Figure 5).
The elongation factor Tu, complexed to GTP and an aminoacyl-tRNA,
delivers the next aminoacyl-tRNA to the empty A site of the ribosome. This ternary
EF-Tu-GTP-aa-tRNA complex first interacts with the ribosome in a codon
independent fashion. In the absence of codon recognition, the aa-tRNA-EF-Tu
complex does not enter further steps of A-site binding (Rodnina et al. 1995). If the
binding of the aminoacyl-tRNA anticodon to the mRNA codon located in the A-site
of the small ribosomal subunit is strong (according to Watson-Crick and wobble basepairing rules), the ribosome initiates a series of structural rearrangements, resulting in
a conformational change of EF-Tu, which in turn triggers EF-Tu-GTP hydrolysis and
the release of GDP-EF-Tu from the ribosomal complex (Rodnina et al. 1995). Upon
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GDP-EF-Tu release, the aminoacyl-tRNA springs from the A/T site (T site refers to
EF-Tu site in the large ribosomal subunit- see Figure 3) into the A/A position, which
places the amino acid carried by the incoming tRNA in the peptidyl transfer center
(Liljas 2009; Schmeing et al. 2009).
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At the end of the elongation cycle when the stop codon
has been positioned in the A site, one of two protein release
factors (RFs), RFI or RFII, binds to the A site and promotes
the deacylation of the peptidyl-tRNA. A recycling factor,
with the help of EF-G, then leads to the dissociation of the
release factor and the two ribosomal subunits.

Delivery of aminoacyl-tRNAs to the A site
The accurate delivery of the correct aminoacyl-tRNA to
the A site is facilitated by EF-Tu and involves at least two
distinct steps. First, an interaction is made between the
anticodon base triplet in the tRNA and the corresponding

Determinants of codon–anticodon specificity. The
structural basis by which the ribosome facilitates and
detects the specificity of codon–anticodon interaction
in the A site has been derived from structures of the
small subunit of Thermus thermophilus in complex with
mRNA and a cognate anticodon stem-loop mimic bound
in the A site7, as well as a more recent structure of the
70S ribosome with tRNAs bound in all three sites5. These
structures show that when cognate bases of the anticodon
of the tRNA form a Watson–Crick base-paired complex
with the mRNA codon bound to the A site, three 16S
rRNA bases (A1492, A1493 and G530) — which previous
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translocation step results in the placement of the uncharged tRNA from the P- to the
E-site and the peptidyl-tRNA from the A-to the P-site, leaving the ribosome with a
peptidyl-tRNA at the P-site and an empty A-site (Figure 5). The ribosomal subunits
rotate in respect to each other to assist the movement of the mRNA and tRNAs (Frank
and Agrawal 2000; Zhang et al. 2009; Belardinelli et al. 2016).
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Protein folding at the end of the tunnel. Some co-translational protein folding does appear to occur, which is
assisted by a protein bound at the end of the polypeptide
exit tunnel. Models of the 50S subunit bound to trigger
factor (which were derived from co-crystal structures of
the 50S ribosomal subunit with fragments of the trigger
factor protein) lead to the conclusion that the trigger factor
forms a significant interior volume at the bottom of the
tunnel that is sufficient in size to allow the protected folding of modest-sized protein domains49,50. The structure
of the N-terminal binding domain of the Deinococcus

Protein synthesis termination
When a stop codon in the mRNA reaches the A site of
the ribosome at the end of the elongation phase of protein
synthesis, translocational release factors (RF1, RF2 and
RF3 in bacteria) catalyse the hydrolysis and release of the
ester-linked polypeptide on the P-site tRNA (FIG. 7). One
primary mechanistic question that remains is how the
release factor proteins are able to recognize the stop codon
in the mRNA on the small subunit and thereby enable
the other end of the factor to catalyse release on the large
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important to prevent the selection of non cognate aminoacyl-tRNA (Geigenmuller and
Nierhaus 1990).
The termination cycle occurs when a stop codon (UAA, UAG, and UGA)
reaches the A-site of the ribosome. Since there are no tRNA molecules with
anticodons complementary to these termination signals, the cell uses release factors
that recognize the stop codons and terminate the cycle. In prokaryotes, RF1
recognizes codons UAA or UAG, and RF-2 recognizes codons UAA or UGA. The
binding of RF1 or RF2 to the A-site of the ribosome stimulates the hydrolysis and
release of the peptide from the tRNA in the P-site. Atomic resolution structures of the
release factors RF1 and RF2 in the ribosome complexes shows that they are bound in
a similar way as that of aminoacyl tRNAs before peptide bond formation (Korostelev
et al. 2008; Laurberg et al. 2008; Weixlbaumer et al. 2008). Likewise, the change of
conformation of the peptidyl transfer center is induced similarly whether it is a
aminoacyl tRNA, RF1 or RF2 in the A-site of the ribosome.
After release of the peptide from the tRNA in the P-site, RF3-GDP is recruited
and prompts the release of RF1/2. RF3 is released by further GTP hydrolysis (Steitz
2008). The post-termination complex is formed by the intact 70S ribosome, mRNA
with a termination codon at the A-site and a deacetylated tRNA in the P-site.
Ribosomal Release Factor RRF and elongation factor EF-G work together to
dissociate the 70S ribosome and release the 50S subunit. Initiation factor IF3 then
binds to the 30S subunit replacing the deacylated tRNA at the P site, releasing the
deacylated tRNA and the mRNA. All the components of the translation machinery are
now free for another translation cycle.
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Relevant factors affecting translation
Once the cell has committed to produce a protein, mRNA is first produced, but
there are still several regulation check-point at each of the phase of the translation
process. In prokaryotes, where polycistronic messages are frequently encountered,
adjustments of protein levels through translation regulation are of particular relevance.
In addition regulation of the translation speed and accuracy has been connected to
protein folding and diseases.
Translation initiation is the first main translational regulation check point; it is
a particularly time-consuming step and regulation of this stage of translation has
received most attention (Laursen et al. 2005; Kudla et al. 2009; Salis et al. 2009);
However, there is a growing awareness that the translation elongation steps provide a
fine-tuning of protein expression levels and may contribute to the correct protein
folding. This fine-tuning of expression is dependent of several parameters.
Selection of the correct aminoacyl tRNA and decoding process. During
translational elongation, the decoding phase and selection of the correct aminoacyltRNA followed by EF-Tu GTP hydrolysis is the first limiting step. Structural
explanations about how the ribosome is able to discriminate the correct aminoacyl
tRNA have been provided by X-ray crystal structures indicating that the ribosome
recognizes the geometry of the cognate codon-anticodon helix (Ogle et al. 2001;
Selmer et al. 2006). Conserved bases G530, A1492 and A1493 in the 16S rRNA of
the small ribosomal subunit interact with the cognate codon-anticodon helix to induce
a structural change of the 30S ribosomal subunit from an open to a close
conformation (Ogle et al. 2002; Khade et al. 2013). This “domain closure” involves a
tightening of the decoding center around the anticodon arm of the aminoacyl-tRNA
that accelerates GTP hydrolysis of EF-Tu and the accommodation of the cognate
aminoacyl tRNA into the peptidyl tranferase center (Ogle et al. 2002; Ogle et al.
2003). In contrast, a non-cognate aminoacyl tRNA is incompatible with the mRNA
codon in the A-site. This affects the geometry of the codon-anticodon helix and would
inhibit the domain closure, which results in a delay of GTP hydrolysis and tRNA
accommodation. Mutations in the D-arm of the aminoacyl-tRNA have been shown to
stimulate miscoding by altering tRNA flexibility and hydrogen bond stability
(Cochella and Green 2005; Schmeing et al. 2011). This suggests that each aminoacyl-
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tRNA adopts a unique conformation when delivered to the ribosome that allows
accurate decoding (Schmeing et al. 2011).
The speed of delivery of the correct aminoacylated tRNA complexed with EFTu is dependent on the concentration and availability of charged tRNA and can
thus affects the rate of accommodation. Multiple studies have shown that the
translation efficiency of a given codon is determined by the amount of tRNA in the
cell (Ikemura 1981; Sharp et al. 1988; Sorensen et al. 1989; Akashi 2003; Elf et al.
2003; Man and Pilpel 2007; Wohlgemuth et al. 2013). In addition, tRNA availability
fluctuates during growth and also depends on growth conditions (Dong et al. 1996;
Dittmar et al. 2005). Rare codons are those utilized at low frequencies and are
specific to related organisms. Expression of proteins is affected by the presence or
absence of these rare codons in the coding sequence. Manipulation of the coding
sequence of different proteins to coincide with preferred codon usage in a given
organism is often essential for the expression of proteins in heterologous systems. !
tRNA modifications are frequently encountered at positions 34 (wobble
position) and 37 (3’ adjacent to the anticodon in tRNAs), and are known to play
essential roles in both the recognition and sensitivity of particular codon-anticodon
pairing at these positions (Curran 1995; Agris et al. 2007; Gustilo et al. 2008).
Ericson and Bjork (1991) suggested that the tRNA modification 3’ of the anticodon
(ms2io6A) could increase the stability of the codon-anticodon complex by stacking
onto the codon-anticodon complex. The role of tRNA modifications at other positions
has not been clearly observed. Specific cases have shown that these tRNA
modifications can be critical for the tRNA to be charged during aminoacylation
(Giege et al. 1998) and that they can either stimulate or reduce the efficiency of
recoding (frame-shifts) (Namy et al. 2010).
The rate of the peptide bond formation in the peptidyl transfer center has
been shown to be dependent on the nature of the C-terminal amino acid residue of the
peptidyl tRNA in the P-site (Katunin et al. 2002). In a systematic study, Wohlgemuth
et al. (2008) compared the reactivity of different C-terminal amino acids carried by a
tRNA in the P-site with the tRNA analog puromycin in the A-site. The reactivity
decreased in the order of Lys= Arg>Ala>Ser>Phe=Val>Asp>>Pro, with Pro being by
far the slowest. However, the rate of peptide bond formation was found to be the same
for all amino acids with an aminoacyl-tRNA in the A-site instead of puromycin, and
corresponded to the time of accommodation of the aminoacyl-tRNA (Wohlgemuth et
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al. 2008). In a screen for codon sequences that induce ribosome stalling, Tanner et al.
(2009) identified amino acid sequences ending in di-proline residues that caused
ribosome stalling within a coding region, in vivo. It has been reported that the addition
of a proline residue, the sole N-alkylamino acid (imino acid) in the genetic code,
during ribosome translation occurs at a slower rate than insertion of other amino acids
due to the unusual nature of the cyclic proline residue that constrains the protein
secondary structure (Pavlov et al. 2009). The recent discovery of a translation
elongation factor, EF-P, which is required for the efficient translation of consecutive
proline residues within a coding sequence supports this hypothesis (Doerfel et al.
2013).
The role for the E site has been a controversial subject. The E-site was
discovered a bit after the A and P sites (Rheinberger et al. 1981). An allosteric three
site model was proposed that suggests that for the deacylated tRNA to be released
from the E-site, an aminoacyl tRNA must bind to the A-site, and that the selection of
the aminoacyl tRNA at the A-site is dependent on the binding of the deacylated tRNA
in the E-site, after its translocation from the P-site (Gnirke et al. 1989; Rheinberger
and Nierhaus 1990; Dinos et al. 2005). This model could provide another layer of
control and selection in the A-site against erroneous aminoacyl tRNAs and maintain
the reading frame (Nierhaus 1993; Marquez et al. 2004). In contrast, the classic two
state model of elongation of the ribosome proposes that the binding of the deacylated
tRNA at the E-site after leaving the P-site during translocation is a transient and weak
binding and cannot agree with the allosteric model relying on stronger binding
(Baranov and Ryabova 1988; Lill et al. 1989; Semenkov et al. 1996). In vitro studies
support both models (group of Nierhaus vs group of Rodnina). In vivo studies have
shown that the modified tRNA in the E-site can affect -1 frameshifting (Bekaert and
Rousset 2005; Sanders and Curran 2007; Sanders et al. 2008), suggesting that the Esite tRNA helps holding the reading frame- which would support the allosteric model.
Single molecule and kinetic analysis indicate that the release of the E-site tRNA is not
strickly coupled to the binding of aminoacyl-tRNA in the A site (Semenkov et al.
1996; Uemura et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011). However, it is well agreed that the
binding at the E-site tRNA is important for the translocation step (Lill et al. 1989;
Feinberg and Joseph 2001; Sergiev et al. 2005). Sergiev et al (2005) showed that in
vitro, the ejection of deacylated tRNA occurs during translocation step or shortly after.
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mRNA secondary structure can have a profound effect on translation,
especially in bacteria. Transcriptional polarity in bacterial operons results from stopcodon mutations that cause early termination in a gene allowing 3' mRNA sequences
that are not protected by ribosomal translation to fold up and terminate transcription.
Efficient translation allows ribosomes to block mRNA secondary structures formation.
However, codons that are translated slowly, such as the CGA, AGA and AGG
arginine codons or poly-proline codons cause ribosomes to pause and if RNA
polymerase continues, exposed mRNA sequences can fold into translationterminating secondary structures. In addition, poor ribosome binding sites that result
in infrequent ribosome loading could also result in exposed mRNA sequences that
might fold into translation-terminating secondary structures.
(p)ppGpp. Guanosine tetra- and penta-phosphate, collectively known as
(p)ppGpp control transcription, translation and replication in bacteria (Srivatsan and
Wang 2008; Hauryliuk et al. 2015). They are produced in response to amino acid
starvation by a process that senses uncharged tRNA species binding to the ribosomal
"A" site. This stalls protein synthesis and stimulates the ribosome-bound RelA protein
to produce (p)ppGpp. Rapid elevation of (p)ppGpp levels leads to inhibition of
ribosome and tRNA synthesis and is part of the transition into stationary phase growth.
At the transcriptional level, (p)ppGpp binds the DskA protein, which inhibits
transcription of many genes including rRNA genes. At the translational level,
(p)ppGpp binds and inhibits the activity of initiation factor IF2. Recovery from
(p)ppGpp-dependent growth inhibition is dependent of the SpoT protein that degrades
(p)ppGpp to GTP/GDP and pyrophosphate.
Rho. Rho is a molecular motor that binds and translocates across mRNA
sequences until it reaches RNA polymerase (RNAP) where it terminates transcription,
primarily at C-rich RNA sequences called rut sites (Rho utilization sites) (Boudvillain
et al. 2013). Rho causes dissociation of RNAP from DNA and mRNA release. The rut
sites are common in mRNA sequences, but are protected from Rho recognition by
actively translating ribosomes that block the access of Rho to the rut sequences.
However, if translation is halted or slowed upstream of a rut site, then Rho can bind
and terminate transcription.
NusG, ribosomal proteins S1, S4 & L2. In bacteria transcription and
translation are coupled. Recently it has been shown that members of the NusG protein
family, including NusG and RfaH allow direct interaction between RNAP and the
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initial translating ribosome (McGary and Nudler 2013). NusG and RfaH are bifunctional proteins. An N-terminal domain interacts with RNA polymerase to
facilitate transcription. A C-terminal domain binds to Rho to facilitate transcription
termination or to the NusE component of the ribosomal 30s subunit to facilitate the
direct coupling of transcription and translation. The S1, S4 and L2 ribosomal proteins
are also known to bridge transcription and translation (Torres et al. 2001; Sukhodolets
and Garges 2003; Bhavsar et al. 2010; Rippa et al. 2010).
R-loops. R-loops are composed of an RNA/DNA hybrid and the displaced
single-stranded DNA (Wimberly et al. 2013; Sollier and Cimprich 2015). R-Loops
form during transcription by hybridization between the emerging, nascent RNA
transcript and the complementary DNA template. R-loops are involved in regulating
gene expression and DNA repair. The removal of the R-loop by the action of RNAse
H1 results in degradation of the mRNA transcript. Inhibition of ribosome progression
on mRNA increases gene amplification and mutation rates; the same is true in strains
deleted for the RNAse H1 structural gene, rnhA (Wimberly et al. 2013). Any base
change that promotes R-loop formation should result in reduced mRNA transcript
levels. Thus, if a synonymous change promotes R-loop formation, it would result in
reduced gene expression by reducing mRNA transcript levels.
SbcCD. The SbcCD endo/exonuclease will cleave single-stranded hairpin
structures that form following DNA replication through palindromic sequences. It is
possible that DNA hairpin structures can also form during transcription (Azeroglu et
al. 2014). Cleavage of DNA hairpins formed by transcription by SbcCD nuclease and
subsequent repair should lead to reduced mRNA transcript levels. Synonymous codon
changes could influence the formation of these structures.

Synonymous codons and codon context
Synonymous codons refer to distinct codons, usually varying at the 3rd base
position (see Table 1), that code for the same amino acid. Because synonymous
mutations do not affect the protein amino acid sequence, these synonymous mutations
were historically thought of little significance. However, they have now been
associated to over 50 human diseases and have been the subject of an increasing
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interest (Sauna and Kimchi-Sarfaty 2011; Hunt et al. 2014; Supek et al. 2014; Zheng
et al. 2014; Brule and Grayhack 2017). Molecular evolution studies have well
established that synonymous codons are under selection pressure and used with
different frequencies (reviewed by Hershberg and Petrov 2008). Highly expressed
genes show strong codon biases (Post and Nomura 1980; Ikemura 1981) and codon
bias correlates with generation times (Sharp et al. 2005). In addition to their effects on
gene expression, synonymous codon usage also affects both RNA and protein
structure (Shabalina et al. 2006; Kudla et al. 2009; Wilke and Drummond 2010).
Codon optimality has been connected to a major determinant of mRNA stability, thus
protein expression (Presnyak et al. 2015) and high throughput studies have shown that
codon-dependent changes in mRNA-folding is the predominant factor in the effects of
synonymous codons on protein expression for codons located in the N-terminal region
(Boël et al. 2016).
Codon context refers to the nature of the adjacent codons to the codon being
translated in the mRNA. These external sequences to the specific triplet codon have
been shown to influence the translation of protein from mRNA and to be highly nonrandom (Yarus and Folley 1985; Gutman and Hatfield 1989). Direct evidence that
mRNA sequence outside the codon can affect the efficiency of translation was first
demonstrated by the isolation of mutations that increased the ability of a nonsense
suppressor tRNA to recognize the UAG stop codon (Bossi and Roth 1980). Mutations
that increased suppression occurred in the nucleotide adjacent to the 3' side of the
UGA sequence read by the nonsense suppressor tRNA. Several other studies have
then also observed a codon context effect for both missense (Carrier and Buckingham
1984; Murgola et al. 1984; Precup et al. 1989) and nonsense suppression (Miller and
Albertini 1983; Kopelowitz et al. 1992). Recently, it was also shown that mRNA 3’
ends may contribute to distinguishing stop from sense in a context-dependent manner
(Swart et al. 2016). This was done using ribosomal profiling and “stop” codon
depletion shortly before coding sequence ends. Codon context has also been shown to
affect translational elongation (Irwin et al. 1995).
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain these codon context effects.
Upstream of nonsense codons suppression could be influenced by several components
of the P-site peptidyl tRNA- codon complex. The base pair structure immediately 5’
of the stop codon (Curran 1995), the sequence of the anticodon arm of the peptidyl
tRNA (Smith and Yarus 1989) and the nature of the amino acid in the nascent peptide
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(Mottagui-Tabar et al. 1994; Bjornsson et al. 1996; Mottagui-Tabar and Isaksson
1996; Mottagui-Tabar and Isaksson 1997) have been suggested to explain effect of
codon context on non sense suppressions. The size of the tRNA variable loop of the
aminoacyl tRNA also seem to influence whether the immediate 3’nucleotide to the
codon will have a context effect (Curran et al. 1995). It has been proposed that
translation rates are influenced by the compatibilities of adjacent tRNAs in the A- and
P-sites on the surface of translating ribosomes (Smith and Yarus 1989; Yarus and
Curran 1992; Irwin et al. 1995).

The flagellar transcriptional hierarchy
For 25 years the Hughes lab has studied flagellar gene regulation as it is coupled
to the assembly of the flagellum in Salmonella enterica. The flagellum contains a
complex motor structure, known as the hook-basal body (HBB) complex that is
embedded in the cell wall and membranes. The HBB is connected to a long, external
filament that extends about 10 microns from the cell surface. The external filament,
comprising up to 10,000 FliC subunits, extends from the HBB. Each filament
represents about 1% of the total cell protein. The proton motive force powers the
rotation of the motor-filament to propel the bacterium through liquid environments
and across surfaces. The HBB also contains a type III secretion system that directs the
secretion of substrates through a central channel of the structure. Subunits travel to
the tip of the growing organelle where they self-assemble into place.
There are over 60 genes in the flagellar regulon, which includes the genes of the
chemosensory system. The transcription of these genes is coupled to flagellum
assembly as shown in Figure 7. The flagellar regulon is organized into a
transcriptional hierarchy of three promoter classes. The Class 1 operon is often called
the master operon and encodes the transcriptional regulators FlhD and FlhC. The
FlhD and FlhC proteins form a complex, FlhD4C2, which directs σ70 RNA
polymerase-dependent transcription from flagellar Class 2 promoters. Genes
expressed from Class 2 promoters encode the proteins necessary from the structure
and assembly of the HBB complex. In addition to HBB genes, several regulatory
proteins are transcribed from Class 2 promoters; prominent among these are the σ28
structural gene, fliA, and the anti-σ28 gene, flgM.
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1.1 Abstract
We developed a bacterial genetic system based on translation of the his
operon leader peptide gene to determine the relative speed at which the
ribosome reads single or multiple codons in vivo. Low frequency effects of
so-called ‘‘silent’’ codon changes and codon neighbor (context) effects
could be measured using this assay. An advantage of this system is that
translation speed is unaffected by the primary sequence of the His leader
peptide. We show that the apparent speed at which ribosomes translate
synonymous codons can vary substantially even for synonymous codons
read by the same tRNA species. Assaying translation through codon pairs
for the 59- and 39- side positioning of the 64 codons relative to a specific
codon revealed that the codon-pair orientation significantly affected in vivo
translation speed. Codon pairs with rare arginine codons and successive
proline codons were among the slowest codon pairs translated in vivo. This
system allowed us to determine the effects of different factors on in vivo
translation speed including Shine-Dalgarno sequence, rate of dipeptide
bond formation, codon context, and charged tRNA levels.

Author	
  Summary	
  
The central dogma of molecular biology states that DNA is transcribed into RNA,
which is translated into protein. The process of translation from messenger RNA
(mRNA) into protein by the ribosome is a complicated process involving transfer
RNA intermediates with attached amino acids that must recognize 3 base codons in
the mRNA sequence to be translated with the correct amino acid. With 4 bases to
code for 20 proteins the genetic code is redundant with 61 coding codons and three
stop codons. A given amino acid might be coded by one, two, three, four or six
different codons. We developed a system that measures the speed of the ribosome in
vivo during translation. Using this system, we show that the ability of a given codon
to be translated is dependent on its neighboring codons, the codon context effect.
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1.2 Introduction
Synonymous mutations are DNA (or mRNA) sequence changes that do not
affect the protein amino acid sequence. It is now established that synonymous codon
usage is neither random nor neutral (Yarus and Folley 1985; Ermolaeva 2001;
Fedorov et al. 2002; Moura et al. 2005; Tats et al. 2008; Moura et al. 2011). Different
organisms use different codons at low frequencies including so-called rare codons.
The expression of foreign proteins in E. coli is dramatically affected by the presence
or absence of rare codons in the coding sequence. Manipulation of coding sequences
for foreign proteins to coincide with preferred codon usage in the host organism is
often essential for the expression of heterologous proteins.
By 1980, direct evidence that mRNA sequence outside the codon (context)
can affect the efficiency of translation was presented. The ability of a nonsense
suppressor tRNA to recognize a stop codon was dramatically affected by the adjacent
codon (Bossi and Roth 1980). This effect was in the context of recognition of three
bases by the tRNA and not four (Ayer and Yarus 1986). Similar results were later
observed with suppression of missense mutations (Miller and Albertini 1983;
Murgola and Pagel 1983; Murgola et al. 1984). These studies provided in vivo genetic
evidence for context effects on translation.
Codon usage has also demonstrated differences in translational accuracy in
vivo (Shpaer 1986; Kramer and Farabaugh 2007; Kramer et al. 2010). Genes
expressed to different degrees evolve at different rates (Sharp and Li 1987b; Sharp
and Li 1987a; Berg and Silva 1997; McVean and Hurst 2000). Synonymous codon
changes to either non-rare or rare codons are known to affect translation rates in E.
coli; whereas silent mutations that remove or generate rare codons have been shown
to increase or decrease mRNA stability (Sorensen et al. 1989; Kolmsee and Hengge
2011). A single synonymous serine codon change confers the ability of Bacillus
subtilis to form biofilms (Subramaniam et al. 2013). Synonymous codons can have a
profound effect at translation initiation on mRNA folding to affect translation
efficiency (Kudla et al. 2009). Thus ribosome pausing can affect RNA exposure to
endonuclease attack (Deana et al. 1996).
Varying the speed of translation has been implicated as important in
controlling the efficiency at which proteins are translated (Tuller et al. 2010) and in
facilitating the proper folding of protein as they are translated (Zhang et al. 2009).
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Any effect of synonymous codon changes on translation speed would likely be
subject to strong evolutionary pressures. Recent work using ribosome profiling
demonstrated that synonymous changes to a coding sequence that is more identical to
the Shine-Dalgarno sequence (Shine and Dalgarno 1974) results in translational
pausing in E. coli (Li et al. 2012). Unexpectedly, rare codons did not lead to slow
translation under nutrient rich conditions by the ribosome profiling method (Li et al.
2012).
In order to monitor context effects on translational kinetics in a more general
manner and under entirely in vivo conditions, we developed a genetic assay in which
ribosomal speed could be measured independently of the stability of the mRNA
transcript or the translated protein product. This assay exploits the peculiar kinetic
features of the histidine operon transcription attenuation mechanism (Johnston et al.
1980). Transcription initiating at the his operon promoter can either stop prematurely
at a terminator site (the attenuator) or proceed into the structural genes. The decision
to continue transcription into the his structural genes depends on the rate of
translation of a peptide encoded in the leader portion of the mRNA, which comprises
a 16-codon stretch including 7 histidine codons in a row (Figure 1.1). When the leader
mRNA is efficiently translated in the presence of excess histidinyl-tRNA (His-tRNA),
the terminator structure forms immediately downstream from the leader peptide (E:F
hairpin in Figure 1.1A) and prevents transcription from entering the structural genes
of the operon. In contrast, a slowdown of the ribosome, consequent to a decline in the
His-tRNA concentration, causes the nascent RNA to adopt an alternative
conformation (B:C and D:E hairpins, Figure 1.1B) that allows transcriptional readthrough at the attenuator site. Continued transcription into structural genes of the his
operon thus requires translation of the his leader sequence. The default secondary
structure of an untranslated, 5’ his operator RNA region is the E-F attenuator stem
loop because A is free to pair with B, which prevents formation of the B-C stem-loop
(Figure 1.1C). Other protocols have been developed to measure translation speed such
as the "speedometer" assay developed by Drs. James Curran & Michael Yarus in
which translational frameshifting dependent on slow decoding of an in frame codon is
used to assess translation rate (Curran and Yarus 1989). This very sensitive system
has been used to compare the rates of translation of many codons. An advantage of
the system described in this manuscript is that it is wholly unaffected by primary
sequence since the structure of the His leader peptide is irrelevant to the assay.
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Figure 1. 1. Attenuation mechanism for the regulation of the histidine biosynthetic operon
of Salmonella enterica (Johnston et al. 1980) The 5' regulatory region of the his operon encodes a 16
amino acid leader peptide, including 7 consecutive His codons, followed by a transcription terminator. A. Under
conditions where histidyl-tRNA levels are high ribosomal translation proceeds through the leader peptide to its
stop codon. This results in the formation of the E:F attenuator stem-loop and inhibition of further transcription into
the his structural genes. B. Under conditions of limited histidyl-tRNA, the translation through the His codons is
slowed and the stalled ribosome allows for the formation of an alternative RNA secondary structure that occludes
attenuator
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Figure 1. 1 (continued)
formation. Inhibition of attenuator formation allows RNA polymerase to continue transcription into the his operon
structural genes. C. Under conditions where transcription from the his promoter is not coupled to translation the
E:F attenuator is predicted to form and inhibition of further transcription into the his structural genes.

1.3 Results
1.3.1. Use of the his operon attenuation system to measure the in vivo
speed of ribosomal translation
A lac operon was fused to the histidine promoter-operator control system by
insertion of a Mud-lac transcriptional reporter element into the hisD structural gene
(Hughes and Roth 1988). Accordingly, the expression of the histidine operon is
readily assessed, enzymatically, measuring β-galactosidase (β-gal) activity, and
visually (qualitatively) on lactose indicator media such as Tetrazolium-lactose,
MacConkey-lactose or standard rich medium (LB) containing X-gal. In either rich or
minimal medium, the hisD-lac is expressed at a low level and this level does not
change appreciably upon addition of histidine to the medium. De-attenuation of the
his biosynthetic operon occurs in a strain unable to synthesize histidine, such as a
histidine auxotroph with limiting exogenous histidine.

1.3.2. Forced pausing in the his leader sequence results in loss of
attenuation
As a proof-of-principle, each of the seven His codons in the his leader peptide
was separately replaced with a UAG stop codon. We predicted that the ribosome
would stall at these stop codon positions and result in loss of attenuation as shown in
Figure 1.1B. This was tested by assaying b-galactosidase from the hisD-lac
transcriptional fusion and measuring hisG mRNA levels by quantitative RT-PCR. The
results of either assay were comparable as shown in Figure 1.2 (A & B). Thus, as
predicted by the his attenuation model, insertion of a UAG stop codon at any of the
seven His codon positions resulted in reduction of attenuation and higher levels of the
his operon expression (Figure 1.2, A & B). Stalling at central positions His4 through
His6 resulted in the highest level of expression.
Since sequence changes in the leader RNA could in principle affect its folding
properties, and thus the behavior of attenuation, it was important to verify that his
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Figure 1. 2. Effect of codon substitutions in the his leader region on derepression
of his operon transcription. (A & B) Each of the seven His codons in the His leader peptide were replaced
with UAG stop codons and the effect of hisD-lac(A) or hisG transcription was determined by either βgalactosidase assay for hisD-lac (A) or quantitative real time-PCR for hisGmRNA (B). Errors bars represent the
standard deviation of the means. One-way analysis of variance followed by Turkey test showed which data set
were statistically different (ns (not significant); * (P<0.05); ** (P<0.01); *** (P<0.001)). For panel A, means were
significantly different at least at 95% confidence interval levels except for the means of His1::UAG vs
His2::UAG; His1::UAG vs His7::UAG; His2::UAG vs His3::UAG; His2::UAG vs His7::UAG; His3::UAG vs
His6::UAG; His4::UAG vs His6::UAG), that were not significantly different. For panel B, means were
significantly different at least at 95% confidence interval levels except for the means of His leader WT vs
His1::UAG; His leader WT vs His7::UAG; His1::UAG vs His7::UAG; His2::UAG vs His3::UAG; His3::UAG vs
His4::UAG; His3::UAG vs His6::UAG and His4::UAG vs His6::UAG that were not significantly different.
(C, D & E) The mRNA levels of hisG were determined using quantitative RT-PCR. For all the strains analyzed,
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Figure 1. 2. (continued)
the natural hispromoter was replaced with the PtetA promoter, to allow induction of his operon transcription with
addition of the PtetAinducer anhydrotetracycline (ATc). Strains were grown to OD ~0.3, at which time
spectinomycin was added to inhibit translation. When OD reached 0.4, anhydrotetracycline (ATc) was added. C:
mRNA from PtetA His5::UAG was extracted at different time points after induction of his operon transcription with
and without added spectinomycin to inhibit translation and hisG mRNA levels were determined by qRT-PCR. D:
mRNA from the his E-F attenuator stem-loop deletion strain under control of PtetA was collected at different time
points after induction of his operon transcription with and without added spectinomycin to inhibit translation
and hisG mRNA levels were determined by qRT-PCR. E: The hisG mRNA levels were determined by qRT-PCR
from different His5 single codon substitution and His4-His5 double codon substitution mutants at one-minute time
points after his operon induction from PtetA by ATc in the presence and absence of spectinomycin.

operon de-attenuation in strains with the UAG His-leader substitutions
required that the RNA leader be translated. To do this, the his operon promoter was
replaced with the inducible tetA (PtetA) promoter from transposon Tn10 and hisG
mRNA levels quantified by RT-PCR following PtetA activation with anhydrotetracycline (ATc). This assay reproduced the effects of the His5-UAG mutant
previously observed with lac measurement (Figure 1.2C). However, when the PtetA
promoter was activated in the absence of protein synthesis (spectinomycin-treated
cells), hisG mRNA levels remained low (Figure 1.2C) suggesting that transcription
terminated at the attenuator site. Indeed, removal of E-F attenuator sequence
essentially abolished this effect and restored high hisG mRNA levels in the absence
of translation (Figure 1.2D). These results are consistent with the early finding that a
nonsense mutation at amino acid position 5 in the his leader peptide gene result in
uninducible operon expression and a His- phenotype (Johnston and Roth 1981b;
Johnston and Roth 1981a). Thus, we validated the hypothesis that transcription of the
his structural genes requires translation of the leader peptide gene and ribosome
stalling at the 7 consecutive His codons of this gene sequence. Overall, these tests
support the conclusion that the his regulatory system can be used to measure
ribosome stalling during mRNA translation in vivo.

1.3.3. Effect of randomization of the His5 codon in the his leader
peptide gene on attenuation
We tested the effect of changing His codons of the his leader peptide gene.
Having observed the greatest ribosome-stalling effects with the UAG at position His5,
we first randomized codon His5. This was done in a strain with a hisD-lac operon
fusion so that the effects on his expression could be immediately evaluated by
examining the color of colonies on lactose indicator medium. A set of 64 constructs,
each with a different codon at His5 in the his leader was constructed in the hisD-lac
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background and visualized on MacConkey-lactose indicator medium. Loss of
attenuation was quantified by b-galactosidase assay (Figure 1.3 and Figure S1A).
Figure 1.3 shows the level of hisD-lac expression with all 64 codons present at the
His5 position in the his leader peptide gene relative to the wild-type CAC codon. The
data are presented using the codon chart that also includes all tRNA species
represented by black dots. Two or more dots connected by a line indicate one or more
tRNA gene products that read more than one codon.
As expected, stop codons at position His5 showed the biggest effect causing 24to 27-fold de-repression of hisD-lac transcription. Interestingly, the highest degree of
stalling for a non-stop codon occurred with the rare AGG Arg codon. The other two
rare Arg codons, CGA and AGA also exhibited a high degree of stalling. The AUA
(Ile) rare codon exhibited intermediate stalling, but CUA (Leu) did not. This is
consistent with ribosome profiling results showing that rare codons did not lead to
slow translation under nutrient rich conditions unless changes result in a coding
sequence that is more identical to the Shine-Dalgarno sequence (Li et al. 2012). Three
other codons CGU (Arg), AGU (Ser) and GGU (Gly), although not rare, exhibited a
high degree of stalling with GGU resulting in a significant change to a more ShineDalgarno sequence. Also of significance is the variation in hisD-lac expression seen
for different codons for a single amino acid (synonymous changes). We were
concerned that sequence changes in the His4-His5 positions resulting in increased or
decreased free energies for AB stem-loop formation could account for differences in
de-attenuation levels by increasing or decreasing the probability of EF attenuator
formation. In order to rule out possible effects of mRNA secondary structure on his
attenuation, hisG mRNA levels for 5 different His5 variants (including UAA and
UAG stop codon positions) and 3 highly de-attenuated double substitutions at His4His5 (discussed below) were expressed from PtetA in the presence and absence of
spectinomycin (i.e., with and without translation of the his leader peptide gene).
Blocking translation reduced hisG mRNA levels confirming the dependence of hisG
transcription on leader peptide gene translation (Figure 1.2E). In addition, we found
that changes in the free energies of AB stem-loop formation by sequence changes in
His4 and His5 did not correspond to changes in de-attenuation levels. Thus, the his
leader assay system can detect and quantify single codon context effects on mRNA
translation by the ribosome.
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Figure 1. 3. Histidine operon expression with His5 of the leader substituted by all 64 codons.
All constructs carry a hisD-lac operon fusion that places the lac operon under control of the his operon promoterattenuator regulatory system. The number in each box is the β-galactosidase activity of each mutant construct
divided by the activity of the wild-type construct that contains the CAC His codon at His5. This figure also shows
all tRNA species represented by a single or multiple solid black circles connected by lines according to Glenn
Bjork [61]. If a tRNA reads a single codon, it is represented by a single black dot (ie. UGG Trp). If a given tRNA
reads multiple codons the codons it reads are represented by solid black dots connected by lines.

For most coding pairs differing by U/C in the third position (NNU/C), the codon
with C in the 3rd position is translated faster than NNU codons. This in agreement
with previous studies by Thomas et al. (Thomas et al. 1988), which showed that
specific Phe and Leu tRNAs react faster with NNC than with NNU, and by Curran
and Yarus (Curran and Yarus 1989), which showed that specific Phe, Leu, Tyr, His,
Cys and Arg tRNAs translate NNC faster than NNU. We found that the bias of NNC
over NNU was most prominent when only one tRNA species read the NNU/C codon
and the third position codon-anticodon pair is G. In the case of the CGU/C codons
there are two tRNA species with inosine (I) in the anticodon that pairs with the U or C
in the 3rd codon position. The I-containing anti-codon:codon pairing also shows a
strong bias for pairing with G over U. These results are consistent with differences in
stabilities of tRNA:tRNA complexes based on G:C versus G:U pairing (Grosjean et
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al. 1978). Since there are higher affinities for tRNA with a G:C or I:C 3rd position pair
relative to a G:U or I:U 3rd position pair, our results suggest that a stronger anticodon:codon interaction results in faster in vivo translation of particular codons.

1.3.4. 5’ and 3’ effects of codon context on translation of the UCA
codon by SerT tRNA
Once we determined that his de-attenuation provided a sensitive indicator for
ribosome stalling at the His5 position, we decided to use this system to analyze the
effect of codon context on the apparent in vivo translational speed. We chose to study
the effects of codon context on the reading of the UCA codon knowing that UCA is
recognized by a single tRNA species, SerT, and that UCA is not a significant ShineDalgarno sequence (that could interact with the 16s anti-SD sequence: 5’CACCUCCU-3’). In addition, the lab has previously worked with a conditional-lethal
mutation in serT (Chevance et al. 2006). In order to study 5’- and 3’-effects
separately, two sets of constructs were made carrying the UCA codon at either His5
or His4 positions. For 5’-effects (UCA at His5), the His4 triplet was randomized with
all 64 codons. For 3’-effects (UCA at His4), the His5 triplet was randomized with all
64 codons.
The His4::UCA His5::NNN and His4::NNN His5::UCA effects on his operon
transcription, as measured by the hisD-lac operon fusion expression on Mac-Lac
indicator medium, are presented in Figure 1.4. High level lac expression indicate
reduced attenuation resulting in a dark red color on MacConkey-lactose (Mac-Lac)
indicator plates; low level lac expression results in a white colony phenotype and
intermediate lac levels produce a range in MacConkey colony phenotypes from light
pink to red in color. The colony phenotypes are represented by the color for each
codon pair as shown in Figure 1.4. High levels of β-gal activity (dark red color on
Mac-Lac indicator plates) are consistent with a prolonged stalling of the ribosome
during translation of the leader mRNA. The data is presented to facilitate comparison
of 5’ and 3’ effects of the specific NNN-UCA and UCA-NNN codon pairs. As
expected, insertion of stop codons resulted in the greatest effects regardless of
whether 5’ or 3’ to a UCA codon. Interestingly, other codons displayed a strong
stalling effect as well - in particular the tyrosine (Tyr) codons UAU/C when placed on
the 3’ side of UCA. Both the UCA-UAU and UCA-UAC combinations at His4-His5
resulted in de-attenuation levels comparable to those observed with stop codons.
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However, when the UCA-UAU/C pairs were reversed to UAU/C-UCA, there was no
significant loss of attenuation (white colony color on Mac-Lac), suggesting that codon
context rather than limiting Tyr-tRNA accounted for the loss of attenuation in the
UCA-UAU/C constructs.
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Figure 1. 4. Histidine operon expression phenotypes of UCA-NNN and NNN-UCA
substitutions at His4-His5 of the His leader peptide. The his operon leader peptide was altered with
either NNN-UCA (3′-effect) substituted at positions His4-His5, or UCA-NNN (5′-effect) substituted at positions
His4-His5. All constructs carry a hisD-lac operon fusion that places the lac operon under control of the his operon
promoter-attenuator regulatory system. Levels of hisD-lac transcription are qualitative as determined by a color
phenotype on MacConkey lactose indicator medium where white is Lac− and the redder the Lac+ colonies, the
greater the levels of β-galactosidase expressed from hisD-lac.

The strong effect of the UAG codon substitutions in the his leader peptide gene
on loss of attenuation suggests that the his system can be modified to respond to
limiting tRNAs corresponding to other amino acids besides histidine. We tested this
by examining whether the double substitution of His4-His5 from CAU(His)CAC(His) to UCA(Ser)-UCA(Ser) might respond to serine starvation. A serB::Tn10
insertion was combined with the hisD-lac reporter insertion (hisD::MudJ) resulting in
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a double auxotrophic requirement for both histidine and serine. The strains were
plated on minimal glucose medium supplemented with either serine or histidine and
X-Gal as an indicator of hisD-lac transcription (Figure 1.5). For plates supplemented
with serine, histidine was added to a filter disc placed at the center of the plate.
Conversely, for those plates supplemented with histidine, serine was added to a filter
disc placed at the center of the plate. The cells grew near the filter discs, but growth
diminished at greater distances where they were starved for either histidine or serine
(Figure 1.5). For the strain with the wild-type His leader sequence, starvation for
histidine de-attenuated hisD-lac transcription is indicated by the blue color at the zone
of transition from confluent growth to no growth on the plate while starvation for
serine did not induce hisD-lac transcription. For the strain carrying the UCA(Ser)UCA(Ser) serine codon pair at the His4-His5 positions in the His leader peptide,
starvation for either histidine or serine resulted in induction of hisD-lac transcription
when the cells were starved for either serine or histidine.

1.3.5. Formation of the Pro-Pro peptide bond is a slow process in vivo
It has been reported that the addition of a proline residue, the sole N-alkylamino
acid (imino acid) in the genetic code, during ribosome translation occurs at a slower
rate than insertion of other amino acids due to the unusual nature of the cyclic proline
residue that constrains the protein secondary structure (Pavlov et al. 2009). When
single proline codons are placed in the his leader system in context with His codons
or with UCA, some loss of attenuation was observed, but the effect on de-attenuation
was not as dramatic as observed with a stop or rare arginine codons (Figures 1.2 &
1.3).
In a screen for codon sequences that induce ribosome stalling, Tanner et al.
(Tanner et al. 2009) identified amino acid sequences ending in di-proline residues that
caused ribosome stalling within a coding region, in vivo. We reasoned that successive
proline codons could have a synergistic effect on translation speed. The recent
discovery of a translation elongation factor, EF-P, which is required for the efficient
translation of consecutive proline residues within a coding sequence supports this
hypothesis (Doerfel et al. 2013). Thus, we tested for the effects of consecutive
proline codons at His4-His5 in the his leader system on loss of attenuation.
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Figure 1. 5. The His leader with UCA(Ser)-UCA(Ser) at His4-His5 responds to either
histidine or serine starvation for loss of attenuation. Two strains were tested for the effects of either
histidine or serine starvation on loss of his operon attenuation: a strain with a wild type His leader with His codons
at His4-His5 (CAU-CAC) and a strain with UCA(Ser)-UCA(Ser) codons at His4-His5. Both strains carried
a hisD-lac operon fusion and a serB::Tn10 insertion resulting in auxotrophy for both histidine and serine. A 0.1 ml
portion containing 108 cells for each strain was plated on minimal glucose X-gal medium supplemented with either
serine or histidine. For plates supplemented with histidine, serine was added to a filter disc placed at the center of
the plate. For plates supplemented with serine, histidine was added to a filter disc placed at the center of the plate.
The plates were incubated overnight at 37°C. Confluent growth occurred near the filter discs containing histidine
or serine supplements and growth was inhibited as the concentration of supplements became limiting as indicated
by the dashed line. For the strain with histidine codons at His4 and His5 of the his leader peptide starvation for
histidine resulted in de-attenuation and expression of the hisD-lac operon fusion indicated by the production of the
X-gal blue color at the position in the plates where the cells are starved for histidine, while starvation for serine did
not result in de-attenuation of his operon expression (no blue color at the position in the plates where the cells are
starved for serine). For the strain with serine codons at His4 and His5 of the hisleader peptide, starvation for either
serine or histidine resulted in de-attenuation and expression of the hisD-lac operon fusion.
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There are 4 proline codons (Figure 1.6A), CCN. All 16 CCN-CCN codons pairs
were constructed at His4-His5 and their effect on loss of attenuation and resulting
hisD-lac expression was determined. As shown in Figure 1.6B, all 16 Pro-Pro codons
at His4-His5 resulted in loss of attenuation and high level hisD-lac expression similar
to that observed with stop codons (see Figure S1B for specific b-Gal activities). This
result demonstrates that consecutive proline codons in a protein sequence might
significantly slow-down ribosomal translation in vivo. The report of an elongation an
factor, EF-P, that facilitates translation of consecutive proline residues (Doerfel et al.
2013) would suggest that the effects we see are due primarily to peptide bond
formation and not context. This is consistent with the observation that levels of
ribosomal stalling with the Pro-Pro inserts is far greater than that seen with individual
Pro codons inserted at His4 or His5 (Figures 1.3 & 1.4) and supports the conclusion
that formation of the Pro-Pro peptide bond is slower than formation of the peptide
bond of proline to any other amino acid even in the presence of EF-P.

1.3.6. A screen for hyper-slow translation codon pairs
The MacConkey-lactose indicator medium used in experiments presented in
Figures 1.2 and 1.3 proved suitable for detecting a whole range of responses to
apparent ribosome translation speeds. In some respects, however, this system is
limited by its sensitivity, as relatively small changes in his expression levels can result
in a red colony phenotype. We reasoned that a less sensitive indicator medium might
be more suitable to identify codon combinations causing particularly strong stalling
effects. When triphenyl-tetrazolium chloride-lactose (Tz-Lac) indicator medium is
used, significantly higher b-gal activity is required to produce a Lac+ phenotype. For
example, when the constructs in Figure 1.3 are scored for their appearance on Tz-Lac
indicator plates, only the stop codon insertions at His5 are Lac+. The Pro-Pro codons
at His4-His5 also give a strong Lac+ phenotype on Tz-Lac indicator medium, which is
consistent with the high level of hisD-lac expression obtained with these constructs.
We thus used Tz-Lac medium to quickly identify all the codon pairs at His4-His5 that
would result in prolonged ribosomal stalling similar to that observed with stop
codons.
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Figure 1. 6. Expression of the his operon for specific proline codons at His4-His5 of the His
leader on ribosome stalling. A. There are three Proline tRNA species in Salmonella that read the CCN –
CCN pairs placed at the His4-His5 codon positions in the His leader. B. The levels of hisD-lac transcription for all
strains with the His4-His5 codon positions in the His leader substituted with the 16 possible Pro-Pro codon pairs
were determined by β-galactosidase assay and the fold depresession compared to wild-type hisD-lac transcription
was determined.
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The His4-His5 positions in the his leader were mutated with C/A/GNN x
C/A/GNN in the hisD-lac background and plated on Tz-Lac indicator medium.
Sixteen Tz-Lac+ colonies were purified and analyzed by DNA sequence analysis to
determine what codon pairs resulted in high levels of hisD-lac expression due to loss
of attenuation. The UNN codons were specifically avoided to eliminate the isolation
of stop codons. The 16 translation-slow pairs identified in this screen are shown in
Table 1.1. Of the 16 pairs sequenced, only two isolates (1 and 11) had the same codon
pairs indicating that this screen was not saturating and did not identify all possible
translation-slow pairs. Significantly, 6 of the 16 translation-slow pairs were Pro-Pro
as predicted from the results described above. Also noteworthy is that four of the
translation-slow pairs contained the rare Arg codon AGG. In the case of the pairs
containing the rare AGG codon it seemed likely that tRNA limitation results in the
translation-slow phenotype. However, with the recent determination that a ShineDalgarno sequence would result in ribosome stalling (Li et al. 2012) we note that the
codon pairs containing one or two Arg codons all have significant anti-ShineDalgarno free energies with the exception of the CGA-CGG pair, which does not
include a rare Arg codon. Other codon pairs that were lacking Arg and were not diproline pairs all showed significant anti-Shine-Dalgarno free energies, which could
account for their translation-slow phenotype. These results demonstrate that the TzLac screen can be used to identify codon pairs that result in high degree of ribosome
stalling in vivo.
Since 6 of the 16 different pairs were Pro-Pro and there are 16 possible ProPro pairs possible there should be 16/6 x 15 or roughly 40 possible codon pairs that
are translation-slow similar to what was observed with a stop codon in the his leader
peptide gene assay for the C/A/GNN x C/A/GNN substitutions at His4-His5. Since
codons beginning with U were avoided in this screen, the 40 possible codon pairs
represent about 75% (48/61 x 48/61) of all possible coding pairs. Thus, we predict
about 50 total codon pairs that are as translation-slow as a stop codon in the His
leader sequence should exist. A thorough search of all translation-slow pairs may
allow for the identification of essential translation-slow pairs in the Salmonella
genome. Replacing translation-slow pairs with translation-fast pairs (and vice-versa)
followed by assay for protein production or activity to determine if a codon pair must
stay translation-slow or translation-fast remains to be tested.
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Table 1.1. Codon pairs at His4-His5 that result in a Tz-Lac+ phenotype.	
  
Isolate

Codon pair *

Amino acid pair

1

CGG-‐AGG	
  (−9.0)

Arg-‐Arg

2

AGG-‐CGG	
  (−4.6)

Arg-‐Arg

3

AAG-‐AGG	
  (−9.1)

Lys-‐Arg

4

CCA-‐CCC	
  (0)

Pro-‐Pro

5

CCG-‐CCA	
  (0)

Pro-‐Pro

6

GTG-‐GGA	
  (−3.6)

Val-‐Gly

7

CCT-‐CCG	
  (0)

Pro-‐Pro

8

CCG-‐CCG	
  (0)

Pro-‐Pro

9

CGA-‐CGG	
  (−1.5)

Arg-‐Arg

10

CCT-‐CCT	
  (0)

Pro-‐Pro

11

CGG-‐AGG	
  (−9.0)

Arg-‐Arg

12

CCG-‐GGT	
  (−3.2)

Pro-‐Gly

13

CAG-‐GAT	
  (−3.7)

Gln-‐Asp

14

CCA-‐CCG	
  (0)

Pro-‐Pro

15

CTG-‐AGG	
  (−5.0)

Leu-‐Arg

16

CCG-‐GGG	
  (−4.6)

Pro-‐Gly

*calculated Anti-SD free energies (Li and Weissman, 2012) are shown in parentheses.

1.3.7. Effects of Arg codons and Shine-Dalgarno-like sequences on
the speed of ribosome translation
We next wanted to determine if the translation slow effects of rare Arg codons
was due to their potential 16s anti-Shine-Dalgarno interacting activity, their limited
charged tRNA levels or a combination of the two. There are 6 codons for the amino
acid arginine (Arg): CGN and AGA/G. The tRNA species that read three of these
codons: CGG, AGA and AGG, are present in low abundance and along with the CGA
codon are all at low abundance (Ikemura 1985). The results presented in Figure 1.3
show the rare arginine codon AGG at position His5 had the strongest effect on
translation of the his leader peptide gene. This would account for the difficultly in
expressing proteins containing these rare codons and on the reduced speed of
translating these codons in the his attenuation system. Note that a single tRNA species
reads both the AGA and AGG codon while a second tRNA species reads AGG, yet
AGA is translated more efficiently than AGG. We conclude that the AGA codon is
better recognized than the AGG codon during translation. We were also curious about
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the effects of the CGU/C/A Arg codons at His5 on translation speed since there are
four tRNA gene products that read these codons (argQ, argV, argY and argZ). All
three CGU/C/A codons are read by two tRNA species that are expressed from a tRNA
gene present in two copies (argQ = argV and argY = argZ) in the chromosome. We
observed a significant difference in attenuation with CGC at His5 compared to CGU
and CGA at His5, where the CGU and CGA codons both resulted in high levels of deattenuation (Figure 1.3). It appeared that the CGC codon was better recognized than
the CGU and CGA Arg codons during translation; however, results presented below
suggest the CGU de-attenuation level might be due to a context effect with CAU(His)
at His4 because placement of CGU at both His4 and His5 resulted in a strong level of
attenuation (see below).
We decided to examine the effect of Arg codon pairs at His4 and His5 on his
attenuation. If rare codons are slow to be translated due to tRNA limitation then all
codon pairs with either AGA or AGG should show high levels of de-attenuation. If
the CGC codon is translated more efficiently than the CGU or CGA codon then all
codon pairs with CGC should exhibit lower levels of de-attenuation. However, the
data presented in Figure 1.7 suggest that both CGU and CGC and are translated
significantly faster than CGA.
All 36 possible Arg-Arg codons pairs were constructed at His4-His5 and their
effect on loss of attenuation was determined by hisD-lac expression. As shown in
Figure 1.7A, all Arg-Arg codon pairs with rare codons CGA, AGA and AGG showed
high level of de-attenuation regardless of whether they were at the His4 or His5
positions. The levels of de-attenuation for each Arg-Arg codon pair were
distinguished on MacConkey-lactose and triphenyl tetrazolium chloride-lactose
indicator medium as shown in Figure 1.7B. For any Arg codon except AGG, pairing
with a CGA codon showed the highest level of de-attenuation compared to when it
was paired with any of the other 4 Arg codons. This is consistent with the idea that
the tRNAs for CGU/C/A translates the CGA codon poorly compared to the other two
codons and that the tRNA for AGA and AGG translates the AGA more efficiently
than AGG. Interestingly, the CGU codon at His5 alone (Figure 1.3) showed the
second highest level of stalling (excluding nonsense codons) after AGG; however,
when the CAU His4 codon was replaced with either the CGU or CGC Arg codon the
stalling phenotype was completely suppressed. This demonstrates a strong context
effect of a 5’CAU (His) codon on translation of the CGU (Arg) codon.
The argU gene codes for the rare tRNA species that recognizes AGA and AGG.
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An argU-expression plasmid was introduced into the different strains with each of the
36 Arg-Arg codon pairs at His4-His5 of the his leader peptide gene. Figure 1.7C
shows the effect of argU over-expression for each Arg-Arg pair at His4-His5. Also
included in Figure 1.7C are the calculated anti-Shine-Dalgarno interacting free
energies for each Arg-Arg pair. The argU-expression plasmid was also introduced
into two control strains, one with the wild-type his leader, but deleted for the EF
attenuator and one with a UAG stop codon at His5. In both cases b-gal activities
increased 30% in the presence of the argU-expression plasmid indicating the
background effect of lacZ gene expression from the hisD-lac operon reporter. While
argU over-expression resulted in increased his operon transcription for 16 of the 20
Arg-Arg pairs with at least one AGG or AGA codon, the levels of de-attenuation
remained high, which could be accounted to some degree by anti-SD interacting
contributions with AGG- and AGA-containing codon pairs.
In order to clarify what extent 16S RNA-dependent ribosome stalling affects
translation speed in the His leader peptide assay, we assayed tandem glycine codons
including GGA-GGU, which is a perfect Shine-Dalgarno match (Figure 1.7D). Of the
61 single coding-codons placed at His5, GGU showed the 5th highest degree of deattenuation based on MacConkey indicator phenotypes (Figure 1.3). If we compare
the perfect Shine-Dalgarno match, GGA-GGU, at His4-His5 to the imperfect match
with the same codon composition, GGU-GGA, we observe the same levels of deattenuation seen with single GGU and GGA codons, respectively. This result suggests
that the level of de-attenuation with either GGU or GGA at His5 is due to a context
effect with the CAU(His) codon at His6. Duplicated Gly codons, GGC-GGC and
GGA-GGA exhibited similar de-attenuation phenotypes as GGC and GGA alone at
His5, while GGU-GGU showed stronger de-attenuation than GGU alone or as seen
with the perfect Shine-Dalgarno match, GGA-GGU, at His4-His5. This suggests a
context effect between successive GGU codons resulting in increased de-attenutation.
Finally, since the Shine-Dalgarno sequence should have its effect about 9 nucleotides
later in the translated sequence, we also placed a perfect Shine-Dalgarno sequence at
His1-His2. His3 was changed to GCA(Ala) to complete the perfect Shine-Dalgarno
sequence and GCA was observed to be translated fast in the His leader peptide system
(Figure 1.3). Here we do see an affect on de-attenuation as compared to the wild-type
with all His codons, but similar to GGU alone at His5 or GGA-GGU at His4-His5.
We conclude that both context and anti-SD interacting activity contribute to
translation speed.
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Figure 1. 7. Expression of the his operon for specific arginine and glycine codons at the His
leader on ribosome stalling. A. The levels of hisD-lac transcription for all strains with the His4-His5 codon
positions in the His leader substituted with the 36 possible Arg-Arg codon pairs were determined by phenotypic
assay on MacConkey-lactose (Mac-Lac) and tetrazolium-lactose (Tz-Lac) indicator medium. On Mac-Lac plates
increasing levels of lac operon expression result in a darkening of red colony color transitioning from white to
dark red while on Tz-Lac plates the reverse is true: on Tz-Lac plates, increased lac operon expression transitions
from dark red to a white colony phenotype (see Fig. 7C). By examining Lac morphologies in Mac-Lac and Tz-Lac
indicator plates we were able to separate the His4-His5 Arg-Arg codon pair strains (labeled B–G), which are
represented by the indicated color phenotypes where white represents the lowest level of lac operon expression;
the transition from light pink to darker shades of red to dark violet at the highest level of lac operon expression. B.
The effect ofargU over-expression on hisD-lac transcription with each of the 36 possible Arg-Arg codon pairs
placed at positions His4-His5 of the his leader peptide gene. The levels of hisD-lac expression is indicated by
color shading (labeled B–F). A shift in hisD-lacexpression is depicted by an arrow indicating the change in
expression level from the parent strains in A that are lacking theargU over-expression plasmid. C. This figure
indicates the color scheme used to determine that hisD-lac expression levels based on phenotype of thick
background cells and individual colonies on Mac-Lac and Tz-Lac indicator plates. The wild-type strain with
histidine codons at His4-His5 was used to indicate the expression level “A”. All of the Arg-Arg pairs at His4-His5
exhibited expression levels in the “B-G” range. The approximate β-galactosidase activity for each level is based on
measured levels for the seven specific codon pairs at His4-His5 shown. D. The levels of hisD-lac transcription for
strains with single glycine codons at His5 compared to (i) the wild-type all-His codons, (ii) to Gly-Gly codons
GGA-GGU, GGU-GGA, GGC-GGC, GGA-GGA, GGU-GGU at His4-His5 and (iii) a perfect Shine-Dalgarno
sequence at His1-His2, which includes the 5′-“G” nucleotide of a GCA Ala codon at His3. Levels of deattenuation
were determined by phenotypic assay on MacConkey-lactose (Mac-Lac) and tetrazolium-lactose (Tz-Lac)
indicator medium as described in Figure 1.7C.
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1.4 Discussion
In the decades of studies on the Central Dogma of Molecular Biology from
DNA to RNA to protein, the process of translation remains elusive to simple rules.
The triplet nature of the genetic code is the cornerstone of mRNA translation (Crick et
al. 1961), yet the process appears more complex than originally deduced. The
elucidation of the 3-dimensional structure of the ribosome by X-ray crystallography
has been a major achievement in the last decade providing great insight into the
detailed molecular workings of this machinery (Ehrenberg 2009), which is believed to
be a left-over from an RNA-dominated world. One major puzzle in the translation
field is the contribution of codon context, which can have a profound effect on codon
translation.
Degeneracy makes decoding far more complicated than if only one codon
would code for a given amino acid. Not only are there multiple tRNAs for most
amino acids, a given tRNA can exist in multiple copies. During the analyses of many
mutant hunts this lab and many others has routinely discarded alleles resulting from
silent mutations with the thought that there must be another mutation elsewhere in the
genome that accounted for the mutant phenotype. We are now aware that codon
context can play a profoundly determinant role in the translation of synonymous
alleles. The recent discovery of the role of the Shine-Dalgarno sequence identity in
the translation process (Li et al. 2012) leads us to wonder what other factors remain to
be discovered that are important in translation.
With this in mind we set to establish a system in which translation speed
through a given codon or set of codons could be assayed in vivo. We sought an assay
that could minimize the effects of protein and mRNA stability. We were aware that it
would be essentially impossible to devise an in vivo system that was independent of
mRNA secondary and tertiary structures. For our purposes, we chose the his leader
peptide gene system from Salmonella enterica. In bacteria transcription and
translation are coupled. The ability to transcribe the his biosynthetic operon structural
genes depends directly on translation of the upstream 16 amino acid his leader peptide
gene. The ability to continue transcription into the structural genes requires that the
his leader peptide gene be translated and that translation stalls within seven
consecutive histidine codons. The stalling of translation prevents formation of a
strong attenuator encoded in the region between the his leader peptide gene and the
first his operon structural gene. This system allowed us to measure effects of specific
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codons and codon-translation in vivo with a 30-fold range in readout of our assay.
Furthermore, the addition of a lac operon reporter allowed for direct visual readout of
differential effects on translation. We should clarify that our experimental system is a
genetic test of translation speed and therefore the experimental readout is not
explicitly a measure of translation rate.
We draw a number of important conclusions from our study. First, is that
every base has the potential to matter in the process of translation. The data presented
in Figure 1.3 demonstrate that silent mutations can dramatically affect translation
speed. We can’t rule out the formal possibility that the small effects of single base
“silent” changes on the apparent translation speed in vivo are due to effects on mRNA
secondary or tertiary structure. However, such effects of single base “silent” changes
would also happen during translation of any mRNA sequence and their specific effect
would likely depend on ribosome occupancy of a given mRNA. The less efficient a
given mRNA is translated at a particular codon, we presume the more downstream
bases would be unprotected by the bound ribosomes allowing base-specific effects on
mRNA secondary and tertiary structures. Goodman et al. (Goodman et al. 2013) have
shown that rare codons are enriched at the N-terminus of genes, which can affect
mRNA secondary structure to control overall gene expression. A second significant
finding of this study was the ability to observe the importance of context in translation
speed through codons (discussed below). Third, this work is consistent with previous
study demonstrating that codon pairs with significant 16s anti-Shine-Dalgarno (antiSD) interacting sequence can impair translation-speed. A fourth significant result of
this study was the identification of di-Pro codon pairs as being among the slowest
codon pairs translated in vivo. In a screen of more than 30,000 colonies with
C/A/GNN x C/A/GNN substitutions at His4-His5, we have identified the 16 diproline codon pairs as among the 50 slowest codon pairs of the 3,721 codon pairs not
containing termination codons in Salmonella. Codon pairs that have significant ShineDalgano sequences including those with rare Arg codons are among these 50 slowest
codon pairs.
One result that might have been expected was the effect of rare arginine
codons on in vivo translation speed. The strongest effect of single, non-termination
codons placed at His5 of the his leader peptide gene was observed with AGG (Arg).
Recent work using ribosome profiling demonstrated that synonymous changes to a
coding sequence that is more identical to the Shine-Dalgarno sequence results in
translational pausing in E. coli (Li et al. 2012). Any codon pair that includes AGG is
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expected to have significant anti-SD interacting activity and could explain why it is a
rare codon. Introduction of a plasmid that overexpresses the argU gene, which
encodes the tRNA that reads AGG and AGA codons, did increase apparent translation
speed in vivo for 16 out of the 20 Arg-Arg codon pairs containing an AGG or AGA
codon based on changes in hisD-lac expression. However, even with the addition of
the argU expression plasmid, translation speed of codon pairs with AGG remained
slow, which could be accounted for by their anti-SD interacting activity. Other rare
codons did not lead to slow translation under nutrient rich conditions, which is
consistent to what was observed by the ribosome profiling method (Li et al. 2012).
Finally, we specifically looked at the effect at glycine codon pairs including GGAGGU, which is a perfect Shine-Dalgarno match. The perfect Shine-Dalgarno match
sequence did showed reduced translation speed when placed early at the His1-His2
positions of the His leader peptide assay consistent with acting about 9 nucleotides
upstream of the potential translational stall (Li et al. 2012).
The his leader peptide gene system allowed us to measure a range of 5’- and
3’-context effects on the UCA codon over a 30-fold range. Of the 64 codon pairs with
UCA at His4 or His5, 21 pairs showed differences in de-attenuation significant
enough to be visualized on MacConkey-lactose indicator plates. These results
reaffirm that context plays an important role in ribosome translation. The effects we
observe of codon identity and context on apparent ribosome speed through the his
leader positions His4-His5 can explain the mounting data demonstrating codon bias in
a variety of systems. Selection based on codon bias is well established (reviewed by
(Hershberg and Petrov 2008)). Codon pair biases are readily observed in both
prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Tats et al. 2008). In bacteria, codon bias correlates with
generation time (Sharp et al. 2005). Highly expressed genes show strong codon
biases (Post and Nomura 1980; Ikemura 1981). The speed of translation by the
ribosome are affected by codon context (Robinson et al. 1984). Genome-wide
changes in codon pair biases attenuate poliovirus growth (Coleman et al. 2008). In
addition to effects on gene expression, synonymous codon usage affects both RNA
and protein structure (Shabalina et al. 2006; Wilke and Drummond 2010; Zhang et al.
2010).
In a seminal study Grosjean et al. (1978) demonstrated the profound effect
that base modifications can have on the stability of interacting tRNAs through anticodon:anti-codon triplet hybridization. Using the translation "speedometer" assay of
Curran & Yarus (1989), Li et al. (1997) demonstrated that the first step in the
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translation elongation cycle, the aminoacyl-tRNA selection step, was both positively
and negatively affected by loss of tRNA modification in the anti-codon loop of
specific tRNA species. We suspect that it is these tRNA modifications that contribute
to the context effects we observe in our His leader peptide assay possibly by affecting
the stacking energy of a given tRNA that is brought to the A-site by EF-Tu with a
tRNA in the P-site, which could be context dependent and affect the translation speed
through specific codon pairs.
Additionally, our results have implications for gene expression. Overall gene
expression including the formation of a stable protein product is dependent on
translation speed, which affects co-translational degradation (Kramer et al. 2009).
Synonymous changes in actin isoforms having nearly identical amino acid sequences
had a dramatic effect on co-translational degradation (Zhang et al. 2010). When
expressing heterologous proteins in E. coli the gene of interest is often redesigned to
have codon biases to fit with that observed in E. coli. It is generally assumed that
codon usage and RNA secondary structure are the major factors affecting translation
speed. Our data demonstrates that codon context is a major factor affecting the speed
at which proteins are translated suggesting that codon context should always be
considered in redesigning genes for E. coli expression systems. This was apparent
when we looked at the effect of UCA(Ser)-UAU/C(Tyr) codon pair at His4-His5 in
the His leader. The UCA(Ser)-UAU/C(Tyr) codon pair exhibited his operon deattenuation levels similar to that obtained with stop codons at those positions, yet the
reverse UAU/C(Tyr)-UCA(Ser) pair resulted in no significant effect on his operon deattenuation. We were also surprised to find that the CGU codon at His5 of the his
leader peptide gene resulted in a translation slow phenotype, yet CGU at both His4
and His5 was translation-fast. Our data supports a model where different tRNA
species located at the ribosome affect the overall stacking energy that sensed as each
charged tRNA enters the “A” site and this ultimately determines the effect of codon
context on in vivo translation speed.
Changing codon pair biases on a genomic scale has proven an effective way to
attenuate viruses that make effective live vaccines (Coleman et al. 2008). It is likely
that many of the effects of codon pair bias-derived changes on gene expression are
due to changes in translation speed of different proteins. Similar methods that include
codon pair speeds in designing attenuated essential genes may aid in the design of live
bacterial vaccines.
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There is substantial data supporting a model that translation efficiency of a
given gene is primarily determined early as the ribosome transitions from the
initiation phase through early elongation phase (Tuller et al. 2010). Secondary mRNA
structures play a prominent role in this early elongation phase (Goodman et al. 2013).
Secondary structures are going to vary for each gene having neutral, enhancing or
retarding effects on further translation elongation. We propose that the presence of
translation-fast or translation-slow codons and codon pairs in the N-terminal regions
of genes will have different effects on translation efficiencies depending of whether
exposure of mRNA secondary structures enhance or retard translation. The translation
slowest codon pairs include those with significant anti-SD interacting activities and
successive proline codons. Base stacking energies between tRNAs and mRNA at the
“A”, “P” and “E” sites provide a mechanism for context effects observed between
codons affecting translation speed that do not include Pro-Pro codons or anti-SD
interacting codon pairs.
One aspect that remains to be analyzed is the effect of tRNA modifications,
which are believed to contribute to base stacking energies during translation, on
translation speed. We plan to use the his leader peptide gene system to examine
effects of tRNA modifications on in vivo translation speed. The modification to
pseudouridine by the product of the hisT gene occurs in the anti-codon recognition
loop of 15 of the 43 tRNA species depicted in Figure 1.3, and the histidine tRNA has
two pseudouridine modifications at positions 38 and 39 in the anti-codon loop. For
over 40 years, Salmonella strains defective in the hisT gene have been known to be
de-attenuated in his operon transcription (Chang et al. 1971). Thus, we believe the his
leader peptide system will allow us to examine effects of tRNA modification on in
vivo translation speed in future studies.

1.5 Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains, plasmids and media
All strains used in this study were derived from Salmonella enterica serovar
Typhimurium wild-type strain LT2. Cells were cultured in Luria broth (LB: Bacto
Tryptone 10 g/l, Bacto Yeast Extract 5 g/l, NaCl 5 g/l). Amresco agar (12 g/l) was
used for preparation of solid medium. Antibiotics were added to LB at the final
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concentrations: 100 µg/ml sodium ampicillin for plasmid-carrying strains, 15 µg/ml
tetracycline-HCl (Tc) or anhydrotetracycline (ATc) (1 µg/ml). L-arabinose was
supplemented to 0.2% (w/v) as needed. The generalized transducing phage of S.
typhimurium P22 HT105/1 int-201 was used in all transductional crosses (Sanderson
and Roth 1983).
Strain constructions
Targeted chromosomal mutagenesis was carried out via the tetRA insertion
and replacement with the λ Red recombinase system as described (Karlinsey 2007).
All Primers were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA) and
listed in Table S1. All PCR reactions were performed using a proof reading
polymerase (Accuprime Pfx, In vitrogen or Phusion, Fermenta). Recombinant
products mediated by l-Red were PCR-checked using Taq DNA polymerase and
further sequenced at the DNA Sequencing Core Facility at the University of Utah.
The
PCR-generated
fragment
was
electroporated
into
strain
pKD46/hisD9953::MudJ, using tetracycline as a positive selection. Strain TH15761
(pKD46/hisO10508::tetRA hisD6653::MudJ) was used to generate his leader peptide
gene targeted constructs.
Strain TH15759 contains a tetRA cassette between the 6th and 7th histidine
codon of the his operon leader peptide gene and was constructed as follows: A PCR
fragment containing a tetRA cassette with flanking 40 bp of homology to the his
leader region before and after the 7th histidine codon was generated using a strain
containing a Tn10dTc as a template and primers His7tetR and His7tetA. The PCRgenerated fragment was electroporated into strain pKD46/hisD9953::MudJ, using the
l-red recombination technique (Datsenko and Wanner 2000), and tetracycline as a
positive selection to generate the hisO10508::tetRA insertion mutant carrying the
tetRA cassette inserted between codons 6 and 7 of the his operon leader peptide gene.
Strain TH15761 (pKD46/hisO10508::tetRA hisD6653::MudJ) was used to generate
his leader peptide gene targeted constructs.
Replacement of the histidine codons of the his operon leader peptide by TAG
stop codons.
Primers hisOhis1stop, hisOGhis2stop, hisOGhis3stop, hisOGhis4stop,
hisOGhis5stop, hisOGhis6stop and hisOGhis7stop were used with reverse primer
hisOrev and genomic DNA from strain LT2 to generate 7 PCR fragments containing
the TAG stop codon at each of the histidine codon positions of the his leader peptide
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gene. PCR reactions were cleaned by ethanol precipitation and resuspended in 20 ml
water prior to electroporation. An overnight culture of strain TH15761
(pKD46/hisO10508::tetRA hisD6653::MudJ) was grown at 30°C in 2 ml of LB
supplemented with ampicillin. A 25 ml LB-Ap-arabinose culture was inoculated with
the above overnight culture and grown with shaking at 30°C until the culture had
reached an OD600 of 0.6. The cells were washed twice in cold sterile water and
resuspended to a final volume of 250 µl with water. Ethanol-precipitated PCR
products were electroporated into 40 µl of washed cells, incubated at room
temperature for 1 h, and spread on tetracycline-sensitive plates (TcS) (1 mg/ml
anhydrotetracycline, sigma). TcS recombinants were selected at 37°C and streaked at
42°C to eliminate the plasmid pKD46. Recombinants were checked for replacement
of the tetRA cassette and loss of the pKD46 plasmid (ApS), verified by PCR and sent
for sequencing analysis.
Randomization of the histidine codon 5 of the his leader peptide gene.
Primer hisOGhis5NNNfwdfill was filled-in with primer His5contextfillinrev
using Accuprime DNA polymerase. The DNA fragment was ethanol precipitated,
resuspended in 10ul Millipore water, electroporated into strain TH15761 and plated
on tetracycline-sensitive plates (TcS) plates at 37°C as described above.
Recombinants were isolated, assessed on MacConkey-lactose indicator plates for Lacphenotypic color variations, and a range of colored colony variants were sent for
DNA sequence analysis in order to maximize potential different codon combinations
isolated. Remaining strains not isolated were constructed individually to cover the 64
codon combinations using the same sequence primer as hisOGhis5NNNfwdfill, but
with the specific codon instead of NNN.
Randomization of histidine codons 4 or 5 of the his leader peptide gene paired
with the UCA-serine codon.
Primer NNNHis5TCAfwd and primer His4TCANNNfwd were filled-in with
primer His5contextfillinrev using Accuprime DNA polymerase (In vitrogen). The
procedure used to prepare these his4-5::NNN-TCA and his4-5::TCA-NNN strains
was the same as that used for making the strains randomized at codon His5 of the his
leader peptide gene. Again, remaining strains were constructed individually to cover
the 64 codon combinations, with the same sequence primers NNNHis5TCAfwd and
His4TCANNNfwd, but with the specific missing codon instead of NNN.
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Pro-Pro strains construction
Strains containing di-proline codons at the His4 and His5 positions of the his
leader peptide gene were constructed using primer His4-5CNN-CNN by l-Red
recombination as described above. After electroporation and plating on TcS selection
plates, the plates were replica printed onto MacConkey-lactose and tetrazoliumlactose indicator plates. White colonies on tetrazolium plates (Lac+) were isolated and
sent for DNA sequence analysis. The remaining strains carrying di-proline codon
pairs were made individually using the specific primer of the missing di-proline
codon pair.
Arg-Arg and Gly-Gly strain construction
Strains containing di-arginine codons at position His4 and His5 of the his
leader peptide gene were constructed using the following primers : A-His4-5CGNAG(AG), B-His4-5AG(AG)-CGN, C-His4-5CGN-CGN, D-His4-5AG(AG)-AG(AG).
Each filled-in primer reaction (with His5contextfillinrev) was electroporated into
strain TH15761, as described above. After electroporation and plating on TcS
selection plates, the plates were replica printed onto MacConkey-lactose and
tetrazolium-lactose indicator plates. White colonies on tetrazolium plates (Lac+) were
isolated and the his leader peptide gene region sequenced. The remaining di-arginine
strains not obtained were made individually using the specific primer of the missing
di-arginine pair.
Strains containing di-glycine codons at position His1-His-2 and His4-His5 of
the his leader peptide gene were constructed using the following primers : A-His4-5
Gly-Gly GGA-GGU, B-His4-5 Gly-Gly GGU-GGA, C-His4-5 Gly-Gly GGC-GGC,
D-His4-5 Gly-Gly GGA-GGA, E-His4-5 Gly-Gly GGU-GGU, and F-His1,2perfectSD. Each filled-in primer reaction (with His5contextfillinrev) was
electroporated into strain TH15761, as described above.
Replacement of the histidine promoter with PtetA.
In order to assay effect of translation on his operon attenuation, the -10
through -35 his promoter region of selected strains was replaced by the promoter of
the tetA gene, so that the his leader peptide could be transcribed by addition of ATc
with or without added spectinomycin to inhibit translation. A tetRA cassette was first
introduced by l-Red replacing the -10 and -35 his promoter region using primers 35hispromtetR and -10hispromtetA. The tetA gene and ribosome binding site of tetA
were then deleted from the tetRA cassette by l-Red recombination in the above tetRA
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strain (via pKD46) using primers 10histetAhisPfwd and hisrevprom and genomic
DNA of LT2 as template. This resulted in replacement of the his operon promoter
with the Tc- or ATc-inducible the tetA gene promoter.
Screen for translation-slowest codon pairs
Strains containing slow pairs at position His4 and His5 positions of the his
leader peptide gene were constructed using primer His4-5 C/A/G NN by l-Red
recombination as described above. After electroporation and plating on
anhydrotetracyline plates, the plates were replica printed onto MacConkey-lactose
and tetrazolium-lactose indicator plates. White colonies on tetrazolium plates (Lac+)
were isolated and sent for DNA sequence analysis. The T-N-N codons were
specifically avoided to prevent isolation of stop codons. The goal was to use Tz-Lac
screening to identify translation-slow codon pairs in the his leader system.
β-Galactosidase assays
Thirty microliters of an overnight culture was subcultured into 3 ml of fresh
LB medium. Tubes were incubated with shaking at 37°C until the contents reached a
mid-log-phase density of OD 0.4. Cultures were put on ice, spun down, and
resuspended in 3 ml of cold-buffered saline. Culture samples of 0.5 ml (diluted if
necessary) were added to 0.55 ml of complete Z-buffer (Z-buffer plus 5 µl of 10%
sodium dodecyl sulfate and 100 µl of chloroform) (Maloy 1990). The assay was
continued as described previously (Maloy 1990). For each strain, assays were
performed for three independent biological replicates.
Real Time-PCR assays.
RNA isolation was performed for three independent biological replicates
using the RNeasy minikit (Qiagen). For removal of genomic DNA, RNA was treated
with DNase I for 30 min at 37°C using a DNA-free RNA kit (Zymo Research) or oncolumn treatment was performed using kit 79254 (Qiagen). Subsequently, RNA
samples were reverse-transcribed according to the RevertAid first-strand cDNA
synthesis kit (Fermentas). Quantitative real-time PCRs were performed using the
EvaGreen quantitative real-time PCR master mix (Bio-Rad) and primers hisGmultiRT-fw (gaa aac atg ccg att gat atc ctg) and hisG-multiRT-rv (agc acg tttt cgc cga
taa tac) for hisG, rpoA-RT-fw (cgc cct gtt gac gat ctg g) and rpoA-RT-rv (ttt acc caa
gtt agg cgt ctt aag) for rpoA and gyrB-RT-fw (ctg ctc aaa gag ctg gtg tat ca) and gyrBRT-rv (agc gcg tta cag tct gct cat) for gyrB. Experiments were performed on a CFX96
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real-time PCR instrument (Bio-Rad). Relative changes in mRNA levels were
analyzed according to the Pfaffl method (Pfaffl 2001) and normalized against the
transcript levels of the reference genes rpoA and gyrB.
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1.7 Supporting Information
Supporting Information Figure S1.
Second position of codon
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Name	
  
His7tetR	
  
His7tetA	
  
hisOhis1stop	
  
hisOGhis2stop	
  
hisOGhis3stop	
  
hisOGhis4stop	
  
hisOGhis5stop	
  
hisOGhis6stop	
  
hisOGhis7stop	
  
hisOrev	
  
hisOGhis5NNNfwdfill	
  
His5contextfillinrev	
  
NNNHis5TCAfwd	
  
His4TCANNNfwd	
  
His4-‐5CNN-‐CNN	
  
His4-‐5CGN-‐AG(AG)	
  
His4-‐5AG(AG)-‐CGN	
  
His4-‐5CGN-‐CGN	
  
His4-‐5AG(AG)-‐AG(AG)	
  
-‐35hispromtetR	
  
-‐10hispromtetA	
  
10histetAhisPfwd	
  
hisrevprom	
  

	
  
Sequence	
  
	
  
tat	
  gac	
  acg	
  cgt	
  tca	
  att	
  taa	
  aca	
  cca	
  cca	
  tca	
  tca	
  cca	
  ttt	
  aag	
  acc	
  cac	
  ttt	
  cac	
  att	
  
ctg	
  aat	
  gtc	
  ttc	
  cag	
  cac	
  aca	
  tcg	
  cct	
  gaa	
  	
  aga	
  cta	
  gtc	
  agg	
  cta	
  agc	
  act	
  tgt	
  ctc	
  
ctg	
  
gca	
  ttc	
  atc	
  gga	
  att	
  ttt	
  atg	
  aca	
  cgc	
  gtt	
  caa	
  ttt	
  aaa	
  tag	
  cac	
  cat	
  cat	
  cac	
  cat	
  cat	
  
ttc	
  atc	
  gga	
  att	
  ttt	
  atg	
  aca	
  cgc	
  gtt	
  caa	
  ttt	
  aaa	
  cac	
  tag	
  cat	
  cat	
  cac	
  cat	
  cat	
  cct	
  
atc	
  gga	
  att	
  ttt	
  atg	
  aca	
  cgt	
  gtt	
  caa	
  ttt	
  aaa	
  cac	
  cac	
  tag	
  cat	
  cac	
  	
  cat	
  cat	
  cct	
  
gac	
  
gga	
  att	
  ttt	
  atg	
  aca	
  cgc	
  gtt	
  caa	
  ttt	
  aaa	
  cac	
  cac	
  cat	
  tag	
  cac	
  cat	
  cat	
  cct	
  gac	
  
tag	
  
att	
  ttt	
  atg	
  aca	
  cgc	
  gtt	
  caa	
  ttt	
  aaa	
  cac	
  cac	
  cat	
  cat	
  tag	
  cat	
  cat	
  cct	
  gac	
  tag	
  tct	
  
ttt	
  atg	
  aca	
  cgc	
  gtt	
  caa	
  ttt	
  aaa	
  cac	
  cac	
  cat	
  cat	
  cac	
  tag	
  cat	
  cct	
  gac	
  tag	
  tct	
  ttc	
  
atg	
  aca	
  cgc	
  gtt	
  caa	
  ttt	
  aaa	
  cac	
  cac	
  cat	
  cat	
  cac	
  cat	
  tag	
  cct	
  gac	
  tag	
  tct	
  ttc	
  
agg	
  
tct	
  gaa	
  ccg	
  gtc	
  tgt	
  atc	
  
c	
  gga	
  att	
  ttt	
  atg	
  aca	
  cgc	
  gtt	
  caa	
  ttt	
  aaa	
  cac	
  cac	
  cat	
  cat	
  nnn	
  cat	
  cat	
  cct	
  gac	
  
tag	
  tct	
  ttc	
  agg	
  cga	
  tgt	
  gtg	
  ctg	
  gaa	
  gac	
  a	
  
tgtcttccagcacacatcg	
  
c	
  gga	
  att	
  ttt	
  atg	
  aca	
  cgc	
  gtt	
  caa	
  ttt	
  aaa	
  cac	
  cac	
  cat	
  nnn	
  tca	
  cat	
  cat	
  cct	
  gac	
  
tag	
  tct	
  ttc	
  agg	
  cga	
  tgt	
  gtg	
  ctg	
  gaa	
  gac	
  a	
  
c	
  gga	
  att	
  ttt	
  at	
  g	
  aca	
  cgc	
  gtt	
  caa	
  ttt	
  aaa	
  cac	
  cac	
  cat	
  tca	
  nnn	
  cat	
  cat	
  cct	
  gac	
  
tag	
  tct	
  ttc	
  agg	
  cga	
  tgt	
  gtg	
  ctg	
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  a	
  
c	
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  att	
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  cgc	
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His4-‐5	
  C/A/G	
  NN	
  
His4,5-‐GlyGly	
  GGA-‐GGU	
  
His4,5-‐GlyGly	
  GGU-‐GGA	
  
His4,5-‐GlyGly	
  GGC-‐GGC	
  
His4,5-‐GlyGly	
  GGA-‐GGA	
  
His4,5-‐GlyGly	
  GGU-‐GGU	
  
His1,2-‐perfectSD	
  
hisG-‐multiRT-‐fw	
  
hisG-‐multiRT-‐rv	
  
rpoA-‐RT-‐fw	
  
rpoA-‐RT-‐rv	
  
gyrB-‐RT-‐fw	
  
gyrB-‐RT-‐rv	
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2.1. Abstract
The efficiency of codon translation in vivo is controlled by many factors,
including codon context. At a site early in the Salmonella flgM gene, the
effects on translation of replacing codons Thr6 and Pro8 of flgM with
synonymous alternates produced a 600-fold range in FlgM activity.
Synonymous changes at Thr6 and Leu9 resulted in a twofold range in
FlgM activity. The level of FlgM activity produced by any codon
arrangement was directly proportional to the degree of in vivo ribosome
stalling at synonymous codons. Synonymous codon suppressors that
corrected the effect of a translation-defective synonymous flgM allele
were restricted to two codons flanking the translation-defective codon.
The various codon arrangements had no apparent effects on flgM mRNA
stability or predicted mRNA secondary structures. Our data suggest that
efficient mRNA translation is determined by a triplet-of-triplet genetic
code. That is, the efficiency of translating a particular codon is influenced
by the nature of the immediately adjacent flanking codons. A model
explains these codon-context effects by suggesting that codon recognition
by elongation factor-bound aminoacyl-tRNA is initiated by hydrogen
bond interactions between the first two nucleotides of the codon and
anticodon and then is stabilized by base-stacking energy over three
successive codons.

2.2. Introduction
DNA sequence is transcribed to form mRNA, which is then translated into
protein by ribosomes. The genetic code consists of 64 triplet RNA codons that specify
the twenty amino acids and sites of translation termination (stop codons). The
decoding process involves interaction between a specific codon in the mRNA and the
three-base anticodon of the cognate aminoacyl-tRNA (bases 36, 35 and 34 within the
anticodon loop) (Grosjean et al. 2010). The code is redundant in that many amino
acids are specified by two or more triplet sequences. In addition, codons specifying a
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particular amino acid are recognized by single or multiple tRNAs. Most tRNA species
recognize codons that differ in the third or wobble position. Modifications of tRNA
bases also contribute to tRNA recognition of single or multiple anticodons as the
tRNA enters the ribosome at the A site (Grosjean et al. 2010). Codons are read in 5’3’ direction of the mRNA by sequential interactions with tRNA aligned 3’-5’ vis a vis
each codon. Stacking-related “wobble” codon recognition is mediated by extensive
modification of position 34 of the tRNA codon, which corresponds to the 3rd or 5’
anticodon position.
Other base modifications stabilize interaction of the tRNA with ribosomal A
site, ie. methylation of a G at position 37 prevents tRNA slippage, which would result
in a shift in the translation reading frame (Grosjean et al. 2010). SI Figure 1
illustrates the initial translation steps starting with codon recognition and proceeding
to peptidyl transfer (adapted from (Steitz 2008)). GTP-bound Elongation Factor Tu
brings aminoacyl-tRNA to the A site of the ribosome. Watson-Crick pairing at the
first two bases of the codon initiates EF-Tu-tRNA docking followed by triplet
stabilization at the 3rd “Wobble” position. GTP hydrolysis by EF-Tu is a slow step in
the process providing test correctness of triplet recognition. If an incorrect match is
sensed, the tRNA is rejected and the process begins again. A correct match leads
acceptance of the incoming tRNA followed by peptidyl transfer. Correct codonanticodon recognition results from stabilization of the EF-Tu-aminoacyl tRNA at the
A site, which is determined by the Watson-Crick pairing plus energy of stacking
between bases of the mRNA and tRNA.

Significance
The genetic code for life is a triplet base code. It is known that adjacent codons
can influence translation of a given codon and that codon pair biases occur
throughout nature. We show that mRNA translation at a given codon can be
affected by the two previous codons. Data presented here support a model in
which the evolutionary selection pressure on a single codon is over five
successive codons, including synonymous codons. This work provides a
foundation for the interpretation of how single DNA base changes might affect
translation over multiple codons and should be considered in the
characterization of the effects of DNA base changes on human disease.	
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Figure 2.1. A model showing the effect of Watson-Crick base paring and the influence of
base stacking with bases in the anti-codon loop and adjacent bases in the mRNA sequence on
codon –anticodon stabilization in the accommodation step in translation and showing how
translation can be affected by codons adajacent to the codon being translated (context). 	
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Based on the work presented here, we propose a model to explain the effects
of codon context on mRNA translation efficiency. In the model, bases of the
anticodon loop of the tRNA, which are often heavily modified, and mRNA bases
flanking the codon contribute to the stacking energy of the codon-anticodon
recognition (shaded gray in Figure 2.1). These interactions combine to determine the
efficiency at which a given codon is translated.
The tRNA modifications vary throughout the three kingdoms of life (Grosjean
et al. 1978) and could affect codon:anticodon pairing. The differences in tRNA
modifications could account for differences in synonymous codon biases and codon
context effects (the ability to translate specific triplet bases relative to specific
neighboring codons) on translation among different species. Here, using in vivo
genetic systems of Salmonella, we demonstrate that translation of a specific codon
depends on the nature of the codons that flank both the 5’- and 3’-sides of the
translated codon. This generates higher order genetic code for proteins that can
include codon pairs and codon triplets.
The effect of flanking codons on specific codon translation varies from
insignificant to profound. Highly expressed genes have been known for decades to
use highly biased codon pairs, which can vary from one species to the next. The speed
of translation depends heavily on flanking codons (Chevance et al. 2014).

2.3. Results
2.3.1. The effects of synonymous codon changes adjacent to Ser7 on
FlgM activity
The assay system described below involves the FlgM protein of Salmonella,
which coordinates flagellar gene expression to flagellum assembly. FlgM binds and
inhibits a flagellum-specific transcription factor, σ28, prior to completion of the
flagellar motor (the hook basal body). When the flagellar motor is completed,
unassociated FlgM is conducted out of the cell through the completed flagellar motor,
thereby freeing internal σ28 and stimulating transcription of flagellar genes whose
products are needed following motor completion. These proteins include the external
flagellar filament and chemosensory proteins (Chevance and Hughes 2008; Erhardt et
al. 2010).
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Our work on the effect of synonymous mutations in codon translation began
with the isolation of a tRNA mutant in which translation of flgM mRNA was reduced.
The mutant resulted from a G:A base change at position 10 within the D-stem of the
essential serT tRNA (tRNA(cmo5UGA)(Ser)) (Bjork and Hagervall 2014). This
mutation resulted in a defect in translation of the UCA codon for amino acid 7 of
FlgM. (Chevance et al. 2006).
There are dozens of UCA codons in the more than 50 genes required for
flagellum production and chemotaxis. Therefore we were surprised that this serT
mutant was perfectly motile. Why did the mutant apparently translate the many UCA
codons of all the flagellar genes normally, but fail to efficiently translate the UCA
codon in flgM? It seemed possible that the defect in flgM translation might be caused
by context effects of codons flanking the UCA codon for amino acid 7 (Ser7) of
FlgM.
The Ser7 UCA codon in flgM is flanked at the 5’-side by a threonine codon,
ACC (Thr6), and at the 3’-side by the proline CCU (Pro8) codon. We wanted to
determine whether codons adjacent to the UCA codon for Ser7 affected its
translation. In order to avoid effects of amino acid substitutions on FlgM activity we
focused on synonymous codon changes. Synonymous changes at Thr6 and Pro8
would not affect the amino acid sequence of FlgM protein. Any effects of adjacent,
synonymous substitutions would be limited to effects on mRNA 2° structure and
mRNA stability or translation. If synonymous changes at Thr6 and Pro8 affected the
ability of the ribosome to translate the Ser7 UCA triplet due to codon context effects,
then the levels of FlgM protein could increase or decrease. Slight changes in the level
of this protein are easily detected because of the effect of FlgM on regulation of
flagellar gene expression.
Four triplets encode Thr (ACN) and 4 others encode Pro (CCN). Thus, there
are 16 possible silent change combinations at codons 6 and 8 of flgM that do not
change the translated FlgM amino acid sequence. We assayed the effects of these 16
combinations on FlgM production in a wild-type serT+ background by scoring s28dependent transcription of luminescence operon transcribed from a s28-dependent
promoter (PmotA-lux) (Figure 2.2). Reduction of FlgM causes an increase in s28dependent transcription.
The effects of synonymous changes at Thr6 and Pro8 on FlgM activity are
presented in Figure 2.2A. The 16 context backgrounds exhibited a >600-fold range in
FlgM activity. We conclude that codon context has a profound effect on flgM mRNA
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translation through the UCA Ser7 codon. Remarkably, various pairs of synonymous
changes at positions Thr6 ACN and Pro8 CCN showed synergistic context effects on
translation of the central Ser7 UCA codon. The single change from the wild-type
sequence of the Pro8 codon from CCU to CCG (with the Thr6 codon unchanged)
resulted in about a 20-fold reduction in FlgM activity (FlgM activity was 0.053 of
wild type). The single change from the wild-type sequence of the Thr6 codon from
ACC to ACU resulted in an 11-fold increase in FlgM activity. If the synonymous
changes at Thr6 ACN and Pro8 CCN independently affected flgM translation, then
the effect of combining codon changes at these positions should be additive.
However, the combination of CCU to CCG at Pro8, and ACC to ACU at Thr6,
produced a synergistic effect on flgM mRNA translation that resulted in a 34-fold
increase in FlgM activity. There was no apparent effects of the synonymous codon
changes on flgM mRNA 2° structure or stability (see SI Results and SI Figure 2).
Taken together, our results demonstrate that translation of the Ser7 UCA codon is
dependent on both 5’ and 3’ flanking codons and synergistic effects on translation of
the central codon, depend on context effects extending over three codons. Since these
synonymous changes had no apparent effect on flgM mRNA 2° structure or stability,
our results suggests that the ribosome senses at least three consecutive triplet codons
during the process of translation.

2.3.2. The reduced-translation at Pro8 CCG of flgM is context
dependent
The severely reduced FlgM activity caused by synergistic effects of the Pro8
CCG codon and the Thr6 ACC codon were not seen with the other Thr6 synonymous
codons. When Thr6 ACC codon was replaced by ACU, ACA or ACG in combination
with CCG at Pro8, we observed increased FlgM activities of 34-, 11- and 6.7-fold
above wild-type, respectively, (Figure 2.2A). If the defect in translation of flgM
mRNA with the Pro8 CCG substitution was due to context, we wondered if
translation of Pro8 CCG could be sensitive to synonymous changes on the 3’ side of
Pro8 at Leu9. If synonymous changes at Leu9 did not affect Pro8 CCG translation,
then FlgM activities were expected to remain low. All six Leu9 codons were
constructed adjacent to Pro8 CCG with wild type codons at Thr6 (ACC) and Ser7
(UCA), and the cells were assessed for FlgM activity. An 11-fold range in FlgM
activity levels was observed for the six Leu9 codons when adjacent to Pro8 CCG
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(Thr6 ACC) suggesting that translation at CCG could be context dependent on both 5’
and 3’ codons (Figure 2.2B).

2.3.3. The severe translation defect at Thr6 ACC - Ser7 UCA - Pro8
CCG of FlgM results in ribosome pausing in vivo
In the tests described above, it was assumed that the 20-fold reduction in the
in vivo FlgM activity for the CCU to CCG synonymous codon change at Pro8 was
due to reduced translation of flgM mRNA. To test this assumption, we set up an assay
for ribosome pausing to see if the reduction in flgM translation correlated with a pause
in ribosome translation of Pro8 CCG in vivo.
The pausing assay uses a flgM-lacZ gene fusion that allows lacZ to be
translated independently of flgM if translation was stalled at Pro8. The flgM and lacZ
genes were placed in a single operon where they were transcribed into a single
mRNA, but could be translated independently. Cells with this structure were
phenotypically FlgM+, LacZ+ and the LacZ protein was easily identified by Western
blot using anti-LacZ antibody as shown in Figure 2.3A, lane 1. The flgM and lacZ
genes were fused so that the 5' end of the flgM coding sequence contained a ribosome
binding site (RBS) and the lacZ part of the fusion started with a GTG start-codon.
With no stalling, translation would produce a single fusion protein including both
FlgM and LacZ sequences. If ribosomes stalled upstream in flgM at Pro8 CCG codon,
this would expose the downstream RBS and allow lacZ to be translated independent
of flgM. When full-length flgM was fused to lacZ the larger FlgM-LacZ protein fusion
product was observed (Figure 2.3A, lane 2). Increased transcription of flgM promoter
allowed us to detect a small amount of LacZ in addition to the FlgM-LacZ fusion
(Figure 2.3A, lane 3). The lower MW LacZ band could result from translation restart
at lacZ or protein degradation. Introduction of the CCU:CCG codon change at Pro8
resulted in decreased FlgM-LacZ fusion product (Figure 2.3A, lane 4). However, in a
strain allowing increased transcription from the flgM promoter, the CCU:CCG codon
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Figure 2.2. The effects of silent mutations on FlgM inhibitory activity of the s28-dependant
transcription of a PmotA-lux reporter construct. (A) FlgM inhibitory activity is presented as
1/luminescence levels measured for each strain (SI Materials and Methods) divided by the levels measured for the
wild type flgM strains with ACC at position 6 and CCU at position 8. The boxes depicting inhibitory levels are
shaded red for increased FlgM activity and blue for decreased activity to highlight the severe translation defect of
the Thr6 ACC-Pro8 CCG context. (B) FlgM inhibitory activity was determined for isogenic strains that contain the
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Figure 2.2 (continued)
six synonymous Leu9 positions placed in context with the severe Pro8 CCG substitution (SI Materials and
Methods) and compared to the wild type. (C) FlgM inhibitory activity was determined for 24 isogenic strains that
contain each of four threonine codons (CAN) at amino acid position 6 in combination with each six leucine codons
(UUG/A and CUN) at amino acid position 9 of flgM and was compared with the wild type activity.

change at Pro8 resulted in a substantial increase of the lower band corresponding to
just LacZ in addition to the FlgM-LacZ fusion band (Figure 2.3A, lane 5). The
presence of the lower MW LacZ band resulting from the CCU:CCG synonymous
change at Pro8 is consistent with a pause in translation at Pro8 that resulted in
translation re-initiation downstream within the flgM-lacZ coding sequence to produce
the shorter LacZ band observed. To confirm this observation, a UAG stop codon was
introduced at the Pro8 position in the flgM-lacZ gene fusion construct. As expected,
the CCU Pro8 to UAG (stop codon) change produced no full-length FlgM-LacZ
protein; only the lower MW LacZ band was observed indicating translation of lacZ
independent of flgM translation in the flgM-lacZ fusion construct (Fig 2.3A, lane 6).
This also indicated that the flgM-lacZ mRNA was stable in the absence of full flgM
translation. This data is consistent with the stalling of translation at codon Pro8 CCG,
which resulted in substantial re-initiation of translation downstream producing the
lower MW product.
We also tested the effect of the serT tRNA mutant that was previously shown
to be defective in translating the Ser7 UCA codon of flgM on flgM-lacZ translation of
the Pro8 CCU and Pro8 CCG constructs (Figure 2.3.B). The Figure 2.3A lane 1
control of a flgM-lacZ transcriptional fusion where flgM and lacZ are translated
independently is repeated in Figure 2.3B, lane 1. As shown in Figure 2.3B reduction
in the level of FlgM-LacZ fusion was observed by the Pro8 CCU:CCG change
(Figure 2.3B, lanes 2 and 3). In a strain background with increased transcription from
the flgM promoter, the lower MW LacZ band accumulates in the presence of Pro8
CCG change (Figure 2.3B, lanes 4 and 5). In the serT mutant we observe a decrease
in FlgM-LacZ levels, but not the lower MW LacZ band (Figure 2.3B, lanes 6 and 7).
This demonstrates that the serT mutant is significantly defective in flgM-lacZ
translation relative to translation of lacZ.
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Figure 2.3. The effects of codon context on flgM and flgM–lacZ translation. (A) A Western blot using
anti-LacZ antibody shows the effect of reduced flgM translation in a flgM–lacZ construct with the CCG codon at
position 8 of flgM compared with the wild-type CCU codon at position 8. Lane 1 shows LacZ levels in a wild-type strain
with a flgM–lacZ operon fusion (flgM5222::MudJ) where flgM and lacZ are translated separately. Lanes 2 through 6
show levels of LacZ proteins in strains carrying a flgM–lacZ gene fusion (flgM7512::MudK). Lanes 2 and 3 show the
full-length FlgM–LacZ fusion using wild-type flgM coding sequences (Pro8 = CCU). The strains used in lanes 3 and 5
carry a σ28 H14D substitution that results in increased PflgM transcription and facilitates visualization of the differences in
expression of the lower LacZ band (Chadsey and Hughes, 2001). The effect of the CCU-to-CCG change at Pro8 on
FlgM–LacZ expression is shown in lanes 4 and 5. The strain used for lane 6 carries a UAG stop codon at the Pro8
position in flgM. (B) Effects of mutant SerT tRNA on FlgM–lacZ expression. Lane 1 is the same as in lane 1 in A. Lanes
2 and 3 are the FlgM–lacZ translational fusion with Pro8 CCU and Pro8 CCG, respectively. Lanes 4 through 7 are
samples from strains that carry the σ28 H14D substitution resulting in increased PflgM transcription that are used only in
this gel to optimize the visualization of the LacZ protein band (24). Lanes 4 and 5 are Pro8 CCU and Pro8 CCG,
respectively, in a serT mutant background. Lanes 6 and 7 are Pro8 CCU and Pro8 CCG, respectively, in
a serT+ background.
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2.3.4. The effects of synonymous codon changes at Thr6 and Leu9 on
FlgM activity
We looked for synergistic effects of synonymous changes at codons Thr6 and
Leu9, which are separated by two triplet codons. In this case, there are four
synonymous codons for Thr (ACN) and 6 codons for Leu (UUA/G and UCN), which
included 24 possible silent change combinations that do not change the translated
FlgM amino acid sequence. We assayed these 24 combinations for FlgM regulatory
activity and the results are shown in Figure 2.2C. Here the range in FlgM regulatory
activity varied from a 10% reduction in FlgM activity to a 22-fold increase in FlgM
activity over wild type. For the most part, the contributions of synonymous changes at
Thr6 and Leu9 were additive. We did not observe any dramatic synergistic effects as
was observed with effects of synonymous combinations of Thr6 and Pro8 codons on
Ser7 reading. However, we did observe small synergistic effects resulting in about a
2-fold synergistic effect on FlgM activity for the Thr6 ACG substitution in
combination with the Leu9 CUU, CUC, CUA and CUG substitutions (Figure 2.2C).
The remaining changes in FlgM activity caused by the synonymous Thr6 and Leu9
combinations could be accounted for by additive changes of the single synonymous
substitutions at Thr6 and Leu9. This result supports the conclusion that if the
ribosome does sense more than three consecutive triplet codons during the process of
translation, the effect is small.

2.3.5. Isolation of synonymous suppressor mutations of Pro8 CCG.
The above data suggests that translation of a specific codon can be
significantly influenced by the adjacent two codons. Both mRNA 2° structure and
mRNA stability appeared not to be a factor. However, it is very difficult to
completely rule out the effects of mRNA 2° structure and mRNA stability on
translation. In an attempt to further rule out mRNA 2° structure and stability effects
on translation, we set up a genetic assay to look for more long-distance effects of flgM
mRNA changes affecting codons for amino acids 2 through 25 on translation of the
Pro8 CCG allele of flgM.
A doped oligonucleotide mutagenesis of the region of flgM mRNA encoding
amino acids 2 through 25 was performed. Technical details of the doped
oligonucleotide synthesis limited our experiment to codons 2 through 25.
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Thr6:
ACC->ACA (6)
ACC->ACG (1)
ACC->ACT (3)

Synonymous Changes that
Suppress the Pro8 translation defect

Ser7:
TCA->TCG (6)
TCA->TCC (6)
TCA->TCT (2)
Leu9
TTG->TTA (3)

FlgM!

MSIDRTSPLKPVSTVQTRETSDTPVQKTRQEKTSAATSASVTLSDAQAKLMQPGVSDINMERVEALKTAIRNGELKMDTGKIADSLIREAQSYLQSK*

Ser2
ACG->AGT

Pro8
CCG

Thre6:
Asp4
GAC->GAT ACC->Δ (2)

Val12
GTT->GTG (2)
GTT->GTC (1)

Val25
CCG->CCC (2)
Pro24
CCG->CCC
Thre23
ACG->ACA
Ser21
AGC->AGT
Thre20
ACC->ACA
ACC->ACG
Gln16
CAG->CAA

Synonymous Changes with
No (or slight) phenotypic
change

Val15
GTC->GTG

	
  

	
  

Figure 2.4. Suppression of the flgM Pro8 CCG allele by doped oligonucleotide synonymous codon
mutagenesis of codons 2–25. In a strain unable to assemble the flagellar motor (a hook basal body-mutant strain, HBB−),

FlgM is not secreted, resulting in the inhibition of σ28-dependent PfliC–lac expression and a Lac−phenotype on MacConkey lactose
indicator plates. Introduction of the flgM Pro8 CCG results in reduced FlgM levels, increased σ28-dependent PfliC–lac expression,
and a Lac+ phenotype on MacConkey lactose indicator plates. Doped oligonucleotide mutagenesis that introduced synonymous
changes in amino acids 2–25 (excluding Pro8) was performed on the flgM Pro8 CCG, HBB− mutant strain. More than 10,000
recombinant strains were screened for increased FlgM activity that resulted in a Lac− phenotype. Mutants resulting in a
Lac+ phenotype are shown in red and occurred at amino acid codons Thr6, Ser7, and Leu9. Mutants with a slight Lac+ phenotype
are in blue and occurred at codons Ser2 and Val12. Ten independent colonies with the parental Lac− phenotype were sequenced
and are shown in black. The numbers in parenthesis are the number of independent isolates that were sequenced.

The oligonucleotide mutagenesis was designed so that, on average, each oligo
had one synonymous codon change for amino acids 2 through 25. We reasoned that if
the 20-fold reduced FlgM activity of the Pro8 CCU to CCG change was due to an
effect on mRNA secondary structure, suppressors might be obtained throughout the
amino acid 2 through 25 region that significantly increased FlgM activity.
Alternatively, if translation of a given codon is influenced by the two adjacent codons
- then we expected significant suppression of the Pro8 CCG translation defect to
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occur in the region including the two codons before (Thr6 and Ser7) and the two
codons after Pro8 (Leu9 and Lys10).
The results of the doped synonymous mutagenesis of amino acids 2 through
25 in the Pro8 CCG background are presented in Figure 2.4. Synonymous changes
that significantly suppressed the FlgM inhibitory activity of Pro8 CCG are shown in
red. Changes resulting in partial suppression are shown in blue. To show that the
doped oligo mutagenesis covered the entire region, ten colonies that showed no
suppression of the Pro8 CCG allele were sequenced and shown in black.
The synonymous changes that suppressed the Pro8 CCG alleles to give wildtype FlgM activity included all three possible synonymous substitutions at Thr6, all
three possible synonymous substitutions at Ser7 and the UUG to UUA substitution at
Leu9, which we earlier showed increased FlgM activity of the Pro8 CCG allele 6fold. For technical reasons, the CUN Leu9 synonymous substitutions, which also
suppressed the CCG translation defect (Figure 2.2B), were not included in this
experiment. Only synonymous changes in the two codons (Thr6 and Ser7) preceding
Pro8 and the Leu9 codon following Pro8 CCG resulted in restoration to levels near
that of wild-type FlgM inhibitory activity. These results support our assertion that
efficiency of translation of a specific codon is dependent on the flanking two codons
and our observed effects are due primarily due to codon context and not mRNA 2°
structure.

2.3.6. The effect of gene location on the CCU to CCG translation
defect in the context of Thr-Ser-Pro-Leu-Lys.
Codon bias effects on translation are enriched at the N-terminus of genes
(Tuller et al. 2010; Li et al. 2012; Bentele et al. 2013; Goodman et al. 2013;
Pechmann and Frydman 2013). We wondered if the translating ribosome might
transition from a translation initiation mode through the N-terminus, which is strongly
influenced by the presence of rare codons, codon context, mRNA 2° structure, tRNA
modifications and other translation factors into a more robust translation machine that
is less affected by these factors. Recently, Boël et al. determined that the codon
choice in the initial 20 codons of E. coli transcripts correlated with translation
efficiency and mRNA stability (Boël et al. 2016).
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Figure. 2.5. Position effects of the Pro8 CCU-to-CCG change on the expression and mRNA stability
of flgM(codons 1–85)–lacZ and fliA(codons 1–60)–flgM(codons 61–85)–lacZ gene fusions. (A) Fusions of codons
1–85 of flgM to lacZ were made without and with duplicate insertions of codons Thr6-Ser7-Pro8-Leu9-Lys10 after amino acid codons
26 and 56. (B) Fusions of codons 1–60 of fliA fused to codons 61–85 of flgMfused to lacZ were made with insertions of flgM codons
Thr6-Ser7-Pro8-Leu9-Lys10 after amino acid codons 5, 26, and 56. The effects of the synonymous Pro8 CCU-to-CCG change on the
expression and mRNA stability for all six constructs were determined. The fusions are deleted for the C-terminal region offlgM that
contains an RBS, and no ATG or GTG start codon precedes the lacZ-coding segment of each fusion. Expression of the different fusion
constructs was determined by β-Gal assay under arabinose inducing conditions and mRNA levels were determined as described in SI
Materials and Methods.

	
  

	
  
	
  
In order to test whether the translational defect of Pro8 CCG in flgM was due
to its N-terminal location and whether translational re-initiation affected mRNA
stability, we constructed two fusion constructs with the Thr6-Ser7-Pro8-Leu9-Lys10
codons of flgM at different gene locations with either CCU or CCG at the Pro
position. One construct placed codons 1 through 85 of flgM to a lacZ under control of
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an arabinose-inducible promoter to remove any possible auto-regulatory affects of
flgM on its own transcription and missing both the RBS region at the C-terminus of
flgM and lacking a separate start codon for lacZ (Figure 2.5). The second construct
was identical except that codons 1 through 60 of flgM in the fusion were replaced
with codons 1-60 of fliA. By measuring b-galactosidase (b-gal) activity under
arabinose-inducing conditions, we are measuring a direct effect of the Pro8 CCG
change on flgM-lacZ translation.
For the flgM(1-85)-lacZ construct, a change from Pro8 CCU to CCG reduced
b-gal activity about 7-fold, but in this case mRNA levels were also reduced by about
4-fold (Figure 2.5A). Insertion of a duplicated copy of codons Thr6 through Lys10 of
flgM after amino acid codon 26, still produced a translation-defect of 30% when the
middle Pro codon was changed from CCU to CCG in the inserted fragment. The
insertion of flgM codons Thr6 through Lys10 alone resulted in a 2-fold reduction in
mRNA levels, but here there was no effect of the CCU to CCG change on mRNA
levels. Inserting flgM codons Thr6 through Lys10 after codon 56 had no effect on
either b-gal activity or mRNA levels. For the fliA(1-60)-flgM(61-85)-lacZ construct,
flgM codons Thr6 through Lys10 were separately inserted after amino acid 5, 26 and
56 with either the CCU or CCG proline. In all three positions both b-gal and mRNA
levels were similarly reduced with Pro-CCG at all three positions. These results
support our hypothesis that translation of a given codon can be influenced on the two
preceding codons and that codon can influence translation of the following two
codons within at least the first 60 codons of a gene.
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2.4 Discussion
We describe a sensitive translation assay involving a regulatory gene, flgM,
and show that translation of a particular codon is heavily influenced by two codons
adjacent 5' and one codon 3' to the codon being translated. The expression assays used
in this study took advantage of the fact that FlgM is a regulatory gene that works in a
one:one stoichiometry with the σ28 transcription factor. Thus, small changes in FlgM
protein levels would result in signal amplification on s28-dependent transcription. This
amplification of signal allowed for the observation of the effects of small changes in
flgM mRNA translation on expression of reporter constructs. We analyzed
synonymous codon context effects on translation and conclude that the translation of
a given codon can be significantly influenced by up to two flanking codons. That is to
say, when EF Tu bound to an aminoacyl-tRNA enters the A site at a particular codon,
two preceding codons can affect the correct-fit determination by EF Tu and the
resulting translation efficiency of that codon. In a similar fashion, that codon can
influence the translation of to next two codons being translated.
Since 1980 codon context effects on translation has focused primarily on
codon pairs. In their seminal paper, Bossi and Roth determined that the translation of
a UAG codon by an amber suppresser tRNA was highly influenced by the adjacent
codons (Bossi and Roth 1980). It has been known for decades that highly expressed
genes in bacteria and yeast exhibit codon pair biases. Modern high throughput
technologies (genetic selection being the classical high throughput technology) can
identify adjacent codon pairs through tens of thousands of combinations that
modulate translation efficiency (Gamble et al. 2016). Changing codon pair biases on a
genomic scale has proven an effective way to attenuate viruses that make effective
live vaccines (Coleman et al. 2008). We presume that the effects of biased codon
pairs are due to changes in translation speed of various proteins (Chevance et al.
2014). Similar methods that include codon pair speeds in designing attenuated
essential genes may aid in the design of live bacterial vaccines.
Our data suggest that in thinking about context effects one should consider
codon triplets in addition to codon pairs. Our data demonstrate that translation of a
specific codon can depend on the two flanking codons to the codon being translated in
a non-additive manner. After the second codon of a given gene, both the P-site and Esite of the ribosome are occupied when elongation factor, EF-Tu bound to a charged
aminoacyl tRNA species brings nascent charged tRNA to an empty A-site. We
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propose that upon docking an aminoacyl tRNA to the A site, the efficiency that EFTu translates that codon is influenced by adjacent codons and bound tRNA species in
addition to the specific codon-anticodon interaction at the A site.
Our working model for the effect of two adjacent codons on specific codon
translation is diagrammed in Figure 2.1. In our model, GTP-bound elongation factor
EF-Tu (purple) directs a charged tRNA to the A-site of the ribosome through WatsonCrick pairing of the first two bases in the translating triplet. The efficiency at which
this codon is translated depends on the stability of the anticodon:codon interactions.
We propose that this stability is dependent on base stacking energy, which is
influenced by at least the two flanking codons in the mRNA. We also propose that the
stability of the anticodon:codon interactions is also influenced by modifications of the
tRNAs that affect interaction with the ribosomal A, P and E sites, and by protein or
non-coding RNA translation factors.
Synonymous changes will lead to differences in translation rates especially
where different tRNAs are used, having different binding efficiencies, abundances
and charging rates and result in differential mRNA stabilities. This is in addition to
the fact that the same tRNA reads different codons with different efficiencies as was
determined in an in vivo translational speedometer assay system (Chevance et al.
2014). We conclude that codon recognition is initiated by codon-anticodon hydrogen
bonding between the first and second bases of the translated codon followed by
sensing the correct fit at the wobble base and base stacking interactions contributed
by the preceding two codons and bound tRNAs.
The tRNA molecules of every organism are extensively modified and the
majority of modifications occur at the anti-wobble position of anti-codon loop and the
base immediately 3’ to the anticodon (El Yacoubi et al. 2012). (Thirteen other bases
positions are modified to a lesser extent in tRNA species of E. coli and S. enterica
(Bjork and Hagervall 2014).) The base adjacent to the 3' anticodon position, the
"cardinal nucleotide" also varies among species and is thought to significantly affect
codon recognition (Yarus 1982). These modifications influence the stacking energy of
the bases during codon:anticodon pairing (Grosjean et al. 1978). The translation
proofreading steps catalyzed by EF-Tu and EF-G, which “sense” hydrogen bonding
and stacking energy to determine if the correct codon:anticodon pairing has occurred,
are influenced by the adjacent codons possibly resulting in the codon context effects
we observe. Moreover, many tRNA modifying proteins are present in only one of the
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three kingdoms of life (Grosjean et al. 2010). Thus, specific tRNA modifications that
affect wobble base recognition and contribute to the base stacking forces during
translation can determine specific codon context effects by adjacent synonymous
codons on specific codon translation. Such effects of specific tRNA modifications on
codon translation could account for the different codon pair biases observed between
species that are evolutionarily distant (possessing different specific tRNA
modifications) and could account for the difficulty in expressing proteins in
heterologous systems, ie. proteins from plant and mammalian systems in bacteria. The
MiaA (i6A37) modification has recently been shown to affect mRNA translation in E.
coli in a codon-context dependent manner supporting our overall hypothesis (Aubee
et al. 2016). The translation of proline codons in the mgtL peptide transcript of
Salmonella was recently shown to be affected by mutations defective in ribosomal
proteins L27, L31, elongation factor EF-P, and TrmD, which catalyzes the m1G37
methylation of proline tRNA (Gall et al. 2016). Modification of tRNA species in E.
coli has also been shown to vary depending on the growth phase of the cell (Sakai et
al. 2016). Specific codon context effects could represent translation domains of life
based on tRNA modifications.
The difficulty for natural selection would be in finding codon optimization for
a given gene. If the speed through a codon is dependent of the 5’ and 3’ flanking
codons and the flanking codons are dependent on their 5’ and 3’ flanking codons,
then selection pressure on a single codon is over 5 successive codons, which represent
615 or 844,596,301 codon combinations. If modified tRNAs interact with bases in a
codon context dependent manner that is different among species depending on
differences in tRNA modifications, ribosome sequences and differences in ribosomal
and translation factor proteins, it becomes easy to understand why many genes are
poorly expressed in heterologous expression systems where codon usage is the
primary factor in the design of coding sequences for foreign protein expression. This
represents a significant challenge in designing genes for maximal expression whether
by natural selection or in the lab.
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2.5. Materials and Methods
Strains and oligonucleotides used in this work are listed in SI Materials and Methods
(section 2.7.2). Strain constructions and quantitative real-time PCR were performed
as described in SI Materials and Methods. Expression of luciferase was measured as
luminescence levels on a Polarstar Optima luminometer from BMG Labtech. bGalactosidase activities were determined as described (Maloy 1990).
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2.7. Supporting Information
2.7.1. SI Results
Effect of synonymous changes at codons Thr6 and Pro8 of flgM on mRNA levels.
In order to rule out effects of the Thr6 and Pro8 substitutions on flgM mRNA
stability, we determined the flgM mRNA levels for the different Thr6 - Pro8
synonymous combinations by quantitative RT-PCR (SI Figure 2). The substitution
combinations with a wide range of FlgM activities chosen for comparison to the wild
type (Thr6:ACC Pro8:CCU) were: Thr6:ACU Pro8:CCU (11-fold increased FlgM
activity), Thr6:ACG Pro8:CCU (13-fold up), Thr6:ACU Pro8:CCG (20-fold down),
Thr6:ACC Pro8:CCG (34-fold up) and Thr6:ACG Pro8:CCG (6.7-fold up). No
significant effect on flgM mRNA levels was observed suggesting that the
synonymous substitutions did not affect flgM mRNA stability. We also assayed
mRNA levels for the mRNA of the s28-dependent fliC gene. As expected, the levels of
fliC mRNA varied in accordance to FlgM activities reported in Figure 2.2A.
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Effect of synonymous changes at codons Thr6 and Leu9 of flgM on mRNA levels.
We also tested the effects of Thr6-Leu9 synonymous combinations on flgM mRNA
stability for six combinations including wild-type. The substitution combinations with
a range of FlgM activities chosen for comparison to the wild type (Thr6:ACC
Leu9:UUG) were: Thr6:ACG Leu9:UUG (13-fold up in FlgM activity), Thr6:ACC
Leu9:CUC (1.1-fold up), Thr6:ACG Leu9:CUC (4.5-fold up), Thr6:ACC Leu9:CUG
(0.9-fold down) and Thr6:ACG Leu9:CUG (4.9-fold up). A slight (~20%) reduction
for only the Thr6:ACC Leu9:CUC was observed. No other synonymous codon effects
on flgM mRNA levels were observed suggesting that the synonymous substitutions
did not affect flgM mRNA stability (SI Figure 2). Again the mRNA levels for the s28dependent fliC gene were determined for the Thr6 Leu9 synonymous combinations
and the levels of fliC mRNA varied in accordance to FlgM activities reported in
Figure 2.2C.
In order to test for possible mRNA 2° structure effects, predicted folding
energies of the flgM mRNA were calculated on a window-by-window basis for all 16
codon variants. Predicted folding energies were calculated using RNAfold of
ViennaRNA package v2.0.2 (Lorenz et al. 2011) on overlapping windows of length
30 nucleotides. To check whether the codon variants of flgM cluster in the RNA
secondary space, an alignment- and folding-free clustering algorithm for RNA
secondary structures, called NoFold was used (Middleton and Kim 2014). The
algorithm clustered the 16 variants into 4 clusters. Details of each cluster and the
consensus structure for each cluster are presented in Supplemental Table 2. We find
no clear pattern between identities of sequences within a cluster and the luminescence
patterns observed in Figure 2.1A. We analyzed the predicted 2° structure of the 16
variants for Thr6 and Pro8 of flgM mRNA to determine if the rank-order of folding
energies in any window correlate with the rank-order of expression in the
experimental data. While the predicted mRNA folding energies in windows around
the Ser6 codon varied considerably with synonymous changes in codon context, we
find no clear pattern between the folding energies of flgM mRNA and its activity
based on luminescence assays (Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). This suggests that
variations in mRNA 2° structure is not the cause for the variations in FlgM activity
observed.
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2.7.2. SI Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains, plasmids and media.
All strains are derived from Salmonella Typhimurium strain LT2 and are listed in
Supplementary Table 1. Cells were cultured in lysis broth (LB = per liter: 10 g Bacto
tryptone 5 g Bacto yeast extract and 5 g NaCl). Antibiotics were added to LB at the
final concentrations: 100 µg/ml sodium ampicillin, 12.5 µg/ml chloramphenicol, 15
µg/ml tetracycline-HCl or 0.5 µg/ml anhydrotetracycline (ATc). L-arabinose was
supplemented to 0.2% (w/v) as needed. Amresco agar was added to 12 g/liter for solid
media. The generalized transducing phage of S. typhimurium P22 HT105/1 int-201
was used in all transductional crosses (Sanderson and Roth 1983). ATc plates used to
select for tetracycline-sensitive recombinants were prepared as follows: flask A
consisted of 12 g Amresco agar, 5g Bacto tryptone, and 5 g yeast extract in 500 ml
H2O; flaskB consisted of 10 g NaCl, 10 g NaH2PO4*H2O in 500 ml H2O. Following
autoclave sterilization, the flasks A and B were cooled to ca. 55°C. To flask B was
added 2.5 ml of 0.2 mg/ml ATc in 50% ethanol (stored at 4°C), 5 ml of 2.4 mg/ml
fusaric acid in dimethylformamide (stored at -20°C), and 5 ml 20 mM ZnCl2. Flasks
A and B were mixed prior to pouring. ATc were protected from light and stored at
4°C prior to use.
Strain constructions.
Targeted chromosomal mutagenesis was carried out via the tetRA insertion and
replacement with the λ-Red recombinase system as described (Karlinsey and Hughes
2006). Primers were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA),
the DNA synthesis Core Facility (University of Utah) or Eton Biosciences Inc. (San
Diego CA). All PCR and fill-in reactions were performed using a proof reading
polymerase (Phusion, ThermoFisher Scientific). Recombinant products mediated by lRed were confirmed by sequencing analyses (DNA Sequencing Core Facility,
University of Utah or Eton Biosciences Inc.).
Construction of FlgM Thr6 and Pro8 synonymous codon combinations
Synonymous changes at amino acid positions Thr6 and Pro8 in FlgM were
constructed by l-Red-mediated recombination using a large primer FlgM-ACN-TCACCN, which was made double stranded with primer flgMfillinNNN using Phusion
polymerase. The DNA fragment was ethanol precipitated, resuspended in 10ul
Millipore water and electroporated into strain TH18446, that contained a tetRA
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cassette deleting amino acids 6 through 8 of FlgM (pKD46/fla5398 (serT)
DflgM8081::tetRA (DAA6-8) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ). The cells were plated
on ATc plates at 37°C. Recombinants were isolated on LB plates, assessed on
MacConkey-lactose and X-gal plates for color variation and the largest range of
colored colonies were sent for sequencing analysis in order to obtain the maximum
codon combination in the initial screen. Codon combinations not obtained in the
initial screen were constructed individually to cover the sixteen codon combinations,
with the same sequence primer as FlgM-ACN-TCA-CCN, but with the specific
codons instead of N. Strains combinations in a serT+ background were obtained by
moving the serT+ allele from strain LT2 into the 16 strains produced above by P22
transduction and selection for growth at 42°C.
Construction of FlgM Pro8::CCG-Leu9 and FlgM Thr6-Leu9 synonymous
codon combinations
Construction of FlgM Pro8::CCG Leu9 synonymous codons was done as above but
using primers FlgM leu9TTA and FlgM leu9CTN filled in with primer
flgMfillinNNN. Synonymous changes at Thre6 and Leu9 of FlgM were obtained
using the same strategy as above, with primers FlgMThre6-SP-Leu9 and FlgMThre6SPLeu9TTA filled-in with primer flgMfillinNNN. The DNA fragments were ethanol
precipitated, resuspended in 10ul Millipore water, electroporated into strain TH20628
(pKD46/DflgM8081::tetRA (deleted for amino acids 6 through 8) DflgG-L2157
fliC5050::MudJ fljBenx vh2) and plated on ATc plates at 37°C. Recombinants were
isolated, assessed on X-gal and MacConkey-lactose indicator plates for color
variations and a range of colored colony variants were sent for sequencing analysis in
order to maximize different codon combinations by DNA sequence analysis.
Remaining strains not isolated were constructed individually to cover the 24 codon
combinations, with the same sequence primers as FlgMThre6-SP-Leu9 and
FlgMThre6-SPLeu9TTA, but with the specific codon instead of N. Synonymous
codons Thre6 (ACN) combined with Leu9 (TTG) in FlgM had been obtained
previously (see Construction of FlgM Thr6 and Pro8 synonymous codon
combinations).
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Construction of FlgM-b-galactosidase fusions and introduction of a stop codon at
amino acid 8 (AA8) of FlgM-lacZ
A LacZ translational fusion was engineered at the end of FlgM in FlgM Thr6 and
Pro8 synonymous codon combinations, by adding a MudK fusion (Groisman 1991) to
the end of the flgM coding sequence, with a GTG codon at the beginning of lacZ
(flgM-MudK), to allow for re-start of lacZ translation independent of flgM translation.
A stop codon was introduced at AA8 of flgM-MudK as a control to check for the restart of lacZ translation independent of flgM translation. The stop codon was
introduced by l-Red using primers FlgMAA8stopTGA filled-in with primer flgMfillin
NNN and strain pKD46/TH18916 (flgM6683::tetRA (inserted between amino acids 5
and 6) flgM7512::MudK (flgM-MudK)) as the recipient. FlgM AA8::TGA-MudK
was transduced into a DflgG-L2157 background.
Isolation of suppressors of the Pro8-CCG translation-defective allele
Strain TH21455 (flgM::tetRA (deleted for amino acids 2 through 25) DflgG-L2157
fljBenx vh2) was constructed by targeted chromosomal mutagenesis using a DNA
fragment generated by PCR amplification of a Tn10 template and primers
FlgMstarttetR and FlgMAA26tetA. Plasmid pkD46 was introduced by electroporation
selecting ampicillin at 30°C, yielding strain TH21456. The oligonucleotide FlgM1,
which covers the N-terminal region of FlgM and carrying the Pro8-CCG translation
defective allele was dopped at the Core Facility (University of Utah) as follows: t ggc
cgc tac aac gta acc ctc gat gag gat aaa taa atg agc(T)att(M) gac(T) cgt(C) acc(D)
tca(B) ccg ttg(A) aaa(G) ccc(D) gtt(V) agc(T) act(V) gtc(D) cag(A) acg(H) cgc(D)
gaa(G) acc(D) agc(T) gac(T) acg(H) ccg(H) gta(B) caa aaa acg cgt cag gaa aaa acg
tcc gcc gcg acg agc g. The third base was doped with either 97%, 98% or 99% of the
correct base (3rd base indicated) and substituted with the mixture in parenthesis.
Single base doping was 99% correct and 1% either A, C, G, or T. Two-base doping
was for only a single triplet "att" at 98% with mixture M (A,C) added at 2%. Threebase doping is 97% correct base with mixtures H (A,C,T), B (C,G,T), V (A,C,G) or D
(A,G,T) added at 3%. This oligonucleotide was be made double stranded by primer
fill-in with the primer flgM1fillin and electroporated into strain TH21456 and plated
on ATc plates at 42C. 1200 colonies were picked and patched on ATc plates, replicaprinted onto Tz-Lac indicator plates, and screened for Tz-Lac red colonies, and
analyzed by sequencing.
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Construction of Para-flgM(1-85)-lacZ fusions without and with a Thr-Ser-ProLeu-Lys codon segment inserted after either codon 26 or 56 of the flgM coding
sequence.
The isolation of a flgM(1-89)::MudK insertion that results in fusion of codons 1-85 of
flgM to lacZ has been described (Gillen and Hughes 1993). The tetRA element was
inserted after codons 26 and 56 of the flgM(1-89)::MudK construct and replaced with
the Thr6-Ser7-Pro8-Leu9-Lys10 codon segment of flgM with either Pro8 CCU or
CCG as described. Amino acid codons 6 through 10 of flgM were inserted after
codons for AA26 and AA56 of flgM using primers flgMcodon 26, flgMcodon26-ccg,
flgMcodon56 and flgMcodon56CCG. The flgM(1-85)::MudK constructs were PCRamplified and placed under control of the ParaBAD promoter by l-Red recombination
with a ParaBAD-tetRA-MudK insertion at the araBAD locus by replacement of the tetRA
element with the flgM sequence as described (Karlinsey 2007). The strains were
deleted for the flhDC operon to remove any effects of flagellar gene expression.
Targeted mutagenesis DNA fragment was amplified from strains TH21437
(flgMCCU-AA85-mudK) and TH21438 (flgM CCC- AA8-mudK) using primers
ARAFLGM and MuRK-2 and were electroporated into strain TH21576 (pKD46
(ApR)/DaraBAD1068::tetRA-MudK DflhDC7902::FRT); yielding strains TH21606
and TH21608, respectively. Amino acid codons 6 through 10 of flgM were inserted
after codons AA26 and AA56 of flgM using primers flgMcodon 26, flgMcodon26ccg, flgMcodon56 and flgMcodon56CCG.
Construction of Para-fliA(1-60)-flgM(61-85)-lacZ fusions without and with a ThrSer-Pro-Leu-Lys codon segment inserted after codon 5, 26 or 56 of the fliA
coding sequence.
A tetRA element was first inserted at the beginning of flgM in strain TH21606
(DflhDC7902::FRT
DaraBAD2013::flgM (codons 1-85)-MudK)
by l-Red
recombination using primers BADTetR and flgM21tetA. The first 60 codons of FliA
were then introduced just before codon 61 of flgM-mudK by l-Red recombination
using recipient strain TH22716 and primers araBfliA GTG and FliA60-flgM61rev,
yielding strain TH22719. TetRA elements were inserted after codons 5, 26 and 56 of
fliA in recipient strain TH22719 using primers pairs ParafliA5tetR and fliA5tetA,
fliA26tetR and fliA26tetA, fliA56tetR and fliA56flgMtetA to respectively yield
strains TH22721, TH22722 and TH22723. The tetRA element were replaced by
codons 6 through 10 of flgM (with Pro8CCU or Pro8CCG) after codons 5, 26 or 56 of
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fliA using either primers ParafliA5-M6-10wt or ParafliA5-M6-10ccg filled with
fliA5fill, primers fliA26-M6-10wt or fliA26-M6-10ccg filled with fliAfill26 or
fliA56-M6-10wt or fliA56-M6-10ccg filled with fliA56fill yielding to strains
TH22733, TH22734, TH22735, TH22736, TH22737 and TH22738.
FlgM and σ 28 activity measurement assays
The pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) plasmid, carrying a class 3 flagellar promoter
fused to the luciferase operon (Goodier and Ahmer 2001), was first introduced into all
strains to be assayed. Strains were grown overnight in triplicate in LB medium with
12.5 µg/ml chloramphenicol at 30°C. Overnight cultures (2ul) were inoculated into
198 µl of LB + Cm in 96 wells plates. Each sample was grown in quadruplicate on
the 96-well plate. Replicates samples were conducted on different plates. For each
plate, a reference sample was used and fluorescence values were compared to that
reference. Cultures were grown in the 96-well plates on a platform shaker at 30°C for
3hrs (OD of 0.4). Luminescence and OD were measured using a PolarStar OPTIMA
(BMG LabTech) at 30°C. Luminescence was expressed per OD and relative to the
control sample. s28 activity is the activity of class 3 luciferase expression/OD value.
FlgM activity is the inverse of the class 3 luciferase/OD value.
ß-galactosidase assay
Overnight cultures were diluted 100-fold into fresh LB medium. Cultures were then
incubated with shaking at 37°C until the contents reached a mid-log-phase density of
OD 0.6. Cultures were put on ice, spun down, and resuspended in 3 ml of cold,
buffered saline. Culture samples of 0.1 ml were added to 0.4 ml of buffered saline and
0.55 ml of complete Z-buffer (Z-buffer plus 5 µl of 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate and
100 µl of CHCl3) (Maloy 1990). The assay was continued as described previously
(Maloy 1990). All assays were performed 3 to 6 times from independent cultures.
Activity is expressed in nmol/min/OD650.

Real Time-PCR assays.
RNA isolation was performed for three independent biological replicates using the
RNeasy minikit (Qiagen). For removal of genomic DNA, RNA was treated with
DNase I for 30 min at 37°C using the DNA-free RNA kit (Zymo Research).
Subsequently, RNA samples were reverse transcribed according to the RevertAid
first-strand cDNA synthesis kit (ThermoFisher Scientific). Quantitative real-time
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PCRs were performed using the EvaGreen quantitative real-time PCR master mix
(Bio-Rad) and primers FlgMfwdRTpcr and FlgMrevRTpcr for flgM, RT-PCR fliCfwd
and RT-PCRfliCrev for fliC, RT-PCR lacZfwd and RT-PCR lacZ rev for the
construction lacZ fusions, hisG-multiRT-fw and hisG-multiRT-rv for hisG, rpoA-RTfw and rpoA-RT-rv for rpoA and gyrB-RT-fw and gyrB-RT-rv for gyrB. Experiments
were performed on a CFX96 real-time PCR instrument (Bio-Rad). Relative changes
in mRNA levels were analyzed according to the Pfaffl method (Pfaffl 2001) and
normalized against the transcript levels of the reference genes hisG, rpoA and gyrB.
Western blots against lacZ
SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (7.5%) was performed using standard
procedures on a BioRad system. Immunoblotting were conducted using anti-bgalactosidase purified monoclonal antibody (Promega) followed by secondary
IRDye800 Goat anti-mouse (LI-COR). Antigen-antibody complexes were visualized
by infrared detection using the LI-COR Odyssey imaging system.
Strains and Oligonucletides used
Strains.
CF313 flgM8326(codons 6-8 =ACT-TCA-CCT) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF314 flgM+(codons 6-8 = ACC-TCA-CCT) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF315 flgM8327(codons 6-8 = ACA-TCA-CCT) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF316 flgM8328(codons 6-8 = ACG-TCA-CCT) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF317 flgM8329(codons 6-8 = ACT-TCA-CCC) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF318 flgM8330(codons 6-8 = ACC-TCA-CCC) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF319 flgM8331(codons 6-8 = ACA-TCA-CCC) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF320 flgM8332(codons 6-8 = ACG-TCA-CCC) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF321 flgM8333(codons 6-8 = ACT-TCA-CCA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF322 flgM8334(codons 6-8 = ACC-TCA-CCA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF323 flgM8335(codons 6-8 = ACA-TCA-CCA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF324 flgM8336(codons 6-8 = ACG-TCA-CCA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF325 flgM8337(codons 6-8 = ACT-TCA-CCG) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF326 flgM8252(codons 6-8 = ACC-TCA-CCG) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF327 flgM8338(codons 6-8 = ACA-TCA-CCG) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF328 flgM8339(codons 6-8 = ACG-TCA-CCG) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF346 flgM7512::MudK DflgG-L2157 fliA*5226
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CF358 flgM8252(codon8 = CCG) flgM7512::MudK DflgG-L2157 fliA*5226
CF403 flgM7512::MudK serT
CF414 flgM8252(codon 8 = CCG) flgM7512::MudK serT
CF417 flgM7512::MudK
CF418 flgM8252(codon 8 = CCG) flgM7512::MudK
CF504 flgM8340(codons 8,9 = CCG,TTA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF505 flgM8341(codons 8,9 = CCG,CTT) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF507 flgM8343(codons 8,9 = CCG,CTA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF509 flgM8345(codons 8,9 = CCG,CTG) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF511

flgM8347(codons 8,9 = CCG,CTC) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2

CF555

flgM8348(codons 6,9 = ACT,CTT) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2

CF556 flgM8349(AA6,9 = ACC,CTT) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF557 flgM8350(codons 6,9 = ACA,CTT) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF558 flgM8351(codons 6,9 = ACG,CTT) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF559

flgM8352(codons 6,9 = ACT,CTC) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2

CF560 flgM8353(codons 6,9 = ACC,CTC) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF561 flgM8354(codons 6,9 = ACA,CTC) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF562 flgM8355(codons 6,9 = ACG,CTC) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF563 flgM8356(codons 6,9 = ACT,CTA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF564

flgM8357(codons 6,9 = ACC,CTA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2

CF565 flgM8358(codons 6,9 = ACA,CTA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF566 flgM8359(codons 6,9 = ACG,CTA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF567 flgM8360(codons 6,9 = ACT,CTG) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF568 flgM8361(codons 6,9 = ACC,CTG) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF569 flgM8361(codons 6,9 = ACA,CTG) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF570 flgM8363(codons 6,9 = ACG,CTG) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF571 flgM8364(codons 6,9 = ACT,TTA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF572

flgM8365(codons 6,9 = ACC,TTA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2

CF573 flgM8366(codons 6,9 = ACA,TTA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
CF574 flgM8367(codons 6,9 = ACG,TTA) DflgG-L2157 fliC5050::MudJ fljBe,n,x vh2
TH2779 flgM5222::MudJ
TH19989 flgM7512::MudK flgM8157(codon 8 = TGA) DflgG-L2157 fliA*5226
TH21437 flgM5208::MudK DflgG-L2157 fljBe,n,x vh2
TH21575 DaraBAD1068::tetRA-MudK DflhDC7902::FRT
TH21576 pKD46 (ApR)/DaraBAD1068::tetRA-MudK DflhDC7902::FRT
TH21606 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2013::flgM (codons 1-85 of flgM Pro8=CCU)-MudK
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TH21608 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2014::flgM (codons 1-85 of flgM Pro8=CCG)-MudK
TH22590 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2030::flgM (codons 1-85 of flgM with insertion of flgM Thr6Ser7-Pro8CCU-Leu9-Lys10 coding segment after codon 26 of flgM)-MudK
TH22591 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2031::flgM (codons 1-85 of flgM with insertion of flgM Thr6Ser7-Pro8CCG-Leu9-Lys10 coding segment after codon 56 of flgM)-MudK
TH22592 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2032::flgM (codons 1-85 of flgM with insertion of flgM Thr6Ser7-Pro8CCU-Leu9-Lys10 coding segment after codon 56 of flgM)-MudK
TH22593 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2033::flgM (codons 1-85 of flgM with insertion of flgM Thr6Ser7-Pro8CCG-Leu9-Lys10 coding segment after codon 56 of flgM)-MudK
TH22716 pKD46 (ApR)/DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2043::tetRA- flgM (codons 21-85)-MudK
TH22717 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2044::fliA(codons 1-60)- flgM (codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22719 pKD46 (ApR)/DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2044::fliA(codons 1-60)- flgM (codons 61-85)MudK
TH22721 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2046::fliA(codons 1-5)-tetRA-fliA(codons 6-60)-flgM (codons
61-85)-MudK
TH22722 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2047::fliA(codons 1-26)-tetRA-fliA(codons 27-60)-flgM
(codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22723 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2048::fliA(codons 1-56)-tetRA-fliA(codons 57-60)-flgM
(codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22727 pKD46 (ApR)/DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2046::fliA(codons 1-5)-tetRA-fliA(codons 6-60)flgM (codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22728 pKD46 (ApR)/DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2047::fliA(codons 1-26)-tetRA-fliA(codons 2760)-flgM (codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22729 pKD46 (ApR)/DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2048::fliA(codons 1-56)-tetRA-fliA(codons 5760)-flgM (codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22733 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2052::fliA(codons 1-5)-flgM (codons Thr6-Ser7-Pro8CCULeu9-Lys10)-fliA(codons 6-60)-flgM (codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22734 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2053::fliA(codons 1-5)-flgM (codons Thr6-Ser7-Pro8CCGLeu9-Lys10)-fliA(codons 6-60)-flgM (codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22735 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2054::fliA(codons 1-26)-flgM (codons Thr6-Ser7-Pro8CCULeu9-Lys10)-fliA(codons 27-60)-flgM (codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22736 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2055::fliA(codons 1-26)-flgM (codons Thr6-Ser7-Pro8CCGLeu9-Lys10)-fliA(codons 27-60)-flgM (codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22737 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2056::fliA(codons 1-56)-flgM (codons Thr6-Ser7-Pro8CCULeu9-Lys10)-fliA(codons 57-60)-flgM (codons 61-85)-MudK
TH22738 DflhDC7902::FRT DaraBAD2057::fliA(codons 1-56)-flgM (codons Thr6-Ser7-Pro8CCGLeu9-Lys10)-fliA(codons 57-60)-flgM (codons 61-85)-MudK

Oligonucleotides:
FlgM-ACN-TCA-CCN: 5'-acg taa ccc tcg atg agg ata aat aaa tga gca ttg acc gt ACN TCA CCN ttga
aac ccg tta gca ctg tcc aga cgc gcg aaa cca gcg a-3'
flgMfillinNNN: 5'-t cgc tgg ttt cgc gcg tct g-3'
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FlgM leu9TTA: 5'-acg taa ccc tcg atg agg ata aat aaa tga gca ttg acc gt acc tca ccg tta a aac ccg tta gca
ctg tcc aga cgc gcg aaa cca gcg a-3'
FlgM leu9CTN: 5'-acg taa ccc tcg atg agg ata aat aaa tga gca ttg acc gt acc tca ccg ctn aaac ccg tta gca
ctg tcc aga cgc gcg aaa cca gcg a-3'
FlgMThre6-SP-Leu9: 5'-acg taa ccc tcg atg agg ata aat aaa tga gca ttg acc gt ACN TCA CCT CTN
aaac ccg tta gca ctg tcc aga cgc gcg aaa cca gcg a-3'
FlgMThre6-SPLeu9TTA: 5'-acg taa ccc tcg atg agg ata aat aaa tga gca ttg acc gt ACN TCA CCT TTA
aaac ccg tta gca ctg tcc aga cgc gcg aaa cca gcg a-3'
FlgMAA8stopTGA: 5'-acg taa ccc tcg atg agg ata aat aaa tga gca ttg acc gt acc tca TGA t tga aac ccg
tta gca ctg tcc aga cgc gcg aaa cca gcg a-3'
FlgMstarttetR: 5'-t ggc cgc tac aac gta acc ctc gat gag gat aaa taa atg TT AAG ACC CAC TTT CAC
ATT-3'
FlgMAA26tetA: 5'-ggc gct cgt cgc ggc gga cgt ttt ttc ctg acg cgt ttt ttg CTA AGC ACT TGT CTC
CTG-3'
ARAFLGM: 5’-actgtttctccatacctgtttttctggatggagtaagacgatgagcattgaccgtacctc-3’
MuRK-2: 5’-gattaagttgggtaacgccag-3’
flgMcodon 26
: 5’-t agc act gtc cag acg cgc gaa acc agc gac acg ccg gta acc tca cct ttg aaa caa aaa
acg cgt cag gaa aaa acg tcc gcc gcg acg agcg-3’
flgMcodon26-ccg : 5’-t agc act gtc cag acg cgc gaa acc agc gac acg ccg gta acc tca ccG ttg aaa caa aaa
acg cgt cag gaa aaa acg tcc gcc gcg acg agcg-3’
flgMtetR56 : 5’-g tta agc gac gcg caa gcg aag ctc atg cag cca ggc gtc TTA AGA CCC ACT TTC ACA
TT-3’
flgMtetA56: 5’-agccgtttttaatgcttcgacgcgttccatatt aat gtc cgt CTA AGC ACT TGT CTC CTG-3’
flgMcodon56 : 5’-g tta agc gac gcg caa gcg aag ctc atg cag cca ggc gtc acc tca cct ttg aaa agc gac att
aat atg gaa cgc gtc gaa gca tta aaa acg g-3’
flgMcodon56CCG: 5’-g tta agc gac gcg caa gcg aag ctc atg cag cca ggc gtc acc tca ccG ttg aaa agc gac
att aat atg gaa cgc gtc gaa gca tta aaa acg g-3’
BADTetR: 5’-ACT GTT TCT CCA TAC CTG TTT TTC TGG ATG GAG TAA GAC GTT AAG
ACC CAC TTT CAC ATT-3’
flgM21tetA: 5’-GGC GGA CGT TTT TTC CTG ACG CGT TTT TTG TAC CGG CGT GTC CTA
AGC ACT TGT CTC CTG-3’
araBfliA GTG : 5’-ACT GTT tCT cCa taC ctG Ttt tTC TgG aTg gAG TAA GaC Ggt gaa ttc act gta
tac cgc-3’
FliA60-flgM61rev: 5’-ctcaccgttacggatagccgtttttaatgcttcgacgcgttc GTC ATA TCG GTC GAC CGC A3’
ParafliA5tetR
: 5'-ctgtttttctggatggagtaagacg GTG AAT TCA CTG TAT
TTAAGACCCACTTTCACATT-3'
fliA5tetA: 5'-acgctgccacagcgagtgtttatccattacaccttcagcggt CTAAGCACTTGTCTCCTG-3'
fliA26tetR: 5'-acactcgctgtggcagcgttatgtaccgctggtgcgtcacTTAAGACCCACTTTCACATT-3'
fliA26tetA: 5'-ttccacgctcgccggcaatcgcacctgcaggcgcaatgcttcCTAAGCACTTGTCTCCTG-3'
fliA56tetR: 5'-tctgctacaagcgggc ggc atc ggg tta tta aat gcg gtc TTA AGA CCC ACT TTC ACA TT-3'
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fliA56flgMtetA: 5'-gat agc cgt ttt taa tgc ttc gac gcg ttc gtc ata tcg gtc CTA AGC ACT TGT CTC
CTG-3'
ParafliA5-M6-10wt: 5'-ctgtttttctggatggagtaagacg GTG AAT TCA CTG TAT acc tca cct ttg aaa acc
gct gaa ggt gta atg gat aaa cac tcg ctg tgg cag c-3'
ParafliA5-M6-10ccg: 5'-ctgtttttctggatggagtaagacg GTG AAT TCA CTG TAT acc tca ccG ttg aaa acc
gct gaa ggt gta atg gat aaa cac tcg ctg tgg cag c-3'
fliA5fill: 5'-gtacataacg ctg cca cag cga gtg ttt-3'
fliA26-M6-10wt: 5'-acactcgctgtggcagcgttatgtaccgctggtgcgtcac acc tca cct ttg aaa
gaagcattgcgcctgcaggtgcgattgccggcgagcgtggaa-3'
fliA26-M6-10ccg: 5'-acactcgctgtggcagcgttatgtaccgctggtgcgtcac acc tca ccG ttg aaa
gaagcattgcgcctgcaggtgcgattgccggcgagcgtggaa-3'
fliAfill26: 5'-gtccag ttc cacgctcgccggcaat-3'
fliA56-M6-10wt: 5'-tctgctacaagcgggc ggc atc ggg tta tta aat gcg gtc acc tca cct ttg aaa
gaccgatatgacgaacgcgtcgaagcattaaaaacggcta-3'
fliA56-M6-10ccg: 5'-tctgctacaagcgggc ggc atc ggg tta tta aat gcg gtc acc tca ccG ttg aaa
gaccgatatgacgaacgcgtcgaagcattaaaaacggcta-3'
fliA56fill: 5'-gga tag ccg ttt tta atg ctt cg-3'
flgMfwdRTpcr: 5'-aacggctatccgtaacggtgagtt-3'
FlgMrevRTpcr: 5'-ttactctgtaagtagctctgcgcc-3'
RT-PCR fliCfwd: 5'-gtcgctgttgacccagaataa-3'
RT-PCRfliCrev: 5'-cgtctttcgcgctgttgata
RT-PCR lacZfwd: 5'-atc ttc ctg agg ccg ata ct-3'
RT-PCR lacZ rev: 5'-cgg att gac cgt aat ggg ata g-3'
hisG-multiRT-fw: 5'-gaa aac atg ccg att gat atc ctg-3'
hisG-multiRT-rv: 5'-agc acg tttt cgc cga taa tac-3'
rpoA-RT-fw: 5'-cgc cct gtt gac gat ctg g-3'
rpoA-RT-rv: 5'-ttt acc caa gtt agg cgt ctt aag-3'
gyrB-RT-fw: 5'-ctg ctc aaa gag ctg gtg tat ca-3'
gyrB-RT-rv: 5'-agc gcg tta cag tct gct cat-3'
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transfer step.
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Figure S2. The effects of synonymous codon changes on mRNA levels. (A) Quantitative real
time-PCR for Thr6-Pro8 synonymous strain constructs. Effects of specific synonymous changes (bars

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

are numbered from the left): Thr6 ACU/Pro8 CCU (bar 1), Thr6 ACC/Pro8 CCU (bar 2), Thr6 ACG/Pro8 CCU (bar
3), Thr6 ACU/Pro8 CCG (bar 4), Thr6 ACC/Pro8 CCG (bar 5), and Thr6 ACG/Pro8 CCG (bar 6) on flgM (Top) and
fliC (Middle) reporter mRNA levels. (Bottom) QRT-PCR on hisG control mRNA. Error bars represent the SD of the
means. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey test showed which data set were statistically different. ns, not
significant; *P = 0.05; **P = 0.01; ***P = 0.001. Only fliC mRNA levels were significantly different at 95%
confidence interval levels. Both flgM and hisG mRNA levels were not significantly different for all constructs
tested. (B) Quantitative real-time PCR for Thr6-Leu9 synonymous strain constructs. Effects of specific synonymous
changes: Thr6 ACC/Leu9 UUG (bar 1), Thr6 ACG/Leu9 UUG (bar 2), Thr6 ACC/Leu9 CUC (bar 3), Thr6
ACG/Leu9 CUC (bar 4), Thr6 ACC/Leu9 CUG (bar 5), and Thr6 ACG/Leu9 CUG (bar 6) on flgM (Top) and fliC
reporter (Middle) mRNA levels. (Bottom) Quantitative RT-PCR on hisG control mRNA. Errors bars represent the
standard deviation of the means. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey test showed which datasets were statistically
different. ns, not significant; *P = 0.05; **P = 0.01; ***P = 0.001. Only fliC mRNA levels were significantly
different at 95% confidence interval levels. flgM and hisG mRNA levels were not significantly different for all
constructs tested. 	
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Table S1. Spearman correlation between predicted folding energy and expression, in
overlapping windows each of length 30nt, numbered relative to start codon
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3. 1. Introduction
Our work builds upon the dogma of codon recognition through hydrogen
bonding. While hydrogen-bond interactions guide the tRNA to the codon at the
ribosomal "A" site, our work demonstrates that the actual reading of the codon,
including the speed of translation through the given codon, is far more complex.
Results presented in this thesis demonstrates that translation speed through a given
codon is affected by the two codons both 5' and 3' to the codon being translated. Our
model, "the genetic code as a triplet-of-triplets", predicts a simultaneous sensing
mechanism by EF-Tu of codons and tRNA species at the E, P and A sites of the
ribosome. This mechanism predicts variability is sensing codons among species that
is dependent on the tRNA pool of a given species and how these tRNA pools differ
between species presumably through tRNA modifications and base differences. The
effective genetic code will vary among species based on differences in tRNA
modifications. A given codon that is read with high efficiency in a specific context of
flanking codons in bacteria might be read with greatly reduced efficiencies in yeast,
fruit flies, humans, etc. We believe this to be of revolutionary significance to Biology
and human health.
Synonymous mutations, long thought to be evolutionarily silent (Nei 2005),
affect translation speed and accuracy, co-translational folding, protein secretion and
overall expression levels (Hunt et al. 2014). Synonymous mutations are associated
with over 50 human diseases including cancer (Sauna and Kimchi-Sarfaty 2011;
Supek et al. 2014).
Much of our understanding of the process of mRNA translation by the
ribosome comes from in vitro studies. High throughput studies have shown that
codon-dependent changes in mRNA-folding is the predominant factor in the effects of
synonymous codons on protein expression for codons located in the N-terminal
region (Boël et al. 2016). The preliminary results presented in this Chapter show that
traditional genetic methods may allow the separation of effects of synonymous codon
changes on mRNA folding and instability from effects specific to codon context.
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3.2. Effect of codon contexts in the fliA gene: Downstream
translation restart can differentiate codon context effects
from mRNA stability effects
We wanted to extend the study of the "triplet of triplets" code to other genes.
The fliA gene encodes a transcription factor (σ28) that is specific for genes needed late
in the assembly of the bacterial flagellum (see last section of Introduction). The σ28dependent genes including the external flagellar filament gene fliC, the genes of the
motor force generators, motA and motB, that power rotation of the flagellar motor,
and genes encoding the chemosensory system that controls movement of the
bacterium in chemical gradients.
Chadsey and Hughes (2001) previously isolated amino acid substitutions at
position H14 (to D, N &Y) of σ28 that resulted in twice its cellular protein levels.
Biochemically, the activities of these substitution mutants in transcription and
inhibition by FlgM were indistinguishable from wild type. It was concluded that these
substitutions probably resulted in more stable proteins. However, Barker et al. (2014)
recently reported a synonymous D12D substitution that also resulted in a 2-fold
increase in cellular levels of σ28 indicating an effect on translation or mRNA stability
for that allele and suggested that the H14 substitutions isolated earlier might be due to
changes in translation efficiencies (Chadsey and Hughes 2001). This prompted us to
examine codon context in fliA in order to determine whether the triplet of triplets code
could be extended to other genes, or if it was just a particularity of flgM.

3.2.1. Results
Synergy of translation effects at synonymous codon triplets in fliA (σ28)
We looked at codon context effects on translation in fliA making synonymous
changes in the Asp12 through Ser15 region and looking at the effects of synonymous
changes flanking an unchanged central codon. The effects for changes in positions
Asp12 and His14, Lys13 and Ser15, and His14 and Leu16 on fliA expression as
measured by σ28-dependent transcription of a PmotA-lux reporter is shown in Figure
3.1A, 3.1B and 3.1C, respectively. In some cases the effects are additive as in Figure
3.1A. Other cases are synergistic as in Figure 3.1B compare the single Lys13 AAA AAG (1.0 to 2.4x PmotA-lux expression) and Ser15 UCG - UCU (1.0 to 3.4x PmotA-lux
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expression) changes to the double change (1.0 to 0.87x PmotA-lux expression). Also in
Figure 3.1C compare the single His14 CAC - CAU (1.0 to 0.57x PmotA-lux expression)
and Leu16 CUG - UUG (1.0 to 1.0x PmotA-lux expression) changes to the double
change (1.0 to 0.03x PmotA-lux expression).

!

Figure 3.1. Effect of synonymous codon changes at A. positions Asp12 &
His14, B. Lys13 & Ser15 and C. His14 & Leu16 on σ28 activity.
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Effects of synonymous codon changes in flgM and fliA on mRNA stability
The computational modeling study based upon the analysis of the expression
of a large set of ~6,000 proteins in the 2016 Boël et al. Nature publication (Boël et al.
2016) would predict that the effects of synonymous changes in gene expression in
flgM (presented in Figure 2.2 of Chapter 2) and fliA (Figure 3.1) are due to changes in
mRNA folding and stability and we should simply stop here. However, Biology
doesn't necessarily follow the rules and correlations given to us by computational
biologists. We looked at the effects of synonymous changes showing synergistic
effects in combination on mRNA levels of fliA and flgM. The data in Figure 3.2 show
that for fliA, the mRNA levels perfectly match the σ28 activity levels in agreement
with Boël et al. (Boël et al. 2016). However, the flgM mRNA levels were unaffected
by the multiple synonymous substitutions that resulted in synergistic effects on FlgM
activity that varied by more than a 500-fold range in activity (also see Chapter 2).
Thus, we were fortuitous in that the synonymous changes in flgM could be seen to
affect mRNA translation independent of mRNA stability.

!
Figure 3.2. mRNA levels for fliA and flgM. The levels of mRNA for fliA, flgM and lacZ (expressed from a
σ28-dependent flagellar promoter) are shown for synonymous changes at Lys13&Ser15 and His14&Leu16
of fliA and Thr6&Pro8 of flgM.
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3.2.2. Discussion
We examined codon context effects on translation in the fliA gene making
synonymous changes in the Asp12 through Ser15 region looking at effects of
synonymous changes flanking an unchanged central codon. There are large context
effects. However, we observed that synonymous changes in fliA correlated almost
perfectly with changes in mRNA levels whereas synonymous changes in flgM were
independent of mRNA stability and presumed to be specific to translation (Chapter2).
These results suggest that any stalling in the translation of the fliA mRNA leads to
changes in mRNA secondary structure that results in instability, but not for flgM
mRNA. The flgM gene is an operon with the downstream gene flgN with only four
bases separating the translation stop codon of flgM from the start codon of flgN. We
hypothesize that translational pausing in flgM does not lead to mRNA secondary
structures that prevent translational restart at flgN and that translational restart at flgN
stabilizes the mRNA from degradation. We hypothesize that the opposite is true for
fliA. The fliA gene is an operon with the downstream gene fliA with fifty-eight bases
separating the translation stop codon of fliA from the start codon of fliZ. In this case,
we hypothesize that translational pausing in fliA leads to mRNA secondary structures
that target the fliAZ mRNA for degradation and that translational restart at fliZ does
not stabilize the mRNA to prevent degradation.
The data in Figure 3.2 for flgM is consistent with codon context effects on
translation independent on mRNA folding/stability. In chapter 2, we set up a genetic
assay to test for ribosome stalling at the Pro8 CCG change that resulted in a 20-fold
reduction in FlgM activity (Figure 2.3). We set up a full-length flgM-lacZ gene fusion
with a ribosome-binding site (RBS) at the end of flgM preceding the lacZ sequence
that begins with a GTG start-codon. The idea was that if stalling occured at Pro8,
ribosomes could restart and translate lacZ independently of flgM. The data presented
in Figure 2.3 show that stalling at Pro8 with either the translation-defective CCG
allele or a UGA stop codon allows translational restart of lacZ independent of flgM.
The data also suggest that a translational restart results in mRNA stabilization (Figure
3.3). Future work will test this hypothesis by replacing codons 10 through 20 of flgM
with codons 10 through 20 of fliA and retest the effects of the synonymous pair
changes in Lys13/Ser15 and His14/Leu16 on protein expression and mRNA stability.
In this context, translation might be impaired but may not affect mRNA secondary
structure or stability.
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!

!
Figure 3.3. Ribosomal restart protects untranslated flgM RNA from degradation.

!

A- In flgM, ribosomal restart protects untranslated flgM mRNA from degradation; B- In fliA, ribosomal restart does not
protect fliA mRNA from degradation; C- development of a system to study fliA codon context independent from mRNA
degradation.

!
!
!
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3.2.3. Materials and methods
!
Construction of synonymous codon combinations in fliA
Synonymous changes in fliA were constructed by λ-Red-mediated recombination in
strain TH22234 (pKD46/ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ fliA8324::tetRA) as
described in previous chapters. Mutations at positions D12/H14 were created by
electroporating a fill-in reaction made with Phusion polymerase using primers #6897
and #6924. Synonymous substitutions of fliA codons at positions K13/S15 were made
using primer pairs #6898 and #6923; as well as #6899 and #6923. Synonymous
substitutions of fliA codons at positions H14/L16 were made with primers #6900 and
#6923, as well as primers #6941 and #6923. The cells were plated on ATc plates at
37°C. Recombinants were isolated on LB plates, assessed for σ28 activity on
MacConkey-lactose and L-X-gal plates for color variation and the largest range of
colored colonies were sent for sequencing analysis in order to obtain the maximum
codon combinations in the initial screen. Codon combinations not obtained in the
initial screen were constructed individually to cover the 28 codon combinations using
specific primers.
!
σ 28 activity measurements
The pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) plasmid, carrying a class 3 flagellar promoter
fused to the luciferase operon (Goodier and Ahmer 2001), was first introduced into all
strains to be assayed. Strains were grown overnight in triplicate in LB medium with
12.5 µg/ml chloramphenicol at 30°C. Overnight cultures (2ul) were inoculated into
198 µl of LB + Cm in 96 wells plates. Each sample was grown in quadruplicate on
the 96-well plate. Replicates samples were conducted on different plates. For each
plate, a reference sample was used and fluorescence values were compared to that
reference. Cultures were grown in the 96-well plates on a platform shaker at 30°C for
3hrs (OD of 0.4). Luminescence and OD were measured using a PolarStar OPTIMA
(BMG LabTech) at 30°C. Luminescence was expressed per OD and relative to the
control sample. σ28 activity is the activity of class 3 luciferase expression/OD value.
!
ß-galactosidase assay
Overnight cultures were diluted 100-fold into fresh LB medium. Cultures were then
incubated with shaking at 37°C until the contents reached a mid-log-phase density of
OD 0.6. Cultures were put on ice, spun down, and resuspended in 3 ml of cold,
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buffered saline. Culture samples of 0.1 ml were added to 0.4 ml of buffered saline and
0.55 ml of complete Z-buffer (Z-buffer plus 5 µl of 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate and
100 µl of CHCl3) (Maloy 1990). The assay was continued as described previously
(Maloy 1990). All assays were performed in triplicate from independent cultures.
Activity is expressed in nmol/min/OD650.
!
Real Time-PCR assays
RNA isolation was performed for three independent biological replicates using the
RNeasy minikit (Qiagen). For removal of genomic DNA, RNA was treated with
DNase I for 30 min at 37°C using the DNA-free RNA kit (Zymo Research).
Subsequently, RNA samples were reverse transcribed according to the RevertAid
first-strand cDNA synthesis kit (ThermoFisher Scientific). Quantitative real-time
PCRs were performed using the EvaGreen quantitative real-time PCR master mix
(Bio-Rad) and primers fliA-qPCR-fw and fliA-qPCR-rv for fliA, FlgMfwdRTpcr and
FlgMrevRTpcr for flgM, RT-PCR fliCfwd and RT-PCRfliCrev for fliC, RT-PCR
lacZfwd and RT-PCR lacZ rev for lacZ , hisG-multiRT-fw and hisG-multiRT-rv for
hisG, rpoA-RT-fw and rpoA-RT-rv for rpoA and gyrB-RT-fw and gyrB-RT-rv for
gyrB. Experiments were performed on a CFX96 real-time PCR instrument (Bio-Rad).
Relative changes in mRNA levels were analyzed according to the Pfaffl method
(Pfaffl 2001) and normalized against the transcript levels of the reference genes hisG,
rpoA and gyrB.
!

List of strains and primers
Strains :
Name

Genotype

TH22234

pKD46/ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ fliA8324::tetRA

CF882

fliA (WT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF883

fliA (D12::GAC; H14::CAC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF884

fliA (D12::GAT; H14::CAT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF885

fliA (D12::GAC; H14::CAT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF886

fliA (K13::AAA; S15::TCA) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF887

fliA (K13::AAA; S15::TCC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

!
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Name

Genotype

CF888

fliA (K13::AAA; S15::TCT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF889

fliA (K13::AAA; S15::AGT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF890

fliA (K13::AAA; S15::AGC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF891

fliA (K13::AAG; S15::TCG) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF892

fliA (K13::AAG; S15::TCA) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF893

fliA (K13::AAG; S15::TCC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF894

fliA (K13::AAG; S15::TCT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF895

fliA (K13::AAG; S15::AGT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF896

fliA (K13::AAG; S15::AGC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF897

fliA (H14::CAC; L16::CAT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF898

fliA (H14::CAC; L16::CTC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF899

fliA (H14::CAC; L16::CTT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF900

fliA (H14::CAT; L16::CTG) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF901

fliA (H14::CAT; L16::CTA) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF902

fliA (H14::CAT; L16::CTC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF903

fliA (H14::CAT; L16::CTT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::mudJ

CF904

fliA (H14::CAC; L16::TTA) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF905

fliA (H14::CAC; L16::TTG) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF906

fliA (H14::CAT; L16::TTA) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF907

fliA (H14::CAT; L16::TTG) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF908

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) / fliA (WT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF909

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) / fliA (D12::GAC; H14::CAC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF910

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) / fliA (D12::GAT; H14::CAT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF911

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) / fliA (D12::GAC; H14::CAT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF912

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) / fliA (K13::AAA; S15::TCA) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF913

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) / fliA (K13::AAA; S15::TCC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF914

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) / fliA (K13::AAA; S15::TCT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF915

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) / fliA (K13::AAA; S15::AGT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF916

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) / fliA (K13::AAA; S15::AGC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF917

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (K13::AAG; S15::TCG) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF918

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (K13::AAG; S15::TCA) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF919

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (K13::AAG; S15::TCC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF920

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR) /fliA (K13::AAG; S15::TCT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ
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Name

Genotype

CF921

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (K13::AAG; S15::AGT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF922

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (K13::AAG; S15::AGC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF923

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (H14::CAC; L16::CAT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF924

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (H14::CAC; L16::CTC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF925

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (H14::CAC; L16::CTT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF926

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (H14::CAT; L16::CTG) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF927

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (H14::CAT; L16::CTA) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF928

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (H14::CAT; L16::CTC) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF929

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (H14::CAT; L16::CTT) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF930

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (H14::CAC; L16::TTA) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF931

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (H14::CAC; L16::TTG) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF932

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/fliA (H14::CAT; L16::TTA) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

CF933

pRG19 (PmotAB-luxCDEF-CmR)/ fliA (H14::CAT; L16::TTG) ΔflgM5628::FRT motA8250::MudJ

Primers :
Number Name

Sequence (5’ to 3’)

6897

fliAD12GAT/CH14CAT/C

tt atc gtg aat tca ctg tat acc gct gaa ggt gta atg GAY aaa CAY tcg ctg tgg
cag cgt tat gta ccg ctg gtg cgt cac gaa g

6898

fliAK13AARS15TCN

tcgtgaattcactgtataccgctgaaggtgtaatg gat aaR cac tcN ctg tgg cag cgt tat
gta ccg ctg gtg cgt cac gaa gcat

6899

fliAK13AARS15AGY

tcgtgaattcactgtataccgctgaaggtgtaatg gat aaR cac AGY ctg tgg cag cgt tat
gta ccg ctg gtg cgt cac gaa gcat

6900

fliAH14-CAc/t
Leu16 CTN

tgaattcactgtataccgctgaaggtgtaatg gat aaa caY tcg ctN tgg cag cgt tat gta
ccg ctg gtg cgt cac gaa gca ttgc

6941

fliAH14CaT/CLeu16TTa/g

tgaattcactgtataccgctgaaggtgtaatg gat aaa caY tcg TTR tgg cag cgt tat gta
ccg ctg gtg cgt cac gaa gca ttgc

6923

fliA-fill-1

gcaatgcttcgtgacgcacca

6924

fliA-fill-2

cttcgtgacgcaccagcgg

4366

fliA-qPCR-fw

cggcatcgggttattaaatgcggt

4367

fliA-qPCR-rv

atacgctgcactgcgtaagtggta

4358

flgMfwdRTpcr

aacggctatccgtaacggtgagtt

4359

FlgMrevRTpcr

ttactctgtaagtagctctgcgcc

6272

RT_PCR- LacZfwd

atcttcctgaggccgatact
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!
Number Name

Sequence (5’ to 3’)

6273

RT-PCR –lacZ rev

cggattgaccgtaatgggatag

6276

RT-PCR fliCfwd

gtcgctgttgacccagaataa

6277

RT-PCRfliCrev

cgtctttcgcgctgttgata

4180

hisG-multiRT-fw

gaaaacatgccgattgatatcctg

4181

hisG-multiRT-rv

agcacgttttcgccgataatac

4168

rpoA-RT-fw

cgccctgttgacgatctgg

4169

rpoA-RT-rv

tttacccaagttaggcgtcttaag

4155

gyrB-RT-fw

ctgctcaaagagctggtgtatca

4156

gyrB-RT-rv

agcgcgttacagtctgctcat

3.3. Future direction of work : Development of an in vivo
translation speedometer assay for eukaryotic systems
For the future direction of this work, we envision the development of an in
vivo translation speedometer assay for eukaryotic systems where transcription &
translation are not coupled. We propose to use an expression system that takes
advantage of a translational control mechanism for the flagellar fliC mRNA (see last
section Introduction).
Regulation of Salmonella fliC mRNA translation :
It was shown that translation of the Salmonella fliC gene is affected by a
sequence in the 5'-UTR region (see Figure 3.4) (Rosu et al. 2006). The 5'UTR region
of fliC is predicted to include 3 stem loop regions (SL1 - SL3). The opening of SL2
allows hybridization with the +33 to +44 coding region of fliC, which inhibits
translation (Rosu et al. 2006). Deletion of the SL2 sequence results in a 2-fold
increase in cellular FliC protein levels (Rosu et al. 2006). Translation of fliC mRNA
is further inhibited by insertion of a "U" base (T in DNA) at position -45 to the ATG
start codon, which results in an increased hybridization energy between SL2 and the
+33 to +44 coding region of fliC. Inhibition of fliC expression by the -45::U insertion
is relieved by synonymous codon changes in the +33 through +44 coding sequence
predicted to have reduced hybridization to the SL2 sequence (Rosu et al. 2006).
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The fact that the -45::U mutant is defective in fliC mRNA translation suggests
that ribosome-translation is not preventing the SL2 sequence from interacting with
the fliC coding region. Future work could take advantage of this and mutagenize the
region of fliC between codons 1 and 11 (coding bases +4 through +32) to select for
codon changes that allow for increased translation speed. The is that any reduction in
translation speed early in fliC would allow for an increased probability that SL2 will
interact with the +33 through +44 coding sequence and inhibit further translation.

!
Figure 3.4. Inhibition of fliC mRNA translation by the SL2 sequence in the 5'untranslated region.

When we substituted codons 3 and 4 of fliC with a slow codon pair identified
in Chapter 1 (Pro-Pro), fliC-lacZ activity was reduced by half (Figure 3.5). This
indicates that when translation of early fliC codons by the ribosome is slowed down,
SL2 has an increased probability to hybridize with the fliC +33 through +44 coding
sequence, resulting in reduced protein expression.
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Figure 3.5. Effect of a substitution for translation slow pair in the fliC translation system

We would like to take advantage of this system to develop a universal
translation speedometer assay for eukaryotic systems where transcription &
translation are not coupled. For studying codon pairs in yeast for example, an idea
would be to fuse the fliC 5'UTR and early coding sequence to the yeast gal4 coding
sequence and introduce codon pairs/triplets of interest in the ribosome speed assay
region (the early fliC coding sequence). The measurement of translation speed would
be measured by a direct assay of Gal4 activity (Figure 3.6).
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Gal4

Gal4
!

!
Figure 3.6. Idea for a speedometer for studying codon context in yeast.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The central dogma of molecular biology states that DNA is transcribed into
RNA, which is translated into protein. The process of translation from messenger
RNA (mRNA) into protein by the ribosome is a complicated process involving
transfer RNA intermediates with attached amino acids that must recognize 3 base
codons in the mRNA sequence to be translated with the correct amino acid.
Developments in the fields of structural biology, genome sequencing and
bioinformatics have allowed to discover intricacies of the ribosomal structure and to
learn a lot the specific details of the translation process. However, codon degeneracy
makes decoding far more complicated than if only one codon would code for a given
amino acid. Not only are there are multiple tRNAs for most amino acids, a given
tRNA can exist in multiple copies. We are now aware that codon context can also
play a profoundly determinant role in the translation of synonymous codons.
This work focused on a detailed analysis of the effects of codon context on
translation. We first developed a bacterial genetic system based on translation of the
his operon leader peptide gene to determine the relative speed at which the ribosome
reads single or multiple codons in vivo (Chapter 1). We sought an assay that could
minimize the effects of protein and mRNA stability. We were aware that it would be
essentially impossible to devise an in vivo system that was independent of mRNA
secondary and tertiary structures. For this purpose, we chose the his leader peptide
gene system from Salmonella enterica. In bacteria, transcription and translation are
coupled. The ability to transcribe the his biosynthetic operon structural genes depends
directly on translation of the upstream 16 amino acid his leader peptide gene. The
ability to continue transcription into the structural genes requires that the his leader
peptide gene be translated and that translation stalls within seven consecutive
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histidine codons. The stalling of translation prevents formation of a strong attenuator
encoded in the region between the his leader peptide gene and the first his operon
structural gene. This system allowed us to measure effects of specific codons and
codon-translation in vivo with a 30-fold range in readout of our assay.
Low frequency effects of so-called ‘‘silent’’ codon changes and codon
neighbor (context) effects could be measured using this assay. We showed that the
apparent speed at which ribosomes translate synonymous codons varies substantially
even for synonymous codons read by the same tRNA species. Assaying translation
through codon pairs for the 5’- and 3’- side positioning of the 64 codons relative to a
specific codon revealed that the codon-pair orientation significantly affected in vivo
translation speed. Codon pairs with rare arginine codons and successive proline
codons were among the slowest codon pairs translated in vivo. This system allowed
us to determine the effects of different factors on in vivo translation speed including
Shine-Dalgarno sequence, rate of dipeptide bond formation, codon context, and
charged tRNA levels.
We next developed a sensitive translation assay involving a regulatory
flagellar gene, flgM, and showed that translation of a particular codon is heavily
influenced by two codons adjacent 5' and one codon 3' to the codon being translated
(Chapter 2). Our data indicate that translation of a specific codon can depend on the
two flanking codons to the codon being translated in a non-additive manner. When EF
Tu bound to an aminoacyl-tRNA enters the A site at a particular codon, two preceding
codons can affect the correct-fit determination by EF Tu and the resulting translation
efficiency of that codon. In a similar fashion, that codon can influence the translation
of to next two codons being translated. This data suggests that efficient mRNA
translation is determined by a triplet-of-triplet genetic code and that in thinking about
context effects one should consider codon triplets in addition to codon pairs.
During translation, at the beginning of a cycle of elongation, both the P-site
and E-site of the ribosome are occupied when elongation factor, EF-Tu bound to a
charged aminoacyl tRNA species brings nascent charged tRNA to an empty A-site.
We propose that, upon docking an aminoacyl tRNA to the A site, the efficiency that
EF-Tu decides if that codon is a good fit or not, in addition to the specific codonanticodon interaction at the A site, is strongly influenced by adjacent codons and
bound tRNA species in the P and E-sites. The efficiency at which this codon is
translated depends on the stability of the anticodon:codon interactions. We propose
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that this stability is dependent on base stacking energy, which is influenced by at least
the two flanking codons in the mRNA. We propose that the stability of the
anticodon:codon interactions is also influenced by modifications of the tRNAs that
affect interaction with the ribosomal A, P and E sites, and by protein or non-coding
RNA translation factors. We conclude that codon recognition is initiated by codonanticodon hydrogen bonding between the first and second bases of the translated
codon followed by sensing the correct fit at the wobble base and base stacking
interactions contributed by the preceding two codons and bound tRNAs.
Much of our understanding of the process of mRNA translation by the
ribosome comes from in vitro studies. High throughput studies have shown that
codon-dependent changes in mRNA-folding is the predominant factor in the effects of
synonymous codons on protein expression for codons located in the N-terminal region
(Goodman et al. 2013; Boël et al. 2016). In both the his and flgM assays presented in
Chapters 1 and 2, we were fortunate that these assays were independent of mRNA
stability, and we could observe effects due to codon context rather than mRNA
stability effects. In Chapter 3, we present a study where we examined codon context
effects on translation in the fliA gene making synonymous changes in the Asp12
through Ser15 region looking at effects of synonymous changes flanking an
unchanged central codon. In this case, we observed that synonymous changes in fliA
correlated almost perfectly with changes in mRNA levels whereas synonymous
changes in flgM were independent of mRNA stability and presumed to be specific to
translation. These results suggest that any stalling in the translation of the fliA mRNA
leads to changes in mRNA secondary structure that results in instability, but not for
flgM mRNA. The flgM gene is an operon with the downstream gene flgN with only
four bases separating the translation stop codon of flgM from the start codon of flgN.
We hypothesized that translational pausing in flgM does not lead to mRNA secondary
structures that prevent translational restart at flgN and that translational restart at flgN
stabilizes the mRNA from degradation. On the other hand, the fliA gene is an operon
with the downstream gene fliA with fifty-eight bases separating the translation stop
codon of fliA from the start codon of fliZ. In this case, we hypothesize that
translational pausing in fliA leads to mRNA secondary structures that target the fliAZ
mRNA for degradation and that translational restart at fliZ does not stabilize the
mRNA to prevent degradation. This work shows that genetic methods can allow the
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separation of effects of synonymous codon changes on mRNA folding and instability
from effects specific to codon context.
Future studies should confirm whether the triplet of triplets is universal by
studying context effects for other proteins. High throughput studies would be ideal.
However, mRNA stability seems to be an issue for many proteins. The development
of the flgM speedometer system presented in Chapter 3 could be very useful for
looking at particular codon context independent of mRNA stability.
The universal speedometer as described in Chapter 3 would be useful in order
to study translational context effect in other species. More and more disease have
been connected with synonomous mutations, and, in the era of genomics, it would be
practical to know the particular context of risk mutations.
Future directions of work including examining the effects of tRNA
modifications on translation/codon context and bioinformatic studies should help
decipher the genetic code. One remaining problem is to understand how biology does
it- how does EF-Tu is so fast at bringing the right aminoacyl tRNA to the ribosome?
Is it simply stoichiometric or is there a kind of sorting mechanism involved?
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